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Abstract 

In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), models change continuously due, for instance, to 

new requirements or refined understanding about the domain, resulting in what we call 

model families. For a given modeling language, a model family is a set of related models, 

with commonalities and variabilities between individual models. Model families stem from 

the evolution of models into several versions over time and/or the variation of models over 

the space dimension. In contexts where there are several versions/variations of a model, 

analyzing individual models, one model at a time, becomes cumbersome and inefficient, 

especially when many models share several elements in common (i.e., redundancy). In ad-

dition, other kinds of analyses that rely on temporal or spatial information (e.g., trend anal-

ysis over time) become complex using individual models, separately. 

This thesis proposes union models as first-class generic artifacts to: 1) support the 

representation of model families (for time and space dimensions) using one generic model; 

2) achieve performance gains during analysis of family models all at once, compared to 

the analysis of individual models, one model at a time; and 3) support types of analyses 

that are more easily feasible with union models compared with individual models. 

The use of union models is challenging and non-trivial. At the model level, the 

challenges stem mainly from the following requirements: (Req.1) Models in a family shall 

be captured (in both dimensions of variability) in a complete and exact way such that all 

and only individual members of a family are included in one model. (Req.2) The resulting 

union model shall be as compact as possible, in the sense that it should not contain redun-

dant elements, especially when there are many elements in common between models. 

(Req.3) The union model shall be self-explanatory, i.e., it should be supported with a mech-

anism that distinguishes which elements belong to which models. There are also other chal-

lenges at the metamodel level associated with the use of union models. In particular, a union 

model may not be a valid instance of the language’s metamodel, and the latter might need 

to have its constraints relaxed accordingly.  
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We demonstrate, empirically, the usefulness of union models for analyzing a family 

of models, all at once, compared to individual models, one model at a time. The contribu-

tions of the thesis are: 

Major: (1) a language-independent, graph-based formalization of model families 

and union models, (2) a generic, language-independent algorithm to produce a union model 

from a set of models (in a compact and exact manner) in a given language (to satisfy Req1. 

and Req.2), (3) a spatio-temporal annotation language (STAL) to support the representa-

tion of variability in model families in the space and time dimensions, and to facilitate 

reasoning about union models (to satisfy Req.3), (4) improved efficiency of analysis and 

reasoning over a set of models, all at once using union models, compared to reasoning on 

single models, one model at a time, and (5) examples of analysis techniques adapted to 

support efficient reasoning about model families. 

Minor: this thesis also addresses the metamodel-level challenges associated with 

union models. In particular, it contributes a characterization of the requirements for mini-

mally relaxing modeling languages to support all potential union models of a language. 

The thesis proposes two methods (Evi-MeReFam and Anti-MeReFam) to infer/anticipate 

relaxation points, (i.e., locations where metamodel relaxations are needed) so that existing 

tools and analysis techniques would be adapted once per language. 
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Glossary 

This glossary introduces the necessary concepts (and their relationships) required to under-

stand this research. In particular, definitions are inferred based on the literature for the 

following concepts: model, metamodel, feature model, as well as the conformance rela-

tionship between models and metamodels. In addition, this glossary defines and specifies 

the meaning of variability/variation, model family, and union model used in the context of 

this thesis. The formalization of some of these concepts is elaborated further in Chapter 4. 

• Model (M): A model is an abstract representation of entities, properties, and relation-

ships of a particular system. One important requirement of a model is to conform to a 

metamodel. 

• Metamodel (MM): A metamodel is a model that describes the abstract syntax and the 

static semantics (such as multiplicities of elements involved in relationships) of a mod-

eling language [1]. In the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) community, metamodels 

are often specified with Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams comple-

mented by Object Constraint Language (OCL) constraints [2]. 

• Conformance: A model is said to conformTo (or instantiate) its metamodel if the for-

mer obeys the rules and constraints imposed by the metamodel.  

• Variability: The concept of variability is often used in software product lines (SPL) 

[3], but this work expands it to arbitrary modeling languages. Variability in this thesis 

means “the existence of multiple versions or variations of an initial model”. This thesis 

considers the following reasons for model variability: (1) model evolution1 over time, 

which produces model versions, and (2) model variation over the space dimension, 

which produces multiple variations or configurations2.  

• Model Family (MF): For a given modeling language, a model family is a set of related 

models, with similarities and differences between individual models, that results from 

 
1 Throughout this thesis, the word “evolution” is used to express changes over the time dimension, and the 
word “variation” is used to express changes over the space dimension. 
2 This thesis uses the words “variations” and “configurations” interchangeably. 
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the variation/evolution of models over the space and/or time dimensions. Each model 

in a model family conforms to the same metamodel since these models are expressed 

using the same language. A model can be part of multiple families.  

• Feature Model (FM): The variabilities and commonalities (and their dependen-

cies/constraints) of a model family can be represented as features in a feature model. A 

member of a model family can be produced or derived through the use of a valid feature 

configuration from the feature model [4]. 

• Union model (MU): A model that represents the union of all elements in all individual 

models of a model family, captured in a compact, exact, complete and self-explanatory 

manner, to facilitate an efficient analysis of a group of models, all at once. Since a union 

model captures all member models that conform to a specific metamodel, their union 

should also ideally conform to the same metamodel, but this is typically not guaranteed 

(as discussed in Chapter 7). 

 

Figure illustrates the relationships between these concepts in the form of a UML class dia-

gram. 

 

Figure 1 Overview of background concepts and their relationships 
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 Introduction 

This thesis proposes a new modeling paradigm to model and reason about model families 

that change along the time and/or space (or product) dimensions. This paradigm is realized 

through the use of union models (MU) as first-class, generic artifacts with the following 

characteristics:  

1) An MU captures family members (i.e., models that evolve) in a complete and exact 

way, such that all and only individual members of a given family are captured;  

2) An MU provides compact representation of a model family. That is, MU does not 

contain redundant elements, which is useful when there are many elements in com-

mon between individual models; and  

3) An MU captures the multiple versions/variations of family members in both the 

space and time dimensions in an explicit and self-explanatory manner. To realize 

this feature, the thesis contributes a Spatio-Temporal Annotation Language (STAL) 

to annotate model elements with information about space and time and to distin-

guish which elements belong to which models. 

 

The major goals behind union models are not only to represent the entirety of a model 

family using one generic model, but also to facilitate a more efficient analysis over a group 

of models, all at once, compared to the analysis of individual models, one model at a time, 

and also to support types of analysis that are easier with union models than with individual 

models. This thesis categorizes a set of analysis techniques that are deemed beneficial when 

used on union models and illustrates their enhanced performance in comparison with clas-

sical analysis on individual models. 

To support the representation of union models as valid instances of a language at 

the metamodel level, this thesis also suggests two methods, named EviMeReFam and the 

AntiMeReFam, to infer/anticipate metamodel relaxations points. The proposed methods 

target the relaxation of metamodel constraints related to multiplicities of association ends 

and attribute types and to the external constraints of languages (e.g., expressed in OCL). 
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This chapter discusses the problem specification, the motivation, as well as the 

objectives and scope of this research. Furthermore, the research questions, methodology, 

and lists of existing contributions and publications based on this research are discussed. 

Finally, the organization of this thesis is outlined. 

 Problem Specification  

In Model-Based Engineering (MBE), models are the first-class artifacts used to represent 

and abstract knowledge and activities that govern a particular domain [5]. In MBE, models 

in any given language often undergo continuous changes during their lifecycle, often due 

to modifications of requirements or standards, or to enhanced understanding of the domain 

to be modeled. Such change could happen over the course of time (i.e., evolution), resulting 

in one model evolving into a set of related versions. A model could also vary over the space 

dimension, where there could be several variations (or configurations) of the same model, 

all existing at the same time. Such variations are commonly used to represent slightly dif-

ferent products. In both scenarios, a family of related models in the same language, with 

commonalities and variabilities between family members, is called a model family. 

Change in an MBE context is inevitable. Hence, raising awareness to the phenom-

ena of model families is of particular importance, especially in variant-rich domains such 

as cyber-physical systems, smart systems, or regulatory environments (where slightly dif-

ferent regulations need to be modeled for different regulated parties and jurisdictions). In 

any of these domains, models that are used to capture the domain’s dynamic nature are 

subject to frequent variations and evolutions. In other words, a modeler may start with an 

initial model version (v0), which over time needs to be updated into a slightly different 

version (v1) to reflect a changing requirement. This version may further evolve into ver-

sions v2, v3, and so on. In the space dimension, two or more modelers may need, at the 

same time, to create slightly different variations of an initial model to reflect different prod-

ucts or configurations. In such contexts, modelers often end up having a family of model 

versions and/or variations.  

Often, there is a need to analyze the elements of a model family to check some 

property or compute some trend. Yet, analysis of, and reasoning about each of these family 

members, individually, can become inefficient and time consuming. This is because having 
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a group of models to be analyzed requires the modeler to load into a tool, analyze, and 

report on analysis results of each individual model, separately. This is a time-consuming 

and laborious process, which becomes even more critical as the number of models to ana-

lyze gets larger. More importantly, analyzing a set of related models, with typical similar-

ities, often involves redundant computations and may even require repeated user assistance 

(e.g., for interactive analysis). This inefficiency is especially a problem if there is a large 

set of models with high proportion of common elements (i.e., redundancy) across models. 

In this case, analyzing members of a model family, all at once, is more desirable than 

analyzing each individual model, one at a time, for efficiency reasons.  

The above-mentioned challenges motivate the need to find a way to analyze model 

families, all at once, other than analyzing individual models, one model at a time. The 

alternative solution should provide the ability to represent or capture the entirety of all 

model family members in one generic artifact, in such a way that individual models are 

captured compactly (i.e., without redundancy), exactly (i.e., all and only family members) 

and in an explicit and a self-explanatory manner. That is, elements of different family mem-

bers should be mapped or annotated with information about their space and time context, 

so as to distinguish which element belongs to which model. The generic modeling artifact 

should also enable a faster and a more efficient analysis of the time/space-evolving family 

models, all at once, compared to analyzing one individual model at a time. Furthermore, 

the alternative solution should facilitate types of advanced analysis that are either infeasible 

or inefficient with individual models. 

 Motivation 

This work is inspired by issues faced previously with regulation modeling, in collaboration 

with Transport Canada, where there are regulations that evolve over time and that apply to 

different types of organizations (i.e., spaces). We explain the challenges associated with 

regulatory model families, and motivate our proposed solution, using a running example 

from this domain, namely airports regulated by Transport Canada, where we use the Goal-

oriented Requirement Language (GRL) as a modeling language. GRL is a part of the User 

Requirements Notation (URN) standard [6][7], and its syntax is summarized in Appendix 

A. 
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Without loss of generality, the subsequent discussion about GRL model families in 

regulatory domains and their challenges is also applicable to other model families from 

modeling languages other than the GRL. Therefore, we posit that our approach is feasible 

for any metamodel-based modeling languages and their model families. 

In Transport Canada, there are many regulations that need to be modeled by regu-

lators, for example, to enable compliance and performance assessments. These regulations 

evolve over time and apply to multiple types of organizations (such as aerodromes and 

airlines) that are also of different sizes [8][9]. For example, as Figure 2 shows, some 

rules/regulations apply differently depending on the targeted aerodrome type (modeled ab-

stractly here as TYPE1, TYPE2, and TYPE3), where some regulations are only applicable 

to specific aerodrome types. In Figure 2, regulations related to Fence rule 3 are only appli-

cable to aerodrome TYPE1, Access Control System (ACS) rule 2 is applicable to all aero-

drome types, and ACS rule 1 is applicable to TYPE1 and TYPE2 aerodromes but not to 

TYPE3 ones. 

 

Figure 2       Goal model family of regulations 

The different aerodrome types (i.e., TYPE1, TYPE2 and TYPE3) can be considered as 

different configurations (or spaces) that are available at the same time for different aero-

dromes. This means that the three goal model variations depicted in Figure 2 represent a 

goal model family along the space dimension, where each space has different regulations. 

Goal models in this family could also evolve over time (e.g., when the regulatory context 

evolves) resulting in several versions of the same model. Evolution of goal models could 

involve the addition/deletion of goals and/or links, or modifications to attributes of goals 
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and/or links, as illustrated in each row of Figure 3. In this figure, the (asynchronous) 

changes across each of the initial configuration models (from Figure 2) are highlighted. 

 

Figure 3       Goal model family of regulations in space and time 

Analyzing the different versions/variations of models in Figure 3 individually using one 

goal model per type of aerodrome (and at each time instance) is impractical for the follow-

ing reasons:  

1) If a modeler plans to conduct goal satisfaction analysis (using some GRL forward 

propagation algorithm [6]) on each individual model by running a strategy that in-

itially assigns “ACS rule 2” to study the impact of its satisfaction on the satisfaction 

of other goals, she would end up running the same evaluation algorithm seven times 

(for this example only), even though there are several common elements among the 

seven models. Intuitively, if there are M individual models in a model family, and 

each model has E elements, then the complexity of running a satisfaction propaga-

tion algorithm on all models would be in order of O(M×E). Such complexity be-

comes more significant if there are hundreds of models, with hundreds of elements 

in each model, which is not an atypical situation.  
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2) Each individual model per se (e.g., goal model for TYPE1 at time t1) does not rep-

resent the whole set of regulations. Hence, a regulator who wishes to reason about 

all regulations (e.g., to study the evolution trend of regulations over time) would 

have to check all models, one model at a time, and reason about each one separately. 

This process becomes inefficient and time consuming as the number of models in-

creases. 

3) Models in a model family are subject to frequent evolutions over time that are asyn-

chronous by nature. Unsynchronized evolutions sometimes require that older ver-

sions of models (which represent legacy models) need to be maintained as they may 

still be in use even after they were superseded by newer versions. This is an issue 

over the time dimension which can also be witnessed in the space dimension (i.e., 

along configurations). In this scenario, legacy models as well as new models need 

to co-exist together in one model to be analyzed together.  

Similar challenges exist in the software engineering field, particularly in the Software Prod-

uct Line (SPL) domain, where products vary over the space dimension, and may also 

evolve over time. Since, by nature, an SPL encodes a set of related product variants, then 

dealing with the evolution of multiple products over time means that developers should 

consider an additional dimension of variability, and hence, reason about sets of products. 

Such combination of variation and evolution is not well supported by existing SPL engi-

neering techniques, and only a few recent approaches in the literature try to address this 

issue. For example, Famelis et al. [10] proposed an approach for combining SPLs with 

partial models to represent design-time uncertainty. The resulting artifact, called Software 

Product Lines with Design Choices (SPLDCs), integrates variability and design uncer-

tainty in a common formalism to help developers differentiate between the kinds of deci-

sions that are relevant during the design and configuration stages of the SPL lifecycle. Seidl 

et al. [11] and Lity et al. [12] also considered variation of SPLs in space and time and 

proposed a so-called 175% modeling formalism to allow for the development and docu-

mentation of evolving product lines. They also urge the community to extend annotative 

variability modeling to tackle evolution and variation by the same means. 

The above-mentioned issues (especially the first one), and the gaps identified in the 

literature, motivate the need to find a way of representing model families other than using 
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separate individual models. This thesis proposes union models (MU) as a single generic 

model to capture the entirety of the space/time-evolving model families (in both dimen-

sions of variability), in a comprehensive and exact way such that analysis of a group of 

models will be faster than for individual models, and where members of a family can be 

extracted and analyzed. For illustration purposes, an MU that captures the model family 

shown in Figure 2 is represented in Figure 4, where all elements (i.e., goal and links) of the 

union model are annotated with space information (TYPES in this example) to distinguish 

which element belongs to with model variant. More details about representing union mod-

els and their associated annotation language are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 4       A union model for the model family in Figure 2  

 Other Challenges at the Metamodel Level 

Capturing all model variants in a family (of one language) with a union model would have 

the potential of increasing analysis efficiency and minimizing maintenance problems. 

However, while creating a union model, modelers may face conformance violation issues 

with the metamodel of that given language. This is because, sometimes, the modeling lan-

guage may not permit to capture all model variations with one model. For example, GRL 

limits the number of links between a pair of goals to 1, whereas the union model may need 

many. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where integrating two simple GRL models leads to a 

union model that is not a valid GRL model (i.e., not conforming to the GRL metamodel) 
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as the latter violates the constraint on the maximum number of links between a pair of 

goals. 

 

Figure 5       Example (using the GRL language) of a union model that does not conform 

to the metamodel of the individual models in the model family 

This issue is not limited to GRL but is also common in most modeling languages, where 

union models of a particular language may violate conformance with the original meta-

model of that language. For instance, in UML class diagrams, two variations of a class may 

contain the same attribute with two different data types, and both data types need to be 

considered for that attribute (in the union model) because they may represent, e.g., different 

design alternatives. 

The general problem of metamodel conformance violation that result from union 

models is illustrated in Figure 6. In such scenarios, we need to relax the language’s meta-

model (MM) into MMU to ensure that the union model MU is conformant, and hence, rep-

resentable. A minimal relaxation is desirable in this context in order to minimize the re-

quired modifications to existing tools and analysis approaches. 
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Figure 6       Model family-specific metamodel conformance problem 

 Thesis Objectives and Scope  

This thesis aims to provide a modeling paradigm to model and reason about model families 

that vary/evolve over the space/time dimensions. In particular, it aims to address two cor-

related aspects at both model and metamodel levels. At the model level, the goal is to enable 

an efficient analysis of a group of models, all at once, using union models. At the meta-

model level, the goal is to support the representation of union models (as valid instances of 

a metamodel) by inferring the metamodel of a model family from the structure of the met-

amodel of its members. In particular, the thesis aims to define a method that minimally 

relaxes the original metamodel constraints related to multiplicities of attributes and associ-

ation ends. 

At the model level (and for any given language), the scope of the thesis can be articulated 

as follows (see Figure 7): 

• The formalization of models (resp. metamodels) as typed (resp. type) graphs.  

• The encoding of the resulting typed graphs into propositional logic formulas com-

bined with annotations on elements. The propositional encoding is performed 

manually in this thesis. 

• The incremental construction of union models, using a language-independent un-

ion algorithm, from the set of annotated typed graphs. The resulting artifact is an 
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annotated graph, called Graph Union (GU), which represents the union of all ele-

ments in all typed graph. 

• Conducting efficient analyses at the level of GU, where some of the analysis algo-

rithms are implemented as general, language-independent algorithms at the GU 

level, and other algorithms are language specific. 

At the metamodel level (and for any given language), the scope of the thesis is characterized 

as follows (see Figure 7): 

• Based on the structure of the type graph (TG) of a given language (i.e., the meta-

model) and the evolution/variation behavior of models (captured in GU), infer a 

relaxed metamodel TG’ that supports GU as a valid instance model. 

• Transforming TG’ back into MM’ as well as transforming GU back into MU are out 

of the scope of this thesis. 

• This work is not dealing with the more general problem of inferring a metamodel 

from a collection of heterogenous models that conform to different metamodels. 

Our work assumes that all members of a model family are homogenous (from the 

same language). In other words, the members conform to the same metamodel, as 

described in the model family-specific problem (Figure 6), which is the most typ-

ical context of model families. In addition, this work is still applicable to languages 

such as UML and URN, with many different types of diagrams but one metamodel.  

• This work is not dealing with dynamic metamodel co-evolution upon model 

changes. This is because generating a new metamodel each time there is a new 

member added to the family is not practical, as this would imply developing new 

tools (for producing, analyzing, and transforming union models) each time.  

• In order to relax metamodel constraints, we are looking for language-independent 

solutions, not for language-specific solutions (e.g., using metadata or user-defined 

links in GRL).  
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Figure 7       Scope of the thesis 

 Research Questions 

This research aims to answer the following research questions: 

• RQ1: How can we represent the space/time-evolving model family with a union model 

MU in a compact, exact and self-explanatory manner, while supporting both dimensions 

of variability? 

• RQ2: How efficient is reasoning and analysis with a group of models, all at once, using 

MU, in comparison to the use of individual models? 

• RQ3: Can there be a performance gain from adapting (or lifting) existing analysis tech-

niques specific to a modeling language on a family of models, all at once using MU, 

compared to analyzing individual models, one model at a time? 

• RQ4: How can we minimally relax a metamodel to support the representation of MU as 

a valid instance model? 

• RQ5: How can we infer where relaxation is needed (i.e., relaxation points) in the orig-

inal metamodel, for all potential model families of a language?  
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 Methodology 

Following the directions of March and Smith [13] and in order to contribute to the research 

community, this thesis aims to provide a construct, namely a new modeling approach that 

supports the modeling of space/time-evolving models in the context of model families. 

Such construct is proposed to address a specific problem, namely to enable a more efficient 

analysis of family members all at once, compared to the analysis of individual models, one 

model at a time, and also to support other types of analyses, using union models, that are 

otherwise infeasible or costly using individual models. 

The underlying research methodology for this thesis is inspired by the design 

science research methodology, an approach towards research in information systems sug-

gested by Von Alan et al.[14]. Following this methodology, the research started first with 

a literature review in the context of evolution and variability management of MBE artefacts 

(mainly models and metamodels). The purpose of the literature review is to highlight basic 

concepts, the current state of the art, and gaps in the literature in this context. Then, a con-

ceptual characterization of the model family-specific context and the evolution of family 

members over time and space are identified (using inspiring analogies from other well-

investigated domains), along with the challenges associated with this context. The problem 

is identified and scoped, and further illustrated through representative scenarios and exam-

ples. After building a knowledge base for the research, we characterize the requirements 

of the solution needed to tackle the identified problem. In particular, we propose a new 

modeling paradigm (using union models) to model and reason about families of models 

that change over space and time. We also identified the most crucial features of the pro-

posed solution in order for it to dominate other existing approaches. 

Finally, the feasibility of the proposed modeling approach is evaluated empirically, 

using several model families (or product lines) and several of their versions, across multiple 

modeling languages. The purpose of the evaluation is to assess the feasibility and useful-

ness of using union models to address the motivating problem. 
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 Thesis Contributions 

By addressing RQ1-RQ5, this research provides the following major scientific contribu-

tions: 

• A language-independent, graph theory-based formalization of model families and 

union models (RQ1). 

• A language independent algorithm (based on our formalization) to produce a union 

model from a set of models (in a compact and exact manner) of a given language 

(RQ1).  

• A Spatio-Temporal Annotation Language (STAL) to support the representation of 

variability in model families (in space and time dimensions) and to facilitate rea-

soning about union models (RQ1). 

• Improved efficiency of analysis and reasoning over a set of models, all at once 

(using the union model) compared to reasoning on single models, one model at a 

time (RQ2). 

• Examples of analysis techniques adapted to support efficient reasoning about model 

families (RQ3). 

The thesis also provides the following minor contributions:  

• This thesis addresses the metamodel-level challenges associated with union mod-

els. In particular, it contributes a characterization of the requirements for minimally 

relaxing modeling languages (based on the structure of original metamodels) to 

support all potential union models of a language (RQ4).  

• The thesis proposes two methods (Evi-MeReFam and Anti-MeReFam) to infer/an-

ticipate locations where metamodel relaxations are needed (i.e., relaxation points) 

so that existing tools and analysis techniques be adapted once per language (RQ5). 

 Publications 

This research has led, so far, to the following publications, directly extracted from this 

thesis: 

• Alwidian S., “Modeling Language Evolution for Model Family Support”. 

In MODELS (Satellite Events). CEUR-WS, vol. 2019, pp. 492–495, 2017. 
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• Alwidian, S. & Amyot, D.: “Relaxing Metamodels for Model Family Support”, in 

11th Workshop on Models and Evolution (ME 2017), CEUR-WS, vol. 2019, pp. 

64–70, 2017.  

• Alwidian, S. & Amyot, D.: “Union Models: Support for Efficient Reasoning about 

Model Families over Space and Time”. 11th System Analysis and Modelling Con-

ference (SAM 2019), Munich, Germany, September. LNCS 11753, Springer, pp. 

200–218, 2019. 

• Alwidian, S. & Amyot, D.: “Inferring Metamodel Relaxations based on Structural 

Patterns to Support Model Families”, 13th Workshop on Models and Evolution (ME 

2019), Munich, Germany, September. IEEE CS, 2019. 

• Alwidian, S. & Amyot, D. “On the Characterization of Model Families and Union 

Models”. Poster, 11th Workshop on Modelling in Software Engineering 

(MiSE’2019), Montreal, Canada, May 2019. 

Furthermore, at the early phases of my research, while I was exploring and learning about 

goal modeling, I had the following publications (the first two are in collaboration with the 

Towards Cyberjustice project at the Université de Montréal): 

• Alwidian, S., Amyot, D., & Babin, G. “Evaluating the Potential of Technology in 

Justice Systems Using Goal Modeling”. E-Technologies: Embracing the Internet of 

Things (MCETECH 2017), LNBIP 289, Springer, pp. 185–202, 2017 (Best Paper 

Award). 

• Alwidian, S.A., & Amyot, D. “Towards Systems for Increased Access to Justice 

using Goal Modeling”. 8th Int. Workshop on Requirements Engineering and Law 

(RELAW 2015), IEEE CS, pp. 33–36, 2015. 

• Abdelzad, V., Amyot, D., Alwidian, S.A., & Lethbridge, T.C. “A Textual Syntax 

with Tool Support for the Goal-oriented Requirement Language”. 8th Int. i* Work-

shop (iStar@RE 2015), CEUR-WS 1402, pp. 61–66, Ottawa, Canada, August 

2015.  
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 Thesis Outline 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 2 presents a review of related work from the academic literature.   

• Chapter 3 provides a characterization of the concept of model families and defines the 

proposed annotation language (STAL) suggested to support the representation of union 

models. 

• Chapter 4 defines the graph-based formalization of model families and union models. 

• Chapter 5 evaluates empirically the feasibility of using union models in supporting 

analysis and reasoning tasks more efficiently. The chapter defines three language-in-

dependent reasoning tasks and evaluates their performance using union models in com-

parison to using individual model. 

• Chapter 6 presents the experimental validation conducted to evaluate the feasibility of 

using union models with more sophisticated analysis techniques that are specific to one 

modeling language (namely for goal modeling languages and their analysis tech-

niques). 

• Chapter 7 presents the second aspect of this thesis, namely the metamodel relaxation 

methods proposed to solve the problem of non-conformance introduced by union mod-

els.  

• Chapter 8 concludes the main points of the thesis, with emphasis on the thesis’ contri-

butions, threats to validity, and future work items. 

 

Please note the availability of many artefacts related to this thesis at http://bit.ly/2BW1zIG. 

These include model families and code for generating and analyzing models for Chapter 5 

(in Python) and Chapter 6 (CPLEX).  
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 Literature Review 

In this chapter, I discuss relevant background and related work from the academic litera-

ture. In Section 2.1, I introduce my review methodology. Sections 2.2 to 2.8 discuss vari-

ability management approaches in model based engineering, particularly in Model-Driven 

Engineering (MDE). Section 2.9 discusses approaches related to analysis of groups of mod-

els. Sections 2.10 to 2.15 report on metamodel-related evolution approaches. Finally, Sec-

tion 2.16 provides a summary of the chapter. 

 Review Methodology 

In this thesis, I investigate the work proposed in the literature for modeling variability in 

MDE, particuarly in the context of model family, to support efficient analysis of model 

families over the space and time dimensions. In particular, I formulate my search queries 

according to the following questions:  

• Question 1: What work was done in MDE that supports the capturing/modeling of 

variability in model families in space or time?  

• Question 2: What work was done in MDE that supports the anlysis of models or model 

families?  

 

In addition, since representing and capturing model families (using union models) is 

associated with challenges at the metamodel level (as discussed in Section 1.3), I further 

investiage: 

• Question 3: What work was done in MDE that considers the evolution of metamodels 

to support the representation of model families?  

 

The general query used to answer Question 1 is: 

(represent OR capture OR manage)  

AND (variability OR variation OR evolution)  
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AND ("model famil*" OR "family of models" OR SPL*  

      OR "software product line*") 

AND (MDE OR "model?driven engineering") 

 
The general query used to answer Question 2 is: 

(analyze OR reason)  

AND ("model famil*" OR "family of models" OR "150% model"  

      OR "150 percent model" OR "superimpos* model"  

      OR "template model") 

AND (MDE OR "model?driven engineering") 

 

The general query used to answer Question 3 is: 

(extend OR change OR modify OR expand)  

AND ("meta?model" OR metamodel) 

AND (MDE OR “model?driven engineering”) 

Five popular and relevant search engines were considered for this review, including Sco-

pus, SpringerLink, IEEE Xplorer, and the ACM Digital Library. Google Scholar was also 

included in order to cover a broader range of domains. Regarding Q3, I used a wide query 

to cover all metamodel evolution/change approaches in MDE, then, I used manual filtering 

to exclude irrelevant papers. For all questions, I also extended the initial selection with 

relevant articles cited in the papers selected so far (via snowballing). 

Based on the above search method, I categorize the related work that were retrieved 

into the following research areas:  

1) Research Area 1: Approaches related to variability modeling in MDE in space or 

time (Question 1). These approaches are discussed in Sections 2.2-2.8 and illus-

trated by the Venn diagram depicted in Figure 8. 

2) Research Area 2: Approaches related to analysis of groups of models in space or 

time (Question 2), which are discussed in Section 2.9 

3) Research Area 3: Approaches related to metamodel evolution/relaxation to support 

the representation of model families (Question 3), as discussed in Sections 2.10- 

2.15. 
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 Research Area 1: Variability Modeling in MDE in Space or 
Time 

The literature related to this research area is discussed in Sections 2.2- 2.8 as follows. 

 Overview 

Throughout my literature review, I found that the following disciplines stands as core par-

adigms to which my thesis relates: model-driven engineering (MDE), software product line 

engineering (SPLE), and version control (VC). These software engineering sub-disciplines 

are concerned with raising the level of abstraction of software development (through mod-

eling), managing and organizing variability in a systematic way, and controlling the evo-

lution of software artifacts, respectively. Furthermore, I observed that variability in time is 

tightly coupled with version control, where the latter is mainly concerned with managing 

program/system/product variations over time. On the other hand, variability in space is the 

main focus of SPLE, which is primarily concerned with configuration management in the 

space (or product) dimension. The following subsections briefly discuss these three para-

digms. Furthermore, other interdisciplinary fields, which result from the intersections of 

these paradigms (as shown in Figure 8), are discussed subsequently. Finally, Sections 2.7 

and 2.8 cover other variability management approaches based on models similar to union 

models and on goal models, respectively. 

 Model Driven Engineering 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software engineering methodology that uses models 

as primary artifacts to describe software systems at a higher level of abstraction [15]. A 

model can be defined using a general-purpose modeling language (such as UML) or with 

a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) [16] that provides modeling primitives to 

capture the semantics of a specific application domain (such as web-based languages). 

Most modeling languages are defined using metamodels, which in turn comply to a meta-

metamodel (e.g., OMG’s Meta Object Facility – MOF) [17], as illustrated in Figure 9, 

where the relationship between a model and its metamodel (at each layer) is defined as a 

conformity relation [18]. 
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Figure 8       Organization of literature review for research area 1 

 

 

Figure 9       Modeling hierarchy in MDE [19] 
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The main goal of MDE is to enhance the development, maintenance and evolution of com-

plex software systems by raising the level of abstraction from source code to models. In 

particular, the use of DSMLs enhances the quality and productivity of software develop-

ment by allowing developers to focus on their essential tasks while the recurring engineer-

ing tasks are lifted to higher abstraction levels and automatically generated by transfor-

mations specified by domain experts [5][15]. 

 Software Product Line Engineering (Variability in Space) 

Software Product Lines (SPL) [20], known also as software product families or software 

families3 [21][22] emerge as a paradigm shift towards the modeling and development of 

families of (software) systems rather than individual systems. There are several definitions 

in the literature for the concept of SPL. For instance, Northop [23] defined SPL as “a set 

of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the 

specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and are developed from a common 

set of core assets in a prescribed way”. 

SPL engineering (SPLE) [3] endorses the principles of mass customization and pro-

active reuse of core assets. In particular, SPLE focuses on producing and maintaining mul-

tiple related software products (e.g., in automobiles or cellular phones), by exploiting com-

monalities (assumptions true for each family member) and managing variability (assump-

tions about how individual family members differ) between several software products 

[24][25]. Commonalities and differences among products are modeled and captured by 

variability models. One of the most commonly used variability models are feature mod-

els [4]. 

The SPLE process consists of two major phases: (1) domain engineering (or devel-

opment for reuse), where core assets are developed and variability models are established, 

and (2) application engineering (or development with reuse), which focuses on the devel-

opment or derivation of the final products (known also as configurations) using core assets 

and following customer requirements [3]. Both SPLE phases can be seen to be intertwined. 

This is because from one side, domain engineering feeds application engineering with core 

 
3 The term “software family” is used more frequently in Europe, whereas in North America, the term “software product 
line” is used more often as a synonym. 
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assets, and from the other side, the feedback provided by the application engineering is 

used to facilitate the construction/improvement of new/existing assets. Along the whole 

SPLE process, tool support for defining variability models, configurations, as well as for 

automatic product derivation are proposed in the literature. 

Our work has strong conceptual resemblances with the domain of SPL engineering, 

which aims to manage software variants to efficiently handle families of software [3]. Alt-

hough both of our work and the SPL domain have the concept of families, their purposes 

are different. In essence, the goal of SPL engineering is to plan for “proactive reusability”, 

which means to strategically maintain a set of modelling artifacts (with high-level features) 

to exploit what variants have in common to derive or create new desirable products, some 

of which may not have been anticipated or foreseen. The goal of our work, however, is not 

to plan for reusability but to analyze families of existing models more efficiently using 

union models. In addition, SPL focuses usually on managing variability encountered in the 

space (or product) dimension. Our approach on the other hand focuses on modeling varia-

bility in both the time and the space dimensions.  

 Version Control (Variability in Time) 

Version control (VC) is a technique for variability management in the time dimension, i.e., 

for evolution. VC becomes essential for software engineers to coordinate software changes 

inside a team and to control software evolution. Version control systems (VCS), such as 

Subversion [26], monitor and control models evolution by performing an iterative process 

consisting of check-out, modify, and commit phases. Through version control, collabora-

tion between developers is enabled either by locks on currently modified resources (also 

known as pessimistic synchronization), or by merging possibly conflicting changes con-

currently applied by several developers (known as optimistic synchronization). 

Version control is mainly concerned with tracking and highlighting the changes 

that happen across models, and with calculating the final model based on the differences 

from the original model, without backward traceability to the source of the changes. This 

is different from our approach, where we calculate the union model by taking all elements 

that belong to all versions of models, with an additional feature that annotates elements to 

indicate to which version they belong. 
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 Model-Driven Product Line Engineering (MDE+SPLE) 

MDE has been increasingly used by organizations to effectively manage software product 

lines. The integration of both MDE and SPL leads to a paradigm knows as Model-Driven 

Product Line Engineering (MDPLE) [27][28]. 

 Using MDE technology, SPLs can be planned, specified, processed, and main-

tained at a higher abstraction level where models, as first-class artifacts of MDE, can ex-

plicitly show both the common and varying parts of product lines. 

 Modeling Variability in SPLE 

The term variability, in a common sense, refers to the tendency or the ability to change. 

There are several definitions of variability provided in the literature. For instance, accord-

ing to Pohl et al. [3], it is the “variability that is modeled to enable the development of 

customized applications by reusing predefined, adjustable artifacts”. For Bachmann and 

Clements [29], “variability means the ability of a core asset to adapt to usages in different 

product contexts that are within the product line scope”. Last, but not least, Weiss and 

Lai [30] defined variability in SPL as “an assumption about how members of a family may 

differ from each other”.  

Central to the SPLE paradigm is the modeling and management of variability across 

product lines [31][32]. Variability is managed and modeled across two dimensions: (1) 

variability in time, which refers to the existence of different versions of an artifact that are 

valid at different times, and (2) variability in space, which refers to the existence of an 

artifact in different shapes or variants at the same time [3]. Variability modeling, in both 

dimensions, enables a company to select which version of which variant of any particular 

aspect is wanted in the system. Further discussion about variability characterization is pro-

vided in Chapter 3. 

At the core of variability modeling in SPLE is the concept of feature, where features 

are expressed as variability points. According to Kang et al., the notion of feature is origi-

nally defined as “a prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality or characteristic 

of a software system or systems” [33].  

In the domain of product lines, engineers and customers express the characteristics 

of a particular product in terms of what features this product has or delivers. To this end, it 
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is rational to use features to also express commonalities and variability among products in 

a product line. Czarnecki [34] adapted this idea to the SPL domain and defined a feature 

as “a system property relevant to some stakeholder used to capture commonalities or dis-

criminate among systems in a family”. 

A feature can have different roles in a SPLE process. For instance, in domain engi-

neering, a feature is used to reflect evolution points of systems that correspond, e.g., to 

changing requirements. In application engineering, a feature is used to guide the creation 

and/or derivation of a product. This is achieved by carefully selecting a group of features, 

for which a mixture of parts of different components are involved [35]. 

To model variability in the SPL domain, and based on the notion of feature, a var-

iability model should be used to capture commonalities and differences among product 

families. As an example of variability models, Kang et al. proposed to use feature mod-

els [33]. A feature model (FM) is a commonly used formalism to model variability in terms 

of optional, mandatory, and exclusive features organized in a rooted hierarchy, and associ-

ated with constraints and dependency rules over features[4]. FMs can be encoded as prop-

ositional formula defined over a set of Boolean variables, where each variable corresponds 

to a feature. FMs characterize the valid combinations of features as a configuration. A 

configuration defines, at a conceptual level, one product that can be extracted from the 

SPL. 

FMs are deemed to be very useful formalisms to represent feature dependencies, to 

describe precisely allowed variabilities between products in a product line, and to guide 

feature selection as to allow the construction of specific products [4][36]. However, it is 

important to emphasize here that a FM is different from our proposed union models (MU) 

in both formalism and usage. The differences between both artifacts can be summarized as 

follows:  

1) A FM represents variability at an abstract “feature level”, which is separate from 

the software artifacts (like a grammar of possible configurations), whereas MU rep-

resents variability of all existing models at the “artifact level” itself. 

2) While a FMs define all possible valid configurations of models along with con-

straints on their possible configurations, an MU provides a complete view of the 

solution space that makes it explicit for modelers which particular element belongs 
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to which model, without necessarily modeling dependencies or constraints between 

elements of one model or across several models of a family. 

3) The purpose behind using both artifacts is different: FMs are mainly used to ensure 

that the derived individual models are valid (through valid feature configurations), 

with the possibility of generating new models or products. On the other hand, MUs 

are proposed to perform analysis more efficiently, on a group of existing models, 

than on individual models. 

4) Finally, an MU enables the extraction of individual members of a model family by 

means of selecting particular time and/or space annotations, while FM enables 

model extraction by means of selecting valid combination of dependency rules and 

cross-tree constraints between features. 

 

In fact, independently from the use of MU, variabilities and commonalities (and their de-

pendencies/constraints) among members of a model family can be represented as features 

in a feature model. A member of a model family can be produced or derived through the 

use of a valid feature configuration from the feature model. 

 Variability Modeling Approaches 

Despite the ability of a feature model to capture a system’s variation points in a concise 

manner, its elements are still propositional symbols whose semantics have to be provided 

by mapping them to other development artifacts [4]. Such mapping can be realized either 

explicitly, in a separate variability model, or implicitly, within the referenced artifacts. The 

following subsections discuss the three major approaches for variability modeling. 

Annotative (or Negative) Variability Modeling 

In MDPLE, annotative, or negative, variability approaches assume that a product line is 

represented in a form of a multi-variant domain model (MVDM), which is a base model 

(conforming to a specific metamodel) that contains every element that is used in at least 

one product configuration and, thus, subsumes every possible product [37]. MVDM is used 

to assist in product derivations from a particular SPL, where model elements are removed 

gradually to resolve a valid variant (hence the name negative variability). 
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 In order to define which parts of the model have to be removed to derive a concrete 

product model, and to perform a fully automated product derivation, it is necessary to an-

notate or attach information to elements of the MVDM. In the literature, a common mech-

anisms to achieve this is to attach presence conditions to the MVDM elements [37][38], or 

to use stereotypes such as UML stereotypes [27][39]. Nevertheless, there are various ap-

proaches that differ in how presence conditions are expressed and physically attached; ei-

ther internally (or implicitly) by extending the language itself, or externally through an 

explicit mapping between variability models (usually feature models) and domain models. 

For instance, Gomaa [27] proposed a method referred to as product line UML based 

software engineering (PLUS). This method is mainly based on extending the UML mod-

eling language with stereotypes attached to model elements. Examples of such stereotypes 

are kernel and optional, used to distinguish mandatory and nonmandatory elements, re-

spectively. In addition, default and variant stereotypes are used to define variation points 

by providing their default and alternative variants. Variation points are modeled by a UML-

internal specialization mechanism. This mechanism complicates both architectural deci-

sions and product derivation, where products are derived by defining views that resolve 

configuration decisions. In this approach, the domain model and variability model are rep-

resented in the same artifact, and hence, they are not orthogonal. 

There are other negative variability approaches in MDPLE, where the domain mod-

els and variability models are intertwined. Such approaches separate variability models 

from domain models, yet, the connection between problem space and solution space is 

realized within the domain model in an intertwined way. For example, Haugen et al. [39] 

proposed a separated-languages approach, where models are split and embedded in a ge-

neric variability-aware Common Variability Language (CVL) [40].  

The Clafer [41] language mixes the concepts of UML class diagrams with feature 

models. In particular, a feature in Clafer is not only represented by a class, but also shares 

its structural features. This means that the feature model hierarchy corresponds to the object 

composition hierarchy defined in the intertwined domain model. Similarly, feature group 

constraints are equivalent to multiplicities of composition references.  

In MDPLE, variability modeling approaches can also follow a mapping-based par-

adigm, where the MVDM and the feature model are kept orthogonal. Such orthogonality 
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is achieved by introducing a distinct mapping model, which interconnects the problem and 

the solution space. A mapping model, in its simplest format, assigns presence conditions 

(which are Boolean expressions on the variables defined in the feature model) to elements 

in the domain model. Examples of tools that are used to realize this mapping-based ap-

proach are FAMILE [42] and FeatureMapper [43]. 

The orthogonal variability modelling (OVM) approach [3] captures variability of 

product line artifacts using a separate variability model that is independent from the artifact 

model. Links from the variability model to the artifact model determine which model parts 

have to be removed for certain product variants. The variability modeling language (VML) 

was proposed by Loughran et al. [44] to specialize the ideas of OVM for architectural 

models. 

Mapping-based variability modeling was extended by Czarnecki and Antkie-

wicz [36] to template-based negative variability. In this work, the authors proposed a gen-

eral template-based approach for mapping feature models to concrete representations using 

structural or behavioural models. They use a model representing a superimposition of all 

variants (known also as the 150% model), whose elements relate to corresponding features 

through annotations. In this work, the authors proposed to separate the representation of a 

product family into a feature model (that defines feature hierarchies, constraints, possible 

configurations) and a model template (or the 150% model, which contains the union of 

model elements from all valid template instances). Elements of a model template are an-

notated, and annotations are defined in terms of features from the feature model, and can 

be evaluated according to a particular feature configuration. Annotations used in this ap-

proach are presence conditions (PCs) and meta expressions (MEs). Typical PCs are Bool-

ean expressions over a set of variables, each variable corresponding to a feature from the 

feature model, and they are attached to model elements to indicate whether they should be 

present in a template instance. If a PC is not explicitly assigned to an element of a model 

template, an implicit presence condition (IPC) is assumed to exist. The purpose of IPCs is 

to reduce the necessary annotation effort for the user. MEs are used to compute attributes 

of model elements.  
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Compositional (or Positive) Variability Modeling 

In contrast to annotative variability modeling, compositional variability modeling, also 

known as positive variability modeling, starts from a minimal core that contains features 

that are common to all possible products. This core model is then extended by specific 

model fragments in order to compose specific applications, which correspond to new fea-

ture configurations. 

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to support the positive var-

iability modeling paradigm, and among them is model transformation. In particular, posi-

tive variability can be carried out on top of some model transformations platforms, which 

consist of a core model, fragments, as well as model transformations. Fragments are de-

fined as ordinary models, hence instantiated from a domain metamodel. Model transfor-

mations define how these fragments are attached to the core model. Product derivation in 

MDPLE consists in the selection of appropriate model transformations, which are then ap-

plied to the core model in a suitable order. An example tool that supports this approach is 

the Product Line Behavioral Synthesis (PLiBS) [38], which handles both structural and 

behavioral UML diagrams. In PLiBS, the integration of model fragments, identified by 

UML stereotypes, is controlled by model transformations. 

Apel et al. [45] proposed an approach for product derivation based on positive var-

iability. Different from the above approaches, Apel et al.’s approach hides the concept of 

transformations from the user. Fragments are merged into the core model such that sets of 

fragments, rather than transformations, have to be selected during product composition. To 

this end, a superimposition model is introduced as a model composition technique. In the 

superimposition model, elements are merged or unified based on their names and types. 

Then, the connection between fragments and the core model is made by copying or cloning 

parent elements where a fragment will be inserted. 

Transformational (or Delta) Variability Modeling 

Transformational variability modeling is a hybrid paradigm that combines both composi-

tional and annotative methods. In this paradigm, model elements can be removed and added 

to resolve a variant. A well-known approach for this is the so-called delta modeling (or 

delta-oriented programming) [37]. Delta modeling consists of two parts: (1) the design of 

the core product, which consists of a set of feature selections that represent a valid product, 
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and (2) the specification of delta modules that describe changes to the core module. Each 

delta represents either an addition or a deletion of an element from the product model (see 

Figure 10 (c). A delta module is then associated to one or more features, and the associated 

deltas are applied to the product model whenever a feature is selected or deselected. 

Examples of delta modeling approaches are the ones proposed by Clark et al. [46] 

and Schaefer et al. [47], where a set of systems are represented by a designated core system, 

and deltas are used to explicitly specify changes to the core system in order to obtain other 

system variants.  

 

Figure 10      (a): Negative variability, (b): positive variability and (c) delta modeling 

(adapted from [48]) 

Summary 

Among the three variability modeling approaches discussed above, annotative approaches 

are considered the closest to our approach. Both annotative approaches in SPL and our 

proposed work (represented using union models) consider the use of one generic model to 

represent all products of the product line, or all models in a model family, respectively. 

Hence, both approaches are deemed to be conceptually similar. However, they are still 

different in their purposes, their annotation mechanisms, and their reliance on feature mod-

els, as summarized below:  

1) Purpose: The purpose of annotative approaches is to guide the derivation of con-

crete products from the 150% model, where elements are extracted only in case 

their presence condition evaluates to true given a particular configuration. Many 

unanticipated models can be extracted. On the other hand, the purpose of union 
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models is to facilitate an efficient analysis of group of existing models, all at once, 

as opposed to analysing individual models, one model at a time.  

2) Annotation mechanism: In annotative approaches, presence conditions are usually 

used as annotations to indicate whether an element should be part of the derived 

product or not. Elements of MU, on the other hand, are annotated with information 

about space and/or time, using STAL, to indicate the model variation and/or version 

that they belong to. 

3) Reliance on feature models: In annotative approaches, presence conditions by def-

initions are Boolean expressions over a set of variables, where each variable corre-

sponds to a feature from the feature model. This means that annotative approaches 

rely primarily on the existence of feature models [36]. This is a major difference 

from MUs, where there is no need for a feature model to annotate a union model, 

since the latter is annotated with information about space and time that is inferred 

directly from model versions and/or variations in the model family (of course as-

suming that version numbers and variations are known a priori). 

 Model Version Control (MDE+VC) 

In the last two decades, there has been an increasing interest in the literature about tracking 

and understanding differences between model versions in terms of the used modeling lan-

guage, rather than through the textual representations of models, such as XMI [49]. This 

paradigm shift led to the emergence of the discipline named model version control 

(MCV) [50]. MCV involves two important sub-problems, namely model comparison and 

model merging. Surveying the literature about version control systems (such as EMF 

Store [51] or Odyssey VCS [52]) is however out of the thesis scope. 

Model comparison, as the first phase in MVC, is concerned with comparing two 

versions of a model, and it involves two steps: matching and differencing. Two models are 

matched against each other to identify commonalities between models, which are recog-

nized as correspondences between elements of the first version with matching elements in 

the second version [53]. Differences are then inferred from elements in one version that 

have no correspondence to elements in the other version. Several approaches exist in the 

literature to obtain matches and differences, including operation-based approaches. In such 
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approaches, the edit operations performed by users are recorded, so that a precise edit script 

is available for pairs of versions each time an edit is carried out. Operation-based version-

ing has been implemented in CoObRA [54] and EMF [55]. To facilitate comparison and 

matching of two models, many modeling tools (such as EMF Compare [55]) assign uni-

versal unique identifiers (UUIDs) to model elements. The use of UUIDs serves as a precise 

and simple criterion for identifying correspondences between model elements. If neither 

edit scripts nor UUIDs are available, heuristic matching takes place, where the edit opera-

tions carried out on model versions are deduced in a state-based manner. An example of 

these heuristics are similarity-based matching algorithms [55][56], which aim to define a 

set of correspondences between elements that have the highest possible degree of similar-

ity. The result calculated by these algorithms does not necessarily reproduce the actual 

editing history. 

After calculating the matches between two model versions, calculating differences 

becomes simple. That is, if v1 and v2 are two versions of the same model, elements be-

longing to v2 that have no matching elements in v1 are considered as insertions. Deletions, 

on the other hand, can be inferred from elements that are part of v1 but not of v2.  

In MVC, it is vital to identify and record differences between model versions for 

two reasons: (1) to help users understand changes performed by themselves or by others 

and (2) to check and verify internal consistency of models. To this end, supporting visual-

ization for model differences is required. Several approaches described in the literature, 

e.g., the approach proposed by Kehrer et al. [57], focus on lifting up the semantical level 

of differences to describe changes as a sequence of refactoring rather than in terms of low-

level edit operations. 

Model merging: According to Conradi and Westfechtel [58], model merging ap-

proaches can be classified into three categories. 

1) Raw merging, where a composite change (i.e., a sequence of primary change oper-

ations) is applied to a particular input version that does not incorporate these 

changes yet.  

2) Two-way merging, where two alternative versions are compared side by side to 

identify differences. If any difference is detected, a user intervention is required to 

decide on what has to go into the merged version, m.  
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3) Three-way merging, where the merge decision is partially automated by checking 

a common reference version, called the base version (b). The general concept of 

three-way model merging is as follows: from a base version b of a model, two al-

ternatives a1 and a2 are derived by applying several change sequences c1 and c2, 

respectively. Then a merged model m is constructed by integrating all element ad-

ditions and removals.  

The three types of merging are illustrated in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11      Types of merging (adapted from [59]) 

In the literature, there are different approaches to realize the three-way merging, namely 

state-based merging and operation-based (or change-based) merging, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 12.  

In state-based merging, the states of versions a1 and a2 and the base version b are 

taken as inputs. The versions are compared pairwise along three ways. A merged version 

m is created that includes elements from a1 and a2 with the intent to merge the changes that 

have been applied concurrently to b. If there are differences between a1 and a2, the base 

version is inspected to figure out which changes have been performed on each branch. If 

changes have been performed on both branches, a conflict is reported. If, on the other hand, 

a change has been performed only on one branch, then it is applied automatically to b. 

Westfechtel [59] proposed a pure state-based three-way model merging algorithm. The 

algorithm applies context-sensitive and context-free merge rules to construct a merged 

model graph. To determine the objects to be included in the merged model graph, the au-

thors used set-theoretic formulas. This algorithm has been implemented in the BTMerge 

tool [60], which performs interactive and consistency-preserving three-way merge for 

EMF-based models. 
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Alternatively, operation-based or change-based merging [61] takes the base ver-

sion b and the changes c1 and c2 from the base to the alternative versions as inputs. The 

change operations are combined in an order-preserving way to produce a merged change 

cm which is used to create m from b (Figure 12. b). 

Alanen and Porres [62] proposed a three-way change-based approach to calculate 

the difference between two models (represented as a sequence of operations), and then 

extend the difference calculation to form a union algorithm. The union algorithm calculates 

the union of two models based on their differences from a given original model (or a base 

model), where two separate modifications are made to a base model b, and the union algo-

rithm combines both differences into one model by interleaving the operations in the latter 

difference with the former difference. For example, given a base model Mbase and two al-

ternative model versions M1 and M2, the union of these models, denoted as Mfinal, is calcu-

lated as: Mfinal = Mbase + (M1 – Mbase) + ( M2 – Mbase).  

Altmanninger et al. [63] proposed a change-based three-way merge tool, where 

EMF Compare is used to obtain matches between models, and then changes c1 and c2 are 

inferred in the form of graph modifications. Conflicts are also made visible in the form of 

model annotations, which allow users to resolve them non-interactively. 

The major difference between our proposed approach and the three-way merge par-

adigm is that the latter is concerned with tracking changes (or deltas) that happen across 

models (using a diff algorithm), and calculates the final model based on the differences 

from the original model. Our union algorithm, however, calculate the union model by tak-

ing all elements that belong to all versions of models, where elements are distinguished by 

means of annotations to indicate to which model version they belong.  

 

Figure 12      State-based and Operation-based model merging (from [59]) 
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Model merging is also applied in distributed model-based development, where models are 

constructed and manipulated by distributed teams, each working on a partial view of the 

overall system. In this context, management of models relies significantly on putting to-

gether models coming from different sources, a process referred to in the literature as merge 

[64]. However, model merging in distributed environments is challenging due to several 

reasons: first, models usually overlap, such that they could refer to the same concepts in 

the requirements or design of a system, but the overlapping concepts may be presented 

differently in each model, and hence, models may contradict one another. In addition, mod-

elers may use different modeling notations, or use the same notations inconsistently. Fur-

thermore, and most importantly, models may evolve into different versions, so that merges 

may need to be recomputed if the source models are updated. Examples of model merging 

approaches include static and dynamic UML models [65], requirements models [66][67], 

program variants [68], and multiple varieties of reactive systems [69][70]. Brunet et al. 

[64] proposed a framework for comparing different model merging approaches by propos-

ing a number of merge-related operators and discussed their desired properties. In particu-

lar, model merging was considered an algebraic operator over models and model relation-

ships. 

In these approaches, underlying assumptions and modeling formalisms differ from 

our proposed work. For instance, most of these approaches require that only consistent 

models can be merged, which is not the case in this thesis’ union models. Hence, incon-

sistent models must be repaired prior to merging. In addition, the purpose of merging mod-

els in these approaches is to show differences between models rather than to put them to-

gether and analyze them, all at once. 

 Software Product Line Version Control (SPLE + VC) 

Sometimes variability in time (which is the focus of VC) and variability in space (the sub-

ject of SPLE) may overlap and need to be considered together as two interrelated dimen-

sions of variability, rather than being addressed in isolation from one another. 

To elaborate further, integrating SPLE with VC is necessary to support collabora-

tive SPLE and to facilitate a systematic change management of all artifacts that are part of 
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an SPL, such as the platform (i.e., the core assets of different products), the variability 

models (e.g., feature models), as well as the mapping between them.  

In the literature, however, there are few version control systems that support soft-

ware product lines. For instance, among other researchers, Schmid et al. [71] proposed a 

dedicated approach for software product line version control (SPLVC), which takes into 

consideration the fact that product lines are more long-living, combined with the numerous 

artifacts (i.e., products) that change continuously over time, or that change in terms of fea-

tures. This approach goes beyond directly applying the state-of-the-art VCS to a software 

product line.  

In the area of variability management in space and time, the work related closest to 

ours is the work of Seidl et al. [72][73]. The authors proposed an integrated approach to 

manage variability in space and time in software families (i.e., SPL) and software ecosys-

tems (SECOs). In this work, Hyper Feature Models (HFMs) [72], as variability models, 

are used to represent features with versions and are combined with delta modeling as a 

variability realization mechanism. This integration allows the derivation of concrete soft-

ware systems (i.e., products) from an SPL or SECO, configuring both functionality (in the 

product dimension) as well as versions (in the time dimension). In order to allow the defi-

nition of valid combinations of versions of features, a version-aware constraint language is 

also provided. 

Mitschke and Eichberg [74] proposed a feature-driven versioning approach, where 

they extend each feature in a feature model with two version numbers to signal the revision 

of the sub-branch beneath the feature (feature logical version) and that of the associated 

realization assets (feature container version). However, there is exactly one of these ver-

sions for each feature so that feature versions cannot be used as configurable units. 

Cardinality-based feature models were proposed by Czarnecki et al. [75], who ex-

tended the original feature modeling notations with feature attributes. Such attributes rep-

resent versions of features with all possible intervals in the domain of that attributes. 

 In [76], Dhungana et al. proposed an approach to support product line evolution by 

organizing feature models of large-scale product lines as a set of interrelated model frag-

ments defining variability of particular parts of the system. In particular, the authors pro-

posed to divide up the feature model into several sub-trees, and references to elements 
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contained in fragments are established by means of a placeholder mechanism. The ap-

proach allows for semi-automatic merging of fragments into complete variability models. 

As different fragments are versioned in isolation, many SPL evolution problems are 

avoided. 

Although the above-mentioned approaches address the issue of capturing variabil-

ity in space (through SPLE) and time (through VC), they are still different from our work 

in the following aspects:  

1) In SPLVC, variability in space is handled from an SPL point of view; this means 

that the use of variability models (usually feature models) is mandatory, and the 

purpose of handling variability is mainly for extracting or generating valid products 

(according to the valid feature configuration as already discussed in Section 2.2.3). 

Unlike in the SPL paradigm, our approach does not necessarily require any varia-

bility model, since variability is intrinsically captured in MU itself. 

2) In SPLVC, variability in time is addressed from the perspective of VC; this inher-

ently leads to the differences discussed already in Section 2.2.4  

 Models as SPL in Space or Time 

Section 2.3 discussed model-based SPLs, where the members of an SPL are specified and 

represented in the form of models. This section surveys approaches with the opposite per-

spective, which in particular view and specify a given family of models as an SPL. 

Font et al. [77] proposed an approach called Model Family to SPL. This approach 

automates the formalization of the implicit variability that exists among a given set of sim-

ilar models into an explicit variability as an SPL. The variability is made explicit in that 

approach using CVL [5]. In particular, the Model Family to SPL approach takes a family 

of models (modeled in any DSL conforming to MOF) as input and generates a CVL-based 

SPL, where commonalities and variabilities among the model family are explicitly defined. 

The model commonalities are formalized as a base model and variabilities are specified as 

placements over the base model and replacements in a model library. The generated SPL 

of models can be further evolved to include new products (i.e., models) and it is also capa-

ble of generating all the products back from the given model family. 
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Avila-García et al. [78] proposed a domain specific transformation language called 

Model Template Transformation Language (MTTL) in order to facilitate the creation of 

SPLs to manage and specify model families. The authors provide an example of represent-

ing a model family of state machines as a model product line. The use of MTTL helps SPL 

engineers to specify rules of model template specialization in a product line of models.  

In their subsequent work, and inspired from Czarnecki and Antkiewicz’s work [36], 

Rebull et al. [79] used model templates as a solution to maintain use case model families 

as software product lines of models. The created model template contains all variants of 

use case models in a superimposed form. To extract concrete family member (i.e., individ-

ual use case model), a model transformation automatically specializes the model template 

by deleting object relations from the model template. The specialization is carried out fol-

lowing a set of selected features (i.e., optional and alternative) that are specified in a feature 

model which characterizes the model family. 

In [80], Martinez et al. proposed the Model Variant Comparison (MoVaC) ap-

proach. The main goal of this approach is to compare a set of model variants to identify 

commonalities and variability as features, where each feature consists of a set of atomic 

model elements. MoVaC also focuses on the visualization of the identified features using 

a graphical representation where common and variable features are explicitly presented to 

users.  

Palmieri et al. [8] proposed a tool-supported approach that integrates the Goal-ori-

ented Requirement Language (GRL) and feature models to handle and represent regulatory 

goal model families as software product lines. This is achieved by annotating a goal model 

with propositional formula related to features in a feature model. The authors provided 

techniques to check consistency of the resulted SPL as a whole and ensure the derivation 

of valid goal models associated to a feature model configuration. However, Palmieri et al.’s 

work did not consider the evolution of goal models over time, and did not introduce union 

models. 

The above-mentioned approaches are close to ours in the sense that they deal with 

the concepts of model families and model templates (or model superimpositions), where 

the latter contain all model variants of the family in a superimposed form, and this is 
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typically similar to the concept of union models. Nevertheless, clear differences can be 

spotted between these approaches and ours, as follows:  

1) All of the above approaches specify and maintain a given model family as a soft-

ware product line of models. This leads to the main point discussed in Section 2.2.3 

about the differences between SPL paradigm and our approach. 

2) Unlike union models, the construction of a model template depends solely on fea-

ture models. 

3) To obtain or extract a concrete family member (i.e., an individual model) in the 

above-mentioned approaches, a model transformation specializes the model tem-

plate. The specialization is carried out following a set of selected features that are 

specified in a feature model which characterizes the model family. 

4) In these approaches, annotations are defined in terms of features from the feature 

model, and can be evaluated according to a particular feature configuration. Possi-

ble annotations are presence conditions (PCs) and meta expressions (MEs). Union 

models use a different annotation mechanism, where elements are annotated with 

space and time information using STAL. 

 Variability Management Using Union Models-like Artifacts 

This section surveys the approaches that use artifacts which are conceptually similar to 

union models. The most popular artifact is the 150% model. The concept of 150% model 

was first introduced and used in the context of SPL engineering to manage variability and 

to facilitate the automatic derivation of a specific product variant (called 100% model) 

and/or for model-based testing of product lines [81]. 

Several approaches exist in the literature that made use of 150 % models. These 

approaches agree on a general definition of a 150% model. We infer this agreed-upon def-

inition as: a super model that contains the union of all sub models, from which valid mem-

ber models can be extracted. However, each approach used a slightly different term to refer 

to the concept of 150% model, resulting in a set of synonyms for that concept such as: a 
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150 percent model, a complete model, a superimposition model, a product generic model, 

generic model, a reusable model, a template model, or a family model4. 

For instance, Grönniger et al. [82] used a 150% model as a complete function net 

that describes the whole logical system architecture of automotive systems. Such model 

consists of all features in all possible variants. The authors referred to the model as a “com-

plete model” or “150 percent model”. From a 150 percent model, variants can be chosen 

by parameterization (i.e., using feature models). They refer to the realization of a single 

logical architecture as the 100% model.  

In [81], Polzer et al. described a negative variability approach to automate the prod-

uct derivation process through mappings between features and implementations so as to 

automatically derive implementations from a particular feature configuration. In this ap-

proach, a 150% model was constructed such that it contains all implementations of all po-

tential variants of a product line. This 150% model was used to facilitate the process of 

product derivation from model-based product line.  

Weißleder and Lackner [83] proposed two approaches for model-based test gener-

ation applied to product lines: a top-down and a bottom-up approaches. The authors in-

tended to generate tests for an online shop product line. In order to do so, the model for test 

generation is linked to the feature model. Then, the authors use a 150% state machine 

model to describe all variation points in the state machine (i.e., the possible behavior of the 

system under test), and link features of the feature model to these variation points. By link-

ing feature models with a 150% state machine model, the authors provide the infrastructure 

for the two approaches of model-based test design for product lines. 

In [84], Cichos et al. proposed an SPL test suite generation algorithm that uses 

model-based, coverage-driven testing techniques to derive a small test suite from one 150% 

test model of the SPL such that a given coverage criterion is satisfied for the test model of 

every product. 150% test model (also referred to as super test model) contains all test mod-

els of an SPL as special cases [82]. By using the 150% test model, it is possible to determine 

if a created test case is executable on more than one product.  

 
4 A family model is a synonym of the 150% model, which is different from the model family concept intro-
duced in this thesis. In particular, a family model is used to represent a model family in one generic model. 
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A tool chain called Model-based Software Product Line Testing (MoSo-PoLiTe), 

was proposed by Oster et al. [85]. This tool is a combination of model-based testing and 

combinatorial testing for SPLs. The testing tool involves many tasks, the first one making 

use of the 150% model to form the reusable test model. This model includes all common-

alities and variabilities of the entire SPL, therefore, all information required to test each 

possible product of the SPL is available. 

To summarize, since a 150% model of an SPL architecture constitutes the basis for 

modeling system configurations with all possible (and different) views/variants, it is of 

particular importance in variability-rich, product line domains (such as the automotive do-

main), especially when it is hard or unfeasible to generate and test every possible variant 

configuration, individually, of the product line. Therefore, the verification and testing of a 

(software) product line can be enhanced by using a 150% model that integrates all variants. 

However, a disadvantage of using a 150% model is the complex logical architecture, par-

ticularly when it comes to member extraction. The more variant the configurations, the 

more complex the 150% model, and the harder it becomes to extract a particular member 

model. Up to this point, this issue is still an open research challenge. One potential solution 

(proposed in this thesis) is to annotate/tag the various elements of the union model (which 

is equivalent to the 150% model) with information about version numbers. This way, ele-

ments of a particular model version can be extracted using the number of that version. 

 Variability Modeling using Goal Models  

Recently in the literature, there has been much effort devoted to variability modeling using 

goal models. Lapouchnian and Mylopoulos [86][87] proposed a framework for modeling 

and analyzing domain variability for goal models. To distinguish elements that need to be 

visible in the model, the authors use contextual tags to label model elements. A Boolean 

variable is assigned to each tag, identifying whether a tag should be active or not. In addi-

tion, the authors in [86] propose an algorithm to extract parts of the goal model that are 

dependent on the context variability. Furthermore, they extend the i* notation to represent 

and support variations in goal models [87]. 

Ali et al. [88] extended TROPOS with variation points to present contextual goal 

models, where the context may influence the choice among the available alternatives. The 
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authors also used tagging with conditions on goals and links (decomposition, dependency, 

contribution). However, instead of capturing families of related goal models, the work of 

Ali et al. [88] focuses more on describing runtime adaptation based on a logic-based rep-

resentation of goals and conditions. 

Goal-oriented languages have also been used to support feature models for software 

product lines (SPL). In particular, Silva et al. [89] proposed an extension of i* that enables 

modeling common and variable feature of SPL with cardinalities using tasks and resources 

of a goal model to capture features. Borba et al. [90] have conducted a comparison between 

existing goal-oriented techniques for feature modeling in SPL. 

 Mussbacher et al. [91] proposed an SPL framework based on Aspect-oriented URN 

(AoURN) that allows capturing features and reasoning about stakeholders’ needs. They 

mapped SPL concepts into AoURN concepts and applied their framework to the Via Verde 

SPL case study to evaluate the proposed solution. Yu et al. [92] also proposed a tool-based 

method to create feature models from a goal model.  

Aprajita et al. [93] and Mussbacher [94] extended the metamodel of GRL to docu-

ment explicit changes (additions/deletions) of model elements to specific versions of a 

metamodel. Although a model family can then be captured, this approach is specific to one 

language and currently incomplete in the kinds of changes to versions it can accommodate. 

Grubb et al. [95] introduced the concepts of “dynamic intentions” into goal models 

to model alternatives on multiple time scales. The authors proposed a tool-supported 

method for specifying changes in intentions over time which uses simulation for asking a 

variety of ‘what if’ questions about models that evolve over time. 

To support variability/variation of models in a model family, there has been few 

approaches created to support families using modeling languages such as GRL. For in-

stance, Shamsaei et al. [9] proposed an approach that allows modelers to define a generic 

goal model family for all types of organizations in a legal compliance domain. They tagged 

model elements with information about organization types to specify which ones are ap-

plicable to which family member. The solution is formalized as a profile for GRL, with 

stereotypes, well-formedness constraints, and a modified analysis algorithm.  

To the best of our knowledge, none of the approaches discussed above (except in 

[93][94] and [95]) support the evolution of models over time, nor do they document/model 
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that evolution in an artifact like a union model. In addition, those approaches do not take 

into consideration the case of metamodel-conformance violations that might be caused by 

model families (as model families may could violate the metamodel’s constraints, and 

therefore, be invalid instances of metamodels). 

 Research Area 2: Product Line Analysis  

This section focuses on surveying analysis approaches related to product lines, being fam-

ilies of (software) products, rather than surveying the classical analysis approaches of in-

dividual models. 

In the last decade, the literature has witnessed a number of analysis approaches 

tailored to software product lines. The principal idea of such approaches is to exploit 

knowledge about commonalities and variability among products in a product line as well 

as their features to systematically reduce analysis effort. Existing product-line analyses are 

typically based on standard analysis methods, such as model checking, type checking, test-

ing, static analysis, and theorem proving.  

In this thesis, I follow the methodology introduced by Thüm et al. [96] to classify 

existing product-line analyses based on how they attempt to reduce analysis effort (referred 

to as the analysis strategy). In particular, I distinguish three analysis strategies, namely 

product-based, family-based, and feature-based analyses, to indicate whether the analysis 

is applied to individual products, the whole product line, or features, respectively. The fol-

lowing subsections discuss each one of these strategies. 

 Product-based Analysis 

According to Thüm et al. [96], product-based analysis is defined as follows: “An analysis 

of a software product line is product based if it operates only on generated products or 

models thereof, whereas the variability model may be used to generate all products or to 

implement optimizations. A product-based analysis is called optimized if it operates on a 

subset of all products (a.k.a. sample-based analysis) or if intermediate analysis results of 

some products are reused for other products; it is called unoptimized otherwise (a.k.a. ex-

haustive, comprehensive, brute-force, and feature-oblivious analysis)”. 
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In light of this definition, to perform a product-based analysis, products of a product 

line need to be generated or extracted individually, and then analyzed using existing anal-

ysis techniques. One naïve option to achieve this is to extract and analyze all products in a 

brute-force manner. An alternative option is the unoptimized product-based analysis 

[97][98]. The idea of such approaches is to consider a smaller number of products as a 

sample (usually based on some coverage criteria such as pair-wise [97] or t-wise [98]), 

such that correctness or other properties of the entire product line are considered satisfiable 

by this sample. 

Several approaches were suggested in the literature to perform product-based anal-

ysis over SPL for different purposes and applications. One example is type checking, as 

proposed by Apel et al. [99], Istoan [100] and Buchmann and Schwagerl [101]. Moreover, 

product-based analysis was applied for model checking by Katz [102], Cordy et al. [103], 

and Fantechi and Gnesi [104] as well for theorem proving by Bruns et al. [105]. 

Product-based strategies, in general, are simple and practical, and they can be ap-

plied without adapting tools or using new techniques. However, a shortcoming of these 

strategies is that they require to generate all products of a software product line, which is 

often infeasible as the number of generatable products is up-to exponential in the number 

of features. In addition, analyzing each individual product separately is inefficient and in-

volves redundant computations, due to commonalities between products. This is where our 

approach excels over these approaches, as a union model is used to analyze models in a 

family, all at once.  

Regarding the unoptimized product-based analysis, since only a small number of 

products is used as a sample, and only those products are analyzed, then this strategy re-

duces the number of derived products. However, the sampling of products in inherently 

incomplete and leads often to an inefficient development and analysis of SPLs. This is also 

where union models achieve better performance in terms of improving the analysis effi-

ciency.  

 Family-based Product Line Analysis 

To reduce the redundant computations associated with product-based analysis, an alterna-

tive strategy for product lines analysis is to consider domain artifacts such as feature 
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modules instead of generated artifacts (i.e., products), and hence achieve more efficient 

analysis. 

In the literature, analysis strategies that operate on domain artifacts and their valid 

combinations, as specified by a variability model, are referred to as family-based analysis. 

According to Thüm et al. [96], “an analysis of a software product line is family based if it 

(a) operates only on domain artifacts and (b) incorporates the knowledge about valid fea-

ture combinations”. 

 In family-based analysis, the variability model is represented as a logic formula to 

enable analysis tools to reason about all valid combinations of features (e.g., SAT solvers 

can be used to check whether a particular property or method exist in all valid feature 

combinations). In other words, the goal of family-based analysis is to analyze domain arti-

facts and variability models, from which we can conclude that some intended properties 

hold for all products. To perform family-based analysis in practice, all features are usually 

merged into a single virtual product (also known as metaproduct) which is not necessarily 

a valid product per se (due to optional and mutually exclusive features) [96].  

Family-based strategies have been proposed by several authors for type checking 

of software product lines. Examples of such approaches includes the work of Thaker et 

al. [106], Apel et al. [107] and Kolesnikov et al. [108]. More recently, family-based static 

analyses for software product lines, and data-flow analyses in particular, have been pro-

posed in the literature. Ribeiro et al. [109] was one of the pioneers who proposed the first 

family-based static analysis. Their goal was to support product-line development and pre-

vent errors up-front, rather than for product-line verification. Tartler et al. [110] proposed 

a family-based static analysis for defect detection in the Linux kernel. They analyze if code 

blocks surrounded by #ifdef directives are contained in any product (i.e., dead) or contained 

in all products that contain the parent block (i.e., undead). Furthermore, static analyses 

have been proposed so as to focus on analysis that is specific to product lines only (known 

as family-specific analyses), and do not scale for analysis of single systems. Examples in-

clude the work proposed by Adelsberger et al. [111] and Sabouri and Khosravi [112]. In 

contrast to family-specific analysis, other family-based static analysis approaches have 

been proposed to scale existing static analyses from single systems to product lines. Mid-

tgaard et al. [113] showed how to systematically lift static analyses from single-system 
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engineering to product lines. Brabrand et al. [114] demonstrated how to transform any 

standard data-flow analysis into a family-based data-flow analysis.  

Another category of family-based analysis is the family-based model checking. The 

idea of this type of analysis is to analyze each product/model of the product-line with re-

spect to the variability model and one or more given properties. In particular, a model 

checker analyzes whether a given property is fulfilled by all products. If not, the model 

checker usually returns a propositional formula specifying those products that violate the 

property [115]. The majority of approaches for family-based model checking apply abstract 

model checking (i.e., they do not operate directly on the source code of systems, but on an 

abstraction of a system), such as the approaches proposed by Beek et al. [116], Classen et 

al. [117] and Cordy et al. [118]. 

Family-based analysis strategies and the use of union modes to analyze model fam-

ilies have common advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of both approaches is 

that they do not require every individual product to be generated and analyzed. This in turn 

avoids redundant computations across multiple products, and hence, increase the analysis 

efficiency. In addition, both approaches save effort to analyze groups of models, since the 

analysis here is not proportional to the number of valid feature combinations. On the other 

hand, the disadvantage of both approaches is the that analysis techniques for single prod-

ucts/models cannot be used as is, and usually, they need to be lifted or extended to work 

well with groups of models. 

Despite that family-based strategies, like union models, analyze groups of products, 

both approaches are still different in the sense that most of the family-based strategies in-

trinsically depend on variability models (a process known as the “early variability-model 

consideration" [96]) to guide the analysis process. Hence, changing a small set of features 

usually requires analyzing the whole product line all over again [119]. This issue becomes 

particularly serious for large product lines with many features, and whenever product lines 

evolve over time. This issue is not faced in our approach, first, because there is no reliance 

on feature models, and second because union models are meant to reduce the overall anal-

ysis effort (by avoiding redundant computations) for large groups of models that evolve 

over space and time. 
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 Feature-based Analysis 

A third strategy for product lines analysis is the feature-based analysis. Here, the assump-

tion is that certain properties of a feature can be analyzed modularly, without reasoning 

about other features and their relationships. Hence, all domain artifacts that fulfill a partic-

ular feature are analyzed in isolation, without considering other features or the variability 

model [96]. 

Thüm et al. [96] defined feature-based analysis as follows: “An analysis of a soft-

ware product line is feature based if (a) it operates only on domain artifacts and (b) software 

artifacts belonging to a feature are analyzed in isolation (i.e., knowledge about valid feature 

combinations is not used) and feature interactions are not considered”. 

From this definition, it can be inferred that feature-based analysis is similar to fam-

ily-based analysis in the sense that both strategies operate on domain artifacts rather than 

on generated products. However, unlike family-based analysis, a variability model is not 

required in the feature-based analysis as every feature is analyzed in isolation. Since the 

number of all valid feature combinations might grow exponentially, the purpose of feature-

based analysis is to reduce the potentially exponential number of analysis tasks (i.e., for 

every valid feature combination) to a linear number of analysis tasks (i.e., for every fea-

ture), while tolerating the fact that the analysis might be incomplete. 

In the literature, feature-based analysis is combined with product-based analysis to 

perform feature-product-based type checking, such as the work of Kolesnikov et al. [108], 

and Bettini et al. [120]. The main idea of these approaches is, first, to analyze features in 

isolation, and second, to ensure that all properties that are not feature-based checked are 

analyzed for each product. 

In addition, feature-product-based analysis is used for model checking, where each 

feature implementation is model-checked in isolation and an interface is generated. Then, 

these interfaces are checked for every product to make sure that features are compatible 

with each other. The approach proposed by Liu et al. [121] is one such example. 

In comparison with product-based analysis strategies, feature-product-based strat-

egies reduce redundant computations. However, redundancies still occur for the analyses 

part that is applied at the product level. In addition, the performance of feature-product-

based strategies depends on the actual analysis (model checking, type checking, theorem 
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proving, etc.), the number of products in a product line, and whether evolution of the prod-

uct line is taken into consideration or not. This is typically not the case with analysis of 

model families using union models. 

 Research Area 3: Metamodel-Related Evolution 
Approaches 

The literature discussed for this research area is related to the second part of my thesis, 

namely relaxing metamodels to support the representation of model families (discussed in 

Chapter 7). So, to build coherence about our approach, the reader can defer reading Sec-

tions 2.10 to 2.15 until after Chapter 6, without compromising the understandability of 

Chapter 3 to Chapter 5.  

 Overview  

Throughout my literature review, I noticed an obvious lack of approaches that attempt to 

evolve/relax metamodels to support model families. In particular, to the best of my 

knowledge, there are no approaches that attempt to anticipate relaxation points in meta-

models to support the representation of a model family (captured by a union model) as one 

of the valid metamodel’s instances (see Figure 6 and Section 1.3). 

In the literature, however, a well-addressed and partially solved problem is the met-

amodel evolution and model/constraint/transformation co-evolution problem (Figure 13). 

Such problem is conceptually related to the model family-specific problem discussed in 

Section 1.3. In fact, it could be viewed as its opposite, since the model family-specific 

problem results, in a general sense, from the metamodel co-evolution that is triggered by 

model evolution, as illustrated in Figure 14. The literature suggests attempts to manage 

evolution of metamodels and co-evolution of MDE artefacts in three directions:  

1) Studying the impact of metamodel evolution on models and adapting models to 

their evolving metamodel. This direction is known as metamodel evolution and 

model co-evolution (illustrated in Figure 13); 

2) Studying the impact of metamodel evolution on the entire ecosystem of models and 

operations (such as migration and transformations) and then adapting operations to 
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the evolved metamodels [122]. This direction is known as metamodel evolution 

and operation co-evolution; and  

3) Studying the impact of metamodel evolution on the external constraints (e.g., OCL) 

and adapting the latter to the evolved metamodels.  

 

In the three directions, the goal is to update modeling artefacts (i.e., models, operations 

and/or constraints) so that they conform to the evolved metamodel [123][124]. The subse-

quent sections discuss each one of the three directions. 

 

 Metamodel Evolution and Model Co-evolution 

In general, metamodel evolution and model co-evolution approaches can be classified into 

three categories [125] (1) Manual approaches, where migration strategies are encoded 

manually by the modeler using general purpose programming language (e.g., Java), or 

transformation languages, such as the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [126] 

OMG’s Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [127], (2) Metamodel-matching techniques, 

in which, migration strategies are inferred from the difference between the original meta-

model and the evolved metamodel [128][129], and (3) Operator-based approaches, where 

metamodel changes are recorded as a sequence of co-evolutionary operations used later to 

infer a complete migration strategy [130][131][132]. 

 

 
Figure 13      Metamodel (MM) evolution 

and model (M) co-evolution problem 

 

 
Figure 14      Model-triggered meta-

model (MM) evolution problem (general) 
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To handle metamodel and model co-evolution, several approaches create difference 

models to calculate the differences with the last evolved metamodel [133][134]. Then, this 

difference model is used to derive automatic transformations for co-evolution. Sprinkle 

proposed a visual graph-transformation-based language [135][136] in order to specify 

model migration between two metamodel versions. In this approach, co-evolution of mod-

els is tackled by designing co-evolution transformations based on metamodel change types. 

Becker et al. [137] and Gruschko et al. [138] classify primitive metamodel changes into 

non-breaking, resolvable, and irresolvable changes. Then, they provide automatic migra-

tion rules for non-breaking and resolvable changes. Cicchetti et al. [139] go a step further 

and try to detect composite changes (e.g., extracting a class based on the difference between 

metamodel versions). The authors compute differences between two metamodel versions 

that are then taken as input to adapt models automatically. This is achieved by transforming 

the differences into a migration transformation with a so-called higher-order transfor-

mation. In order to adapt to metamodel changes and migrate models, a number of high-

level transformations were proposed in [124]. These transformations are based on a generic 

model that supports versioning for both models and metamodels.  

Wachsmuth [131] adapted ideas from object-oriented refactoring and grammar to 

provide the basis for metamodel evolution and model co-evolution and to present other 

types of changes. In [140]-[143], the authors proposed co-evolution approaches that base 

their solution on “in-place” transformations (i.e., transformations that update an input 

model to produce the output model). In such approaches, the co-evolution rules are speci-

fied as in-place transformation rules by using a kind of unified metamodel representing 

both metamodel versions. Finally, search-based approaches have been used in model-

driven engineering [144]. In particular, they were used for metamodel evolution and model 

co-evolution. Williams et al. [145] proposed the use of search-based algorithms to reason 

about possible model changes using metamodel differences computed before the coevolu-

tion of models can take place. In the same context, Kessentini et al. [146] used a different 

approach to address the problem of co-evolution of models without the need for computing 

differences on the metamodel level. The authors viewed the co-evolution process as a 

multi-objective optimization problem and solved it using the Non-dominated Sorting Ge-

netic Algorithm II (NSGAII). In particular, the algorithm works on finding the best 
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operation sequence that generates, from the initial model, a new model version conforming 

as much as possible to the evolved metamodel. 

In contrast to our Anti-MeReFam method, none of the above approaches investi-

gates adapting metamodels in response to the evolution of models. 

 Metamodel Evolution and Transformation Co-evolution 

The co-evolution of transformation in response to metamodel evolution has been recently 

studied in the literature, either on its own [147] or coupled with models [148]. Levend-

ovszky et al. [149] propose a semi-automatic approach that is able to automate certain parts 

of the evolution. When automation is not possible, the algorithm alerts users about the 

missing information, which can then be provided interactively after the automatic part of 

the interpreter evolution. Mendez et al. [150] discuss the problem of metamodel evolution 

and transformation co-evolution and view the relation between metamodels and transfor-

mations as a domain conformance issue. The authors propose an adaptation process that 

includes three phases: impact detection, impact analysis, and transformation adaptation. 

Gracia et al. [151] propose an approach for transformation co-evolution in two main stages: 

the detection stage, where changes to the metamodel are detected and classified, and the 

co-evolution stage, where the required actions for each type of change are performed.  

 Di Ruscio et al. [152] present an approach for the coupled evolution of metamodels 

and transformations. This approach tries to assess the cost of a change and use this assess-

ment to infer transformation evolution (for instance, whether to make a go/no-go decision 

to evolve transformations or not). Roser et al. [153] propose an approach to enable semi-

automatic transformation migration after metamodel evolution. This approach takes into 

consideration scenarios where the source and target metamodels belong to the same 

knowledge area represented by a reference ontology. 

Although all of the above approaches involve operation co-evolution triggered by 

a metamodel evolution (where the evolution of a metamodel is tracked through maintaining 

a difference model), the idea of these approaches is still conceptually different from our 

investigated problem/approach, which aims to co-evolve metamodels triggered by model’s 

evolution/variation, current or predicted, in the context of model families.  
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 Metamodel Evolution and OCL Co-evolution 

The metamodel evolution and OCL co-evolution approaches that exist in the literature can 

be classified into two categories: offline approaches and online approaches. Offline ap-

proaches perform co-evolution of the OCL constraints after the metamodel has been 

evolved completely. In online approaches, on the other hand, an instant co-evolution for 

each change is performed during the metamodel evolution. With respect to automation, 

both categories are either semi-automated or fully automated. 

For offline approaches, Cabot et al. [154] focused on metamodel changes that in-

volve deleting elements. Particularly, they target the deletion of the parts of OCL con-

straints that use the deleted elements. Kusel et al. [148][155] then propose resolution ac-

tions in model transformation by means of ATL helpers through analyzing the impacts of 

metamodel evolution on OCL. Khelladi et al. [156] propose a semi-automatic approach 

that records changes to the metamodel in chronological order. After that, high-level 

changes are detected in order to apply necessary resolutions to adapt OCL constraints based 

on the structure of the impacted OCL constraint and the impacted location. 

Online approaches outperform offline approaches in the sense that no hidden 

changes are missed, and the order of changes is preserved. Examples of online approaches 

include the approach proposed by Demuth et al. [157][158]. In this approach, the authors 

define a fixed structure for OCL constraints as templates that are then instantiated to update 

the constraints. Marković et al. [159] propose a QVT-based approach, in which they for-

malize refactoring rules for class diagrams and classify them with respect to their impact 

on OCL constraints. Similarly, Hassam et al. [160] propose a semiautomatic approach, 

using the QVT transformation language, to formalize the adaptation that should be applied 

on impacted constraints after each operation on a metamodel. 

With respect to automation, the approaches of Hassam et al. [160], Khelladi et 

al. [156], and Kusel et al. [148] are semi-automated, whereas the approaches of Marković 

et al. [159], Cabot et al. [154], and Demuth et al. [157][158] are fully automated.  

The above-mentioned approaches focus on identifying high-level changes to the 

metamodel so as to co-evolve OCL constraints accordingly. Conversely, our metamodel 

relaxation method aims to identify changes on the model-level and then co-evolve meta-

models thereafter. 
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 Metamodel Extension Approaches 

Metamodels can be extended through the concept of profiles. A well-known example is the 

UML.2x profile mechanism [161], which exploits three concepts: stereotypes, tagged val-

ues, and constraints. Although profiles are used as metamodel extension mechanisms, they 

should not be perceived as being able to remove or change existing definitions of a meta-

model. Rather, they provide a “back-door” mechanism through which new constructs (ste-

reotypes) and properties (tagged values) can be added. In addition, modeling rules (con-

straints) are added via profiles to further restrict the metamodel’s constructs and enforce 

the well-formedness of models of the domain-specific language. Similarly, Ecore, the met-

amodeling language of EMF, allows users to attach annotations on any element of a meta-

model to capture additional information [162]. In addition, approaches for (meta)model 

decoration/annotation, such as the one from Kolovos et al. [163], have also been used in 

an extension context, to represent usage-specific information.  

Unlike the proposed metamodel relaxation methods, these approaches either add 

new concepts to the original metamodel or modify the language’s validity constraints by 

further constraining them instead of relaxing their restrictions. 

 (Meta)Model Versioning Approaches 

Versioning or differencing approaches compute the so-called “difference model” between 

two (meta)model versions. The difference models usually contain atomic changes such as 

added, deleted, and updated elements, and some complex changes, such as property moves.  

Several model versioning approaches have been proposed in the literature. The ap-

proach of Alanen and Porres [164] is one of the earliest works on UML model versioning. 

In this approach, differences between versions of the same model are detected by calculat-

ing the created, deleted, and changed elements, and then by matching the unique identifiers 

of these elements. Odyssey-VCS 2 is a version control system for UML models [165]. It 

controls versioning by using state-based differencing to detect elements between different 

versions of a model. The Adaptable Model Versioning (AMOR) is another model version 

control system proposed by Altmanninger et al. [63], which provides a mechanism for con-

flict detection between models by supporting definitions of conflict resolution policies. In 
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addition, AMOR contains a recommender component that provides suggestions to users on 

how to resolve the detected conflicts. A model repository for EMF models, called 

EMFStore, was proposed by Koegel et al. [166]. EMFStore enables model versioning by 

tracking all modifications undergone by a model. The modifications are then checked out 

and committed to the repository so as to update the last versions of a model. Finally, Muss-

bacher [94] explicitly extended the metamodel of GRL to document explicit changes (ad-

ditions/deletions) of model elements to specific versions of a metamodel. Although a model 

family can then be captured, this approach is specific to one language and currently incom-

plete in the kinds of changes to versions it can accommodate. 

Although these approaches handle model evolution and track it through versioning, 

none of these approaches exploits model evolution as a trigger to evolve/extend the original 

metamodels to enable conformance. 

 Metamodel Relaxation Approaches 

Different approaches in the literature tend to relax the constraints imposed by a language 

metamodel to facilitate/perform a particular task. For instance, Syriani et al. [167] proposed 

an approach to semi-automatically generate a domain-specific pattern language from an 

input (or output) metamodel through a process called RAMification. RAMification is the 

process of modifying a metamodel of a language in a particular way so that it can be used 

in the patterns of transformation rules. The RAMification process is specific to languages 

for which the metamodel is defined by a UML class diagram and it involves three adapta-

tion phases: Relaxation, Augmentation and Modification, hence, the name RAMification. 

The relaxation step relaxes all constraints of lower multiplicities of every association end 

imposed by the metamodel (e.g., a 1..2 multiplicity is relaxed to 0..2). In addition, it allows 

the instantiation of classes that were originally abstract, i.e., it makes all abstract classes 

concrete. The augmentation step involves augmenting element of the relaxed metamodel 

with additional information, constraints and attributes to be used by the transformation en-

gines (such as labels of pattern elements and parameter passing between different rules). 

Finally, the modification step modifies the data type of all attributes to “constraint” so that 

they can express constraints on attribute values or “actions” that compute the new value of 

the attribute. 
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Ramos et al. [168] proposed an approach to generate and represent model patterns 

(called model snippets) in order to use them for pattern matching. However, patterns are 

expressed in a higher level of abstraction than the models themselves, hence, the original 

metamodel of the intended models to be matched is too restrictive to represent patterns. To 

solve this issue, Ramos et al. construct a more flexible metamodel (i.e., a relaxed meta-

model) that allows the representation of abstract patterns with all concepts of the original 

metamodel. This relaxed metamodel MM’ is obtained by removing all restrictions that ex-

ist in the original metamodel, MM, such that: (1) no invariant or pre-condition is defined 

in MM’, (2) MM’ has no abstract elements and (3) all features of all classes in MM’ are 

optional. To allow features to be optional, their lower bounds are set to zero. 

Kramer [169] proposed an approach for model weaving where a user is required to 

be able to formulate pointcut and advice model snippets for the metamodel of their choice. 

These model snippets, however, do not need to satisfy all constraints defined in the original 

metamodel, MM. Therefore, two metamodel variants with relaxed constraints were ob-

tained to define pointcut and advice model snippets. In these metamodel variants, con-

straints (such as lower bounds and abstract classes) are relaxed in order to allow the defi-

nition of incomplete model snippets. The use of relaxed metamodels makes it possible to 

define aspects with pointcut models that specify only the part of a model region that is 

relevant for the application of the aspect. Following the approach of Ramos [168], the re-

laxed metamodel variants, MM’, are obtained from MM such that pre-conditions and in-

variants are removed, all features of all metaclasses are specified as optional (i.e., lower 

bounds for references are set to zero), and all abstract metaclasses are made concrete (i.e., 

direct instances are no longer forbidden). 

Sen et al. [170] proposed an integrated methodology and semi-automated tool for 

testing model transformations using partial models, where users would be able to build 

only small partial test models directly representing their testing intent. In order to represent 

these partial models, the authors proposed to have a relaxed version of the original meta-

model of the model transformation. The purpose of using a relaxed metamodel in this con-

text is to enable the specification of elements in a modeling language without obligatory 

references, containments, or general constraints that were in the original metamodel. As in 
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Kramer’s work [169], Sen et al. [170] adopted the transformations proposed by Ramos et 

al. [168] to generate a relaxed metamodel suitable to specify a partial model. 

Another type of metamodel relaxation approach, known as metamodel pruning, is 

proposed in the literature. The basic idea of metamodel pruning [171][172] is to take a 

metamodel as input and derive a simplified/pruned metamodel as an output by removing 

some classes, references and/or attributes [173]. When a class is pruned from a metamodel, 

all subclasses, all attributes and incoming or outgoing references need to be also removed. 

In addition, when removing certain metamodel elements by pruning, related structural con-

straints (such as multiplicity, inverse, etc.) should be removed so as to obtain a consistent 

pruned metamodel. 

In each of the above approaches, a relaxed (or pruned) metamodel was obtained to 

enable the description of incomplete models (which can often be encountered in case of 

design patterns) and/or to facilitate the representation of partial models or model snippets 

that do not need to satisfy all constraints defined in the original metamodel. Such relaxed 

metamodels are obtained based on MM by removing all restrictions that exist in MM in-

cluding invariants and mandatory features, and by enforcing the nonexistence of instances 

of certain class. Our proposed approach is different from these approaches in the sense that 

it does not target the relaxation of all MM constraints. It aims to relax only particular 

constraints related to multiplicities of attributes and association ends. In addition, the con-

text and the purpose of relaxing metamodels in such approaches is different than the pur-

pose of our relaxation method, which is mainly to support the representation of model fam-

ilies. 

 Uncertainty Management Approaches  

To manage uncertainty during the software development lifecycle, many approaches pro-

pose the use of partial models to represent and express partial knowledge and postpone 

decisions. For example, to manage design-time uncertainty in MDE, Famelis et 

al. [174][175] proposed the use of partial models as formal development artifacts to enable 

the abstraction, visualization reasoning and manipulation of possible alternative design 

models. In this approach, a set of alternative models with uncertainty are merged and cap-

tured with one model called partial model. To allow the representation of partial models, 
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the authors proposed a process called metamodel partialization, such that given a base 

metamodel, MB, a corresponding partial metamodel, MP (called partialized metamodel) is 

derived. MP contains the same meta-elements as MB, but with the following adaptations: 

1) every meta-element has an additional Boolean meta-attribute (called isMaybe), 2) Mp 

contains an additional singleton meta-class (called MayFormula) that has a single attribute 

formula, and 3) the multiplicity constraints of every meta-association are unbounded (typ-

ically denoted by “*"). 

 To manage uncertainty in bidirectional model transformations, Eramo et al. [176] 

propose the use of an Uncertainty Metamodel, U(M), to reduce the burden of managing a 

collection of models. The U(M) is obtained by extending a base metamodel M with specific 

uncertainty points to represent the multiple outcomes of a transformation. In this approach, 

the base metamodel, M, is extended by adding more abstract subclasses, generalizing some 

meta-classes, adding direct-subclasses and relaxing all the cardinality of attributes and ref-

erences and make them optional so as to permit the expression of uncertainty.  

Our proposed approach is different from Famelis’ approach [175] in two major as-

pects: while the idea of capturing models in one partial model is close to our idea of merg-

ing models of a family in one union model, the context and the purpose of our work is still 

different. In a sense, we do the merge of models for the sake of representing and analyzing 

model families, and then we relax metamodels (at particular relaxation-points) accordingly. 

In [175], however, merging models is done to describe the observable behaviour of a sys-

tem. In addition, the work of [175][176] proposes to relax all multiplicity constraints re-

lated to association ends and attributes, an approach that is different from our method, 

which aims to relax particular constraints only, in a minimal way, in order to minimize the 

adaptations required to analysis techniques and editing tools. 

 Database Schema Evolution Approaches 

Database schema evolution has been a field of study for several decades, yielding a sub-

stantial body of research [177][178]. These approaches deal with the migration of database 

records to adapt to the evolution of database schema [179]. A variety of model evolution 

approaches have fully adopted the key ideas from database schema evolution or got in-

spired by them. Details about schema evolution approaches are beyond the scope of this 
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thesis, but the interested readers can refer to the work of Rahm [180] and Rod-

dick [181]. While many of the approaches from schema evolution have been adapted for 

model evolution, one key consideration has yet to be fully addressed: if a database record 

evolves, or a new record is added that is not already defined in the database schema, then 

there is a need to evolve the schema to insure compatibility with the new record. This issue 

is more or less analogous to the model-triggered metamodel evolution problem (Figure 14), 

investigated in Chapter 1. 

 Chapter Summary 

This chapter surveyed research areas potentially related to the main themes of this thesis. 

Section 2.1 discussed the review methodology. Sections 2.2 to 2.6 discussed variability 

management and modeling in MDE. Section 2.7 and Section 2.8 discussed variability 

management and modeling using union model-like artifacts and goal models, respectively. 

Analysis approaches that target groups of models are discussed in Section 2.9. Finally, 

Sections 2.10 to 2.15 reported on metamodel-related evolution approaches. The chapter 

not only discussed the state-of-the art literature, but also identified the gaps that exist in the 

current approaches and illustrated how this thesis’ work is different. These differences can 

be summarized as follows:  

• The concept of union models to represent and capture model families has not 

been discussed in the literature. 

• The annotation mechanisms used in the literature are different from our pro-

posed annotations. To the best of our knowledge, the spatio-temporal annotation 

language that we use to annotate elements of union models with information 

about versions/variations has never been proposed in the literature.  

• None of the approaches discussed in Sections 2.3 to 2.6 consider the evolution 

of models over time and the variation over the space dimension in the way that 

we handle it (i.e., using one single, annotated union model). In particular, SPL-

related approaches focus on modeling variability over the space/product dimen-

sion. VC-related approaches focus on handling and managing variability of 

models over the time dimension. Even the approaches that handle variability in 
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space and time together (Section 2.6) address the problem from the perspective 

of SPL, which is different from our approach. 

• Unlike the use of union models (which does not require feature models), all SPL-

related approaches (Section 2.3 and Section 2.5) rely heavily on the existence of 

feature models to construct 150% models and to extract individual models from 

them. 

• The usage of union model-like artifacts (mainly the 150% models), as discussed 

in Section 2.7, does not go beyond the ability to extract products to conduct only 

particular and traditional types of analysis (such as testing, model checking, 

typed checking, or theorem proving). However, our method aims to exploit un-

ion models (with annotations) to perform more sophisticated kinds of analysis, 

such as trend analysis. 

• The use of goal models to manage variability (as discussed in Section 2.8) did 

not consider variability of models along the time dimension.  

At the metamodel level, this chapter revealed a lack of approaches that deal with meta-

model co-evolution in light of model evolution in the general context (Figure 14) and in 

the context of model families in particular (Figure 6), which is the typical problem dis-

cussed in this thesis. The gaps between the existing research and our proposed research are 

discussed in Sections 2.10 to 2.15 and summarized as follows:  

• Most approaches conduct transformation/migration of models each time a met-

amodel changes (Section 2.10); this requires a non-trivial adaptation effort for 

tools and analysis techniques. Our proposed approach, on the other hand, aims 

to infer a single relaxed metamodel that accommodates all potential union mod-

els of a language, so as to develop tools for this relaxed metamodel only once. 

• The driving factor of evolution is different. While existing approaches deal with 

models and/or operations co-evolution triggered by metamodel evolution, our 

work targets the evolution/relaxation of metamodels triggered by model evolu-

tion in the context of model families (Section 2.10 and Section 2.12). 

• Some of the related approaches (Section 2.11) either add new concepts to the 

original metamodel or modify the language’s validity constraints by further 
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constraining their restrictions, whereas our approach only intends to relax some 

constraints (as new concepts are not required). 

• All the approaches discussed in Section 2.13 and Section 2.14 propose to relax 

all constraints/restrictions that exist in a metamodel (including invariants and 

mandatory features, and by enforcing the nonexistence of instances of certain 

class). This extreme relaxation would have a negative impact on tools adapta-

tion. Our proposed approach, on the other hand, is different in the sense that it 

aims to relax particular constraints related to multiplicities of attributes and as-

sociation ends, together with OCL-like constraints, in a minimal way. 

• Finally, the context in which a metamodel is relaxed and the purpose of relaxing 

metamodels in all existing approaches is completely different than the purpose 

of our proposed relaxation method (which is mainly to support the representation 

of model families, not to generate new types of products). 
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 Characterization of Model Families  

This chapter provides a comprehensive characterization of the concept of model families 

by drawing an analogy with a well-investigated concept, namely software families, and 

discusses our proposed annotation language, STAL, suggested to support the representa-

tion of model families. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents the concepts of software 

families and their associated variability in the space and time dimensions. These concepts 

are used as a basis to establish an analogy between software families and model families, 

as discussed in Section 3.1.3. The special characteristics of model families are discussed 

in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 elaborates on the challenges associated with model families at 

both the model level and the metamodel level, and reports on the need for generic models 

to represent and capture model families. Our proposed annotation language, STAL, is dis-

cussed in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes this chapter. 

 Model Families 

This section discusses model families and explains their main characteristics. To pave the 

discussion about model families, this section uses an analogy between this relatively new 

concept and an already existing and well-investigated concept, namely software families5.  

 Preliminary: Software Families 

According to Pohl et al. [3], “if a set of software systems has a significant common core 

functionality and is further subject to a software engineering process handling variability, 

one may speak of a software family”. In other words, a software family is a set of systems 

that consists of assets shared by all members (i.e., commonalities) and assets used only by 

a subset of members (i.e., variabilities). Pohl et al. [3] defined commonality as follows: 

 
5 The term “software family” is used more frequently in Europe, whereas in North America, the term “soft-
ware product line” is used more often as a synonym. 
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“Commonality denotes features that are part of each application in exactly the same form”. 

In addition, they defined variability as follows: “variability is modelled to enable the de-

velopment of customised applications by reusing predefined, adjustable artefacts”. In this 

context, variability modeling (e.g., using feature models) is required to provide configura-

tion rules, where these rules govern which combinations of variabilities (when combined 

with commonalities) are deemed valid. 

 Software families could vary in different shapes according to their state of devel-

opment, functionality, or targeted platform. Different dimensions can be used to distinguish 

such variability, including 1) variability in space and time and 2) internal and external var-

iability. This thesis only focuses on the first dimensions (i.e., variability in space and time) 

used for the analogy. However, the interested reader can refer to Pohl et al. [3] for more 

details about other variability dimensions. 

 Variability in Space and Time 

In the literature, several authors (such as Pohl et al. [3], Elsner et al. [182], and Schubanz 

et al. [183]) discussed variability in the time and the space dimensions, as well as their 

interrelationships. Variability in space represents all those changes that alter the function-

ality of software, referred to as the configuration space. Pohl et al. [3] defined variability 

in space as: “the existence of an artefact in different shapes at the same time”.  

An example of software families that vary over the space dimension is Microsoft 

Office 2016 (shown in Figure 15) with individual products (or configurations) such as 

Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. These products have different intended usages of the indi-

vidual applications, but also, they have common features or functionalities, such as the 

export to Portable Document Format (PDF) or support for different fonts [73]. 

In addition to the fact that software families are subject to variability in space, they 

could also be subject to other changes over the course of time. For example, a particular 

product (or configuration) could change over time to satisfy new emerging requirements 

or to fix defects in order to maintain usability and consistency of systems. The changes of 

software systems over time is known as evolution, and it results in a set of new versions of 

the affected software artifacts. Hence, software evolution can be regarded as another di-

mension of variability and is referred to as variability in time. According to Pohl et al. [3], 
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variability in time is defined as: “the existence of different versions of an artefact that are 

valid at different times”.  

Figure 16 shows an example of a model family that results from variability in time. 

In Microsoft Office, the evolution of an individual product (or configuration) creates mul-

tiple versions of that product, such as Word 2007, Word 2010, Word 2013, and Word 2016. 

 

Figure 15      Microsoft Office 2016 as a software family with variability in space (i.e., 

configurations) 

 

Figure 16      MS Word as a software family with variability in time (i.e., evolution) 

 

Variability in space and variability in time could seem orthogonal and each dimension 

might be treated in isolation from the other. However, this is not always the case, and in 

fact, software artifacts vary in time as well as in space. Hence both dimensions of variabil-

ity could be interdependent. On the one hand, the existence of certain configurations (with 

their dependencies regarding configurable functionality) may require further evolution. On 

the other hand, the evolution of an artifact over time may affect configuration options (for 

example, due to technological constraints). Hence, it is important to consider time as an-

other dimension of variability and not to focus only on the space dimension.  

Getting back to the example of Microsoft Office suite, the dimensions of variability 

in space and time are transparent to end-users since users are only concerned with individ-

ual products. Consequently, end-users may combine different products (or configurations) 

and different versions of these products, but they cannot combine different variable func-

tionality of products or different versions of variable functionality [73]. For instance, a user 

can decide to use Word 2016 with Excel 2013, but she cannot use the spreadsheet calcula-

tion functionality of Excel 2013 (directly) within Word 2016 or the revised version of the 

PDF export of a later version with the base functionality of an older version. Figure 17 
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shows Microsoft Office as a software family that results from variability in space (i.e., 

configuration) and variability in time (i.e., evolution) where both dimensions can be han-

dled simultaneously.  

 

Figure 17      Microsoft Office software family with different configurations (vertical) 

and several versions (horizontal) [73] 

 Model Families: An Analogy with Software Families 

Having discussed software families along with their dimensions of variability and given 

that a model family constitutes a set of models with common elements as well as different 

elements, we argue that a model family is conceptually similar to a software family. Hence, 

we define a model family (MF) as: a set of related models with commonalities and varia-

bilities between individual models.  

As in software families, models in a model family could be subject to changes that 

alter their configurations (e.g., in the regulatory domain, when there exist different varia-

tions of regulations targeting different types of companies that need to be modeled), or as 

part of models’ evolution over time, where evolution produces a set of related model ver-

sions (e.g., when regulators need to react to new government decisions, over time). 

Having said that, variability in model families, just like in software families, can be 

defined using the dimensions of space and time. Based on their main dimension of varia-

bility, we distinguish between two categories of model families:  

• Model families that result from variability in time, which we refer to as Model-

Versions Family (MvF).  
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• Model families that result from variability in space, which we refer to as Model-

Configurations Family (McF).  

 

Analogous to Pohl et al.’s definitions of variability in space and time, we define MvF as: 

the existence of different versions of a model that are valid at different times. In the same 

manner, we define McF as: the existence of a model in different spaces (or configurations) 

at the same time.  

MvFs result from evolution of models over the course of time, where evolution 

produces a set of related model versions with differences and similarities between ver-

sioned models. McFs, on the other hand, can be found in model-based (software) product 

lines (MDPLE, see Section 2.3), where different configurations (or variants) of a product 

can exist simultaneously for different customers, without necessarily being caused by evo-

lution over time. In addition, McFs could result from having several design alternatives (at 

the same time) due to uncertainty that exists at multiple stages of the development pro-

cess [175]. 

Figure 18 (a) shows the concept of MvF, where a model M could evolve over time 

into several versions, such as 1st version (Mv1), 2nd version (Mv2), 3rd version 3 (Mv3), etc. 

The concept of McF is also shown in Figure 18 (b), where a model M has different config-

urations: configuration 1 (Mc1), configuration 2 (Mc2), configuration 3 (Mc3), etc., which 

all exist at the same time (i.e., Jan 2019). 

Considering both dimensions of variability and following the rationale illustrated 

in Figure 17 (where software families vary in time as well as in space), model families can 

be “ideally” represented as a set of inter-related MvFs and McFs, as shown in Figure 19. 

The reason we say “ideally” here is because the representation of model families in this 

way does not always reflect the real world. Actually, we should not ignore the fact that the 

evolution of model configurations does not happen simultaneously all the time. In other 

words, it is not mandatory that, e.g., the 1st version of configuration 1 of a model M (i.e., 

Mc1, v1) will evolve into Mc1, v2 with the same timeline as Mc2, v2. In addition, it is not neces-

sary to have an equal number of configurations for each model version. That is, we could 

have, e.g., three configurations for the 1st version of a model (i.e., Mc1, v1, Mc2, v1, Mc3, v1) 

but only two configurations for the 2nd version (Mc1, v2, Mc3, v2) with one configuration 
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missing for any reason. Having said that, a more realistic characterization of a model fam-

ily would look like the one illustrated in Figure 20, with some missing versions or config-

urations to indicate the absence of some evolution over the time dimension or variation 

over the space dimension, respectively. It is worthwhile to mention that the same model 

can be part of multiple families, e.g., a model M could be a part of an MvF and an McF. 

 

Figure 18      (a) MvF with several versions over time, (b) McF with several configura-

tions 

 

 

      Figure 19      Model families in both space and time dimensions 
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Figure 20      A more realistic model families in both space and time dimensions 

 Special Characteristics of Model Families 

Besides the characterization provided in Section 3.1.3, model families have also the fol-

lowing special characteristics: 

1) For a given language, each individual model in a model family conforms to the 

same metamodel since these models are expressed using the same language (e.g., 

UML, or GRL). That is, models in a model family are homogenous (see Figure 21). 

In this thesis, we exclude those heterogenous models that conform to different met-

amodels (i.e., a group of models from different languages), as shown in Figure 22.  

2) The evolution/variation of models in a family does not involve any additions, dele-

tions, or modifications to language concepts. Hence, the metamodel to which fam-

ily members conform need not to be extended or altered. Rather, variability in 

model families might only affect some of the internal constraints that are related to 

multiplicities of attributes and association ends and/or some external well-formed-

ness constraints, as we discussed in [185][186]. See also Chapter 6 for more details. 
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 Challenges of Model Families 

This section discusses the challenges associated with model families, where some of these 

challenges are also witnessed in software families, while others are particularly specific to 

model families due to the latter’s nature. 

 Variability-related Challenges at the Model Level  

The existence of several versions of models over time (i.e., MvF) or various configurations 

of a model at the same time (i.e., McF) is a non-trivial issue. In fact, model families are 

subject to frequent evolutions over time (e.g., to adapt to new or changed requirements) 

that are asynchronous by nature. The unsynchronized evolution, sometimes, requires older 

versions of models (which represent legacy systems) to be maintained as they may still be 

in use even after they were superseded by newer versions. For example, the evolution of a 

model Mv1 in Figure 18 creates two more versions Mv2, Mv3 of that model, where it is 

possible for these versions to be used and co-exist together. The challenge in this context 

is that the analysis of each model version, individually, becomes impractical, especially if 

the number of models is large, or if the evolution frequency is high. Intuitively, if there are 

M individual models in a model family, and each model has E elements, then the complex-

ity of analyzing all models, one at a time, would be in order of O(M×E). Such complexity 

becomes more significant if there are hundreds of models, with hundreds of elements in 

each model. It is worthwhile to mention that even though software families face principally 

similar issues, evolution over time is often treated as a separate phenomenon, where a soft-

ware family advances to a new state without preserving previous versions of artifacts [184]. 

Figure 21      Homogeneous models 

(a model family) 

 

Figure 22      Heterogeneous models (out of 

thesis scope) 
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The above-mentioned issue is encountered over the time dimension and can also be 

witnessed in the space dimension. In particular, model configurations are not necessarily 

known in their entirety, leading to a completely open configuration space where new con-

figurations may appear, and previously existing ones may vanish independently. For ex-

ample, if we consider modeling regulatory domains, a regulator may impose new regula-

tions or decide to discontinue support of some regulations in between two releases of reg-

ulations. In that case, if we need to analyze all models together, a mechanism is needed to 

keep track of all configurations. 

A yet more challenging situation is when both dimensions of variability of model 

families may affect each other such that they cannot be handled in isolation for all families. 

For instance, evolution of models could modify some available configuration options or 

rules due to new constraints imposed by economy or technology. In addition, the existence 

of certain configurations of models, with some configurations being interdependent, may 

require further evolution of models. In this case, managing variability requires considering 

both dimensions of variability without neglecting any one of them or treating them sepa-

rately. 

 The Need for Generic Models to Represent Model Families 

Having discussed the challenges associated with model families, a mechanism is needed to 

capture the entirety of a model family (in both dimensions of variability), in a comprehen-

sive and exact way such that all and only individual members of a family can be modeled 

or analyzed. Intuitively, if there is a set M of individual models, each model with E ele-

ments, then the complexity of analyzing the set M of individual models, all at once, using 

a single generic model would be of order O(E’)+T, where T is the time of constructing the 

generic model (which could be negligible in some scenarios), and E’ is the number of ele-

ments in that generic model which captures all family members. It is worthwhile to state 

that E’ is usually greater than (by some ratio) or equal to E (introduced in Section 3.3.1). 

In the worst case, when all individual models are distinct (i.e., have no elements in com-

mon), E’ could be equal to the summation of all elements in all individual models. How-

ever, this is an extreme case where, if it happens, the use of the called-for generic models 

to capture model families would not be recommended. 
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In this thesis, we propose a union model (MU) as a generic modelling artifact to 

capture all model elements in all model members of a model family MF, aggregated in a 

compact and exact way that enables the extraction of each individual model of the family. 

Generally speaking, a union model MU of any potential model family (i.e., an McF or MvF 

in Figure 19) would be the union of all elements, e, in all individual models of that family, 

MF. That is: 

MU= ⋃ �� ∈ �����	 , ∀ �� ∈ �             (1) 

A very important requirement in MU is to be able to represent and to distinguish variability 

among elements of member models, i.e., to which model(s) a particular element belongs, 

and to enable the extraction and the analysis of specific members. To achieve this, we 

propose a spatio-temporal annotation language (STAL) to annotate elements of each indi-

vidual model with information about their versions and/or configurations. The details about 

STAL are discussed in Section 3.4. 

 Conformance-related Challenges at the Metamodel Level 

Constructing a union model to capture all (and only) elements of individual models in a 

model family and adapting existing analysis techniques (that are usually applicable on sin-

gle models) to be used on union models are themselves challenging issues that are wit-

nessed at the model level. Nevertheless, while constructing the union model, conformance 

issues between that union model and the modeling languages’ metamodel might emerge. 

This is because, sometimes, the modeling language may not permit to capture all variations 

(i.e., configurations or versions) with one model. For example, let us consider using the 

Goal-oriented Requirement Language – GRL [6][7] as a modeling language. GRL limits 

the number of links between a pair of goals to 1, whereas the union model may need many. 

This problem was illustrated already in Figure 5 (Section 1.3), where integrating two sim-

ple GRL models leads to a union model that is not a valid GRL model (i.e., not conforming 

to the GRL metamodel) as it violates the constraint on the maximum number of links be-

tween a pair of goals. A solution for this problem is investigated in Chapter 6 and was 

published in [185][186]. 
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 Spatio-Temporal Annotation Language (STAL) 

With an appropriate formalization, the challenging part of constructing a union model is 

not necessarily in the union operation itself, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. Rather, the 

challenge is in being able to distinguish to which models a particular element belongs. For 

example, in the goal model family shown in Figure 23 (reproduced here from Figure 2 for 

convenience), we need to distinguish that Fence rule 3 belongs only to aerodromes of 

TYPE 1 (i.e., configuration 1), Fence rule 2 belongs only to TYPE 2, and so on. In addition, 

if there are common elements among all models (such as ACS rule 2), we need to indicate 

this in MU in a precise and exploitable manner. 

 

 

Figure 23      Goal model family of regulations (from Figure 2) 

 

To address this issue, STAL is used to annotate elements of each individual model with 

space/time information in the form of <vernum, confinfo>, where vernum denotes the version 

number of a particular model (e.g., 1st version, 2nd version, and so on), while confinfo denotes 

space dimension-related information (e.g., organization type, size, location etc.). 

 Syntax and Semantics of STAL 

In the time dimension, models can evolve independently and asynchronously over distinct 

timepoints. Since timepoints can be corelated and compared, they naturally form a chron-

ological order. Given this inherent chronological nature of models’ evolution, a sequence 

of versions of a particular model can be annotated with sequential version numbers: ver1, 

ver2, … vern. This creates an implicit temporal validity between model versions. For 
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instance, we can say that ver1 happened before ver2. The timing information embedded in 

the <vernum> format in STAL can represent version numbers or dates, a hierarchical version 

numbering scheme (e.g., versions 2.3.1 and 4.3.2, etc.), or ranges thereof.  

The space dimension, on the other hand, is different and somewhat more complex. 

This stems from the fact that the space dimension is flat and has neither a chronological 

order nor a hierarchical nature (except in very specific domains, such as in provinces and 

their cities). In STAL, we usually use the naming conventions confA, confB, …, confZ (in-

stead of conf1, conf2, …, confn) to reflect the lack of ordering semantics. If a configuration 

is simple, we use its syntactical description as a name for that configuration. For example, 

confA=“airports in Ontario” and confB=“airports in Quebec” are the names of the two dif-

ferent configurations of airports. 

However, it is worth mentioning that information about configurations could be 

composite, i.e., consisting of several pieces of information. For example, TYPE1 aero-

dromes may refer to those airports that are of medium-size, located in Ontario, and with 

national flights only. To represent this type of composite information in STAL, in a way 

that keeps annotated models as simple as possible, we propose the use of look-up tables, 

which provide mappings between configuration names and their real descriptions. Please 

note that in this example, the numbering suffixes of TYPEs do not hold any ordering. 

meanings and they are just descriptions of the configuration. Table 1 shows an example of 

a look-up table for the configurations given in Figure 23. 

Table 1 Mapping configurations to their detailed descriptions 

Config Description 

TYPE1 Size=M, Location=Ontario, Flight=national 

TYPE 2 Size=L, Location=Ontario, Flight=international 

TYPE 3 Size=M, Location=Quebec, Flight=national 

 

In addition, in a model family, it is possible that one model element belongs to several or 

all family members. For instance, assume that there is a model family with one model 

configuration (confA) that evolves into five versions (i.e., ver1 to ver5). Assume also a node 

n that belongs to the five versions of that model. In this case, n will be typically annotated 
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in the union model with five annotations: <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, 

<ver4, confA>, <ver5, confA>. Such style may lead to large amounts of annotations per el-

ement. To simplify annotations of union models, the representation of STAL annotations 

can be simplified such that a sequence of version annotations can be represented as a range 

of values ([start:end]). In the above example, the annotation of n becomes <[ver1: ver5], 

confA>. Ranges are however unavailable for configurations as they are usually not sortable. 

In the same example, it could also happen that an element, say edge e, appears in 

all versions from ver1 to ver8, except in ver4. In this scenario, a set of ranges can be used, 

such that e is annotated as: <{[ver1: ver3],[ver5:ver8]}, confA>. Furthermore, if an element 

x belongs to ver1 to ver3 of confA and to versions v1 and v4 of confB, then such element will 

be annotated as <[ver1:ver3], (confA, confB)>; <(ver4), (confB)>. Finally, if an element be-

longs to all versions and/or all configurations of a family, we annotate it with the keyword 

ALL. 

The ranging mechanism used with versions may also be applicable to configura-

tions, only if the latter’s nature allows for continuous or discrete ranging (such as TYPE1, 

TYPE2, etc.). However, to avoid confusion between versions and configurations, we do 

not use ranges to annotate configurations in this thesis. Rather, we use a comma separated 

list to indicate a set of configurations, e.g., <(confA, confB, confD)>. Further annotation 

scenarios and the full syntax of STAL are defined in Appendix B. 

 Examples 

This section provides two examples of STAL annotations. The first example illustrates 

annotations placed on elements of a union model whose members vary in the space dimen-

sion only. The second example illustrates more sophisticated annotations, where both di-

mensions of variability are represented in the union model.  

Example 1. Figure 24 shows a union model of the regulatory model family depicted in 

Figure 23, and illustrates STAL annotations placed on that model’s elements. As the figure 

shows, some of the elements are annotated with <ALL> to indicate that they belong to the 

three of the models in Figure 23. Other elements are annotated with <TYPE1>, <TYPE2>, 

or <TYPE3> to show that such elements belong to configuration 1, 2, or 3, respectively. 
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Finally, two elements are annotated with <(TYPE1, TYPE2)> to express that these ele-

ments are part of both models of configuration 1, and configuration 2.  

 

Figure 24      Annotated union model of the model family in Figure 23 

Example 2. This example considers the goal model family of regulations in Figure 3, 

where models change over space and time, and shows how the family’s union model can 

be annotated with STAL, with both dimensions of variability. For illustration purposes, the 

example considers a subset of the goal model family, namely with those models that evolve 

over times t1 and t2, and also over configurations TYPE1 and TYPE2. The union model 

that captures these four models is illustrated in Figure 25. 

As in Example 1, some of the elements here are also annotated with <ALL> to rep-

resent the fact that they are part of all model versions (i.e., t1 and t2) and configurations 

(i.e., TYPE1 and TYPE2). So, in this example, the <ALL> annotation is equivalent to 

<[t1:t2], [TYPE1,TYPE2]>. On the other hand, elements annotated with <t1, TYPE1> 

means that they belong to the first version of the model at t1, and at configuration TYPE1. 

The same principle applies to other elements. 
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 Figure 25      Annotated union model of the model family in Figure 3 

 

It is worth mentioning here that the goal “Perimeter Security” is annotated with <ALL> 

even though that the goal model at time t2 and configuration TYPE2 is missing from the 

family (see Figure 3). In real world, the absence of a particular model at a specific period 

of time and/or configuration could be due to several reasons, one of them is that the model 

does not change from its previous version. In this thesis, it is assumed that a member model 

at time t2 and configuration TYPE2 is the same as the one at time t1 and configuration 

TYPE2. 

 Merging of STAL Expressions 

As this thesis aims to support the union of models whose elements are annotated with 

STAL expressions, there is a need for a mechanism to merge STAL expressions as well. 

However, as mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the amount of STAL annotations per element 

could grow fast, depending on the number of model variations to be captured by a union 

model. This issue becomes more noticeable if we want to merge two union models, say 

MU1 and MU2, into a new union model, MUnew. In this case, annotations on each element of 

MUnew might be complex and sophisticated. For this reason, we suggest a mechanism to 

unify or merge STAL expressions, in a way that the final representation of annotations 

would be a simplified expression (exploiting the range and list capabilities of STAL while 

avoiding redundancy), simpler than the simple combined listing of initial annotations. 
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To realize this mechanism,, annotations over space and time could be represented 

as binary relations in an adjacency matrix, with the matrix dimensions being time and 

space, and the content of the matrix being 0 to indicate no annotation for that particular 

time/space, and 1 to indicate the existence of an annotation for that time/space. constructing 

a STAL expression from a binary matrix then corresponds to a coverage of the binary re-

lations in that matrix by a minimal number of non-enlargeable rectangles, as proposed in 

Jaoua et al. [187][188]. Their algorithm (called BinaryRectangularCoverage here) returns 

the minimum number of non-enlargeable rectangles (i.e., which cannot be larger due to the 

absence of required 1’s) in a binary matrix, in a format that fits very well the format of 

STAL expressions, except for version ranges that need to be identified afterwards. 

For example, let Exp1 be the binary relation given in Figure 26 relating five con-

figurations to four versions. The invocation of the BinaryRectangularCoverage algorithm 

on that matrix produces three non-elnargeable rectangles covering Exp1. 

R1 = {Ver1, Ver2, Ver3} x {ConfA, ConfB}  // The red rectangle 

R2 = {Ver3} x {ConfA, ConfB, ConfC, ConfD}  // The purple rectangle 

R3 = {Ver2, Ver4} x {ConfA, ConfE}  // The rectangle produced from the four blue circles 

Exp1 = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 

Figure 26      Binary relation for expression Exp1 

The corresponding STAL expression (after detecting potential ranges of versions), which 

can be produced by a simple transformation ConvertRectanglesToSTAL, is: 

<[Ver1, Ver3], (ConfA, ConfB)>;  

<Ver3, (ConfA, ConfB, ConfC, ConfD)>;  

<(Ver2, Ver4), (ConfA, ConfE)> 

Let us now have a second binary relation Exp2, given in Figure 27, this time relating three 

configurations to three versions, some of which being common with Exp1 and some being 

Exp1 ConfA ConfB ConfC ConfD ConfE

Ver1 1 1 0 0 0

Ver2 1 1 0 0 1

Ver3 1 1 1 1 0

Ver4 1 0 0 0 1
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different. The invocation of the BinaryRectangularCoverage algorithm on that matrix 

produces three non-elnargeable rectangles covering Exp2. 

R1 = {Ver5} x {ConfA, ConfC} 

R2 = {Ver2, Ver4} x {ConfF} 

R3 = {Ver2} x {ConfA, ConfF} 

Exp2 = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 

 

Figure 27      Binary relation for expression Exp2 

The corresponding STAL expression (after detecting potential ranges of versions, none 

being present this time), which can be produced by a simple transformation Convert-

RectanglesToSTAL, is: 

<Ver5, (ConfA, ConfC)>;  

<(Ver2, Ver4), ConfF>;  

<Ver2, (ConfA, ConfF)>  

 

In order to merge two STAL expressions, the MergeSTAL algorithm, presented in Listing 

1, is used. This algorithm takes as input two expressions together with their contexts, com-

posed of lists of versions and configurations (which might include elements not in the 

STAL expressions themselves). Such contexts are particularly useful to understand the 

meaning of the ALL expressions found in STAL. The output is a merged and simplified 

STAL expression and its resulting context. This algorithm invokes the Binary-

RectangularCoverage and ConvertRectanglesToSTAL algorithms introduced earlier and a 

few others that are simple enough to be considered self-explanotary here. 

  

  

Exp2 ConfA ConfC ConfF

Ver2 1 0 1

Ver4 0 0 1

Ver5 1 1 0
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Algorithm  MergeSTAL  

Inputs:  Exp1:STAL, Exp2: STAL // Two STAL expressions 

  // Context (all versions and all configurations) of each STAL expression 

  Exp1_versions_context, Exp1_configs_context,  

  Exp2_versions_context, Exp2_configs_context: List  

Output:  Result: STAL  // STAL expression  

  // Resulting context 

  Result_versions_context, Result_configs_context : List  

Intermediate:  

  Matrix1, Matrix2, MatrixResult: BinaryMatrix 

  RectangleList: List((List),List)) // List of (version list,configuration list) 

  Rectangle: List,List // (version list,configuration list) 

  Versions, Configurations: List // Version list and configuration list 

   

Result_versions_context := Exp1_versions_context ∪ Exp2_versions_context 

Result_configs_context := Exp1_configs_context ∪ Exp2_configs_context 

 

// Special case for ALL, ALL 

if (Exp1==ALL and Exp2==ALL and  

    (Result_configs_context.size()==1 or Result_versions_context.size()==1) )  

then Result := ALL 

else { 

   // Construct the binary matrices from STAL expressions by expanding their groups 

   Matrix1 := MatrixExpand(Exp1, Exp1_versions_context, Exp1_configs_context) 

   Matrix2 := MatrixExpand(Exp2, Exp2_versions_context, Exp2_configs_context) 

 

   // Create a result matrix of the right size, filled with 0’s 

   MatrixResult := CreateZeroMatrix(Result_versions_context, Result_configs_context) 

 

   // Insert the original matrices into the result matrix 

   MatrixResult.AddMatrix(Matrix1).AddMatrix(Matrix2) 

 

   // Compute the list of non-enlargeable rectangles based on Jaoua et al.’s algorithm 

   RectangleList := BinaryRectangularCoverage(MatrixResult) 

 

   foreach Rectangle in RectangleList do { 

      Versions := Rectangle.getVersions() 

      Versions.sort() 

      if Versions == Result_versions_context 

      then Versions := ALL // Special case for ALL 
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      else { 

         // Extract version ranges from the list, if any 

         Versions.replaceConsecutiveNumbersWithRange() 

         // Turn into a STAL list if more than one element 

         if Versions.size() > 1 then Versions=List(Versions) 

      } 

      Rectangle.replaceVersions(Versions) 

  

      Configurations := Rectangle.getConfigurations() 

      if Configurations == Result_configs_context 

      then Configurations := ALL // Special case for ALL 

      else { 

         // No range for configurations (unsorted) 

         // Turn into a STAL list if more than one element 

         if Configurations.size() > 1 then Configurations=List(Configurations) 

      } 

      Rectangle.replaceConfigurations(Configurations) 

   } // end foreach 

 

   // Express the list of non-enlargeable rectangles as a STAL String 

   Result=ConvertRectanglesToSTAL(RectangleList) 

} 

 

Return Result, Result_versions_context, Result_configs_context 

Listing 1     MergeSTAL algorithm 
 

To illustrate the use of the MergeSTAL algorithm, let us apply it to the Expr1 and Expr2 

STAL expressions illustrated previously. Their binary relationships can simply be 

produced from STAL expressions by expanding their rectangles into a binary matrix 

(MatrixExpand). These matrices are already shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. Merging 

these two matrices into a larger one with the corresponding context produces the binary 

matrix MatrixResult found in Figure 28. The invocation of BinaryRectangularCoverage 

on that matrix produces four non-elnargeable rectangles covering MatrixResult.  

R1 = {Ver1, Ver2, Ver3} x {ConfA, ConfB} 

R2 = {Ver3} x {ConfA, ConfB, ConfC, ConfD} 

R3 = {Ver2, Ver4} x {ConfA, ConfE, ConfF} 

R4 = {Ver3, Ver5} x {ConfA, ConfC} 

MatrixResult = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ R4 
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Figure 28      Binary relation for expression (Matrix)Result 

 

The rest of the MergeSTAL algorithm checks whether these rectangles can lead to special 

cases (ALL), whether ranges can be identified within the sorted versions (which is the case 

for Ver1, Ver2, Ver3 in rectangle R1), and whether lists are required when more than one 

element (versions or configurations) is present. The resulting STAL expression Result, 

produced by invoking Convert-RectanglesToSTAL on the modified list of rectangles, is: 

<[Ver1, Ver3], (ConfA, ConfB)>;  

<Ver3, (ConfA, ConfB, ConfC, ConfD)>;  

<(Ver2, Ver4), (ConfA, ConfE, ConfF)>; 

<(Ver3, Ver5), (ConfA, ConfC)> 

 

Finally, the resulting context output in this example is composed of two lists: 

Result_versions_context = Ver1, ver2, Ver3, Ver4, Ver5 

Result_configs_context = ConfA, ConfB, ConfC, ConfD, ConfE, ConfF 

 

Other illustrative examples are provided in Appendix B. 

 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a characterization of model families by drawing an analogy with 

software families. In particular, it discussed software families and their associated varia-

bility in the space and time dimensions. Then these concepts were used as a basis to estab-

lish an analogy between software families and model families. The chapter also discussed 

the special characteristics of model families and the challenges associated with them at 

both the model level and the metamodel level. The chapter highlighted the need for generic 

models to represent and capture model families. Finally, the chapter defined the Spatio-

Result ConfA ConfB ConfC ConfD ConfE ConfF

Ver1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Ver2 1 1 0 0 1 1

Ver3 1 1 1 1 0 0

Ver4 1 0 0 0 1 1

Ver5 1 0 1 0 0 0
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Temporal Annotation Language (STAL), used to support the representation of family 

members and distinguish between them in the union model. 
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 Formalization of Model Families 

This chapter provides a graph-based formalization of model families and union models. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The rationale behind formalization is dis-

cussed in Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 elaborate on the formalization of models and 

metamodels as typed graphs with attributes and constraints. Section 4.4 provides a formal-

ization of model families and their union models. Propositional encoding of models is dis-

cussed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 provides a proof-of-concept example on the union of 

propositionally encoded model, and finally, Section 4.7 summarizes the chapter. A simpler 

version of the formalization in this chapter has been published in [189]. 

 Why Formalization 

This chapter provides a formalization of the fundamental concepts related to the problem 

of variability modeling in model families. The reasons why we intended to formalize these 

concepts are as follows [190]: 

• Formalization helps to reduce the ambiguity of abstract terms by making them 

more concrete in the form of formal definitions. This in turn helps researchers 

to illustrate and analyze problems and solutions efficiently, which leads to an 

overall better understanding of the problem. 

• With proper formalization, modeling problems and their solutions can be de-

scribed independently from modeling languages and tools. 

• Formalization enables the development of robust algorithms and tools through 

solving problems that are exact by nature and that have provable properties. 

This chapter illustrates the use of graphs and type graphs to formalize basic (meta)model-

ing concepts. The definitions of graphs and type graphs are then used as a basis for further 

formal definitions of model families and their union models. To model more detailed as-

pects of model families, I extend the definitions of basic type(d) graphs with attributes (i.e., 

attributed type graphs, or E-graphs) [191] and constraints [194][195]. 
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 Graph-based Formalization of (Meta) Models. 

This section defines graphs (G) and type graphs (TG), and also defines more advanced 

extensions to type graphs such as: attributed type graphs (ATG), as E-graphs in particular, 

and attributed type graph with constraints. In addition, graph morphism (f) and other graph 

theory-related notations that are necessary for the formalization provided in this thesis are 

defined. Figure 29 illustrates the basic relationships between models and metamodels and 

their graph representation. The definitions that follow are based on [191][192][196]-[198]. 

  

 

Figure 29      Relationship between models and their graph representation 

 Graphs and Graph Morphisms 

This section defines the notions of graph and type graph, as well as how they are related 

by means of graph morphism.  

Definition 1–Graph: A graph is a tuple G= (NG, EG, srcG, tgtG), where NG is a set of graph 

nodes (or vertices), EG is a set of graph edges, and functions srcG, tgtG: EG→NG associate 

to each edge a source and a target node, respectively, such that e : x → y denotes an edge 

e with srcG(e) = x and tgtG(e) = y. 

Definition 2– Graph morphism: let G and H be two graphs, a graph morphism f: G→H 

consists of a pair of functions (fN, fE) with fN: NG→NH and fE: EG→EH, that preserves 

sources and targets of edges when composed (○), i.e. fN○srcG=srcH○fE and fN○tgtG=tgtH○fE. 

In other words, for each edge eG ∈ EG, there is a corresponding edge eH = fE(eG) ∈ EH such 

that srcG(eG) is mapped to srcH(eH) and tgtG(eG) is mapped to tgtH(eH). This is illustrated in 

Figure 30.  

Metamodel

ModelTyped Graph

Type Graph
represents

represents

typed by conforms to
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Figure 30      Graph morphism between graphs 

 Type(d) Graphs and Typed Graph Morphisms 

In graph theory (as in typed programming languages, where each element is assigned a 

type), it is often useful to determine the well-formedness of a graph by checking whether 

it conforms to a so-called type graph. A type graph is a distinguished graph containing all 

the relevant types and their interrelations [199]. This is analogous to the relationship be-

tween models and metamodels in MDE, where each model (e.g., a UML design model) 

needs to conform to a metamodel (e.g., the UML metamodel). The correspondence be-

tween both concepts was already depicted in Figure 29. 

Definition 3–Type graph (metamodel): a type graph TG is a distinguished graph, where 

TG = (NTG, ETG, srcTG, tgtTG), and NTG and ETG are types of nodes and edges, respectively. 

Definition 4–Typed graph (model): a typed graph is a triple Gtyped = (G, type, TG) such 

that G is a graph (Def. 1) and type: G →TG is a graph morphism (Def. 2) called the typing 

morphism. The typed graph Gtyped is also called an instance graph of graph TG, and we 

write the set of all the instance graphs as Inst[TG]. 

Example 1: Figure 31(b) shows an example of a typed graph (at the model level) typed 

over the type graph in Figure 31(a) (at one meta-level above). The type graph in this figure 

represents types of nodes and edges. There are two types of nodes here, namely State and 

Transition and two types of edges, namely src and tgt. In this thesis, node names and types 

in the typed graph are depicted inside the nodes in the form of name: type. For instance, in 

the node labelled with S1: State; S1 is the name of a node and State is the type of that 

node. Names and types of edges are represented in a similar manner.  
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Figure 31      (a) Type graph, and (b) Typed graph 

Definition 5–Typed graph morphism: Given a type graph TG, and two typed graphs Gtyped 

and Htyped (typed over TG), a typed graph morphism g: (Gtyped, tG: Gtyped→TG) → (Htyped, 

tH: Htyped→TG) is a graph morphism g: Gtyped→Htyped that also preserves typing, i.e.,  

g○tH = tG, as illustrated in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32      Typed graph morphism 

 Attributed Type(d) Graphs (as E-Graphs) 

Given a typed graph (i.e., a model), it is useful in practice to attach additional information 

to nodes and edges by attributing them, such that each node and/or edge can contain zero 

or more attributes. In this case, we refer to typed attributed graphs, where attributes are 

typically a name:value pair that allows to attach a specific value to each attribute name. 

Values of attributes can be simple (e.g., a number or a string) or more complex (e.g., a Java 

expression) [198]. 

Example 2: As an example of a typed attributed graph, reconsider the typed graph in Figure 

31(b) extended with attributes as in Figure 33, where Transition and State nodes have at-

tributes respectively named tname and sname. 

 

Figure 33      A typed attributed graph typed over the ATG in Figure 34 

L1: src
S2:State

L2: tgt
S1:State T1:TransitionState Transition

*

*

1 src

1 tgt

(a) (b)

L1: src S2:StateL2: tgtS1:State T1:Transition

sname =“S1” tname =“T1” sname =“S2”
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Given a typed attributed graph that is typed over some TG (i.e., a metamodel), that TG 

needs to constrain the names and types of attributes that are allowed for certain types of 

nodes and edges. In this context, we refer to an Attributed Type Graph (ATG), as shown in 

Figure 34, which extends the type graph illustrated in Figure 31(a) with node attributes. 

 

 

Figure 34      An attributed type graph (ATG) 

Unlike graphs with node attributes only, edges in ATGs can also be provided with attrib-

utes, resulting in a new kind of graphs called E-graphs. In this thesis, we adopt the defini-

tion of Ehrig et al. [200] for E-graphs to represent ATGs6, which allows attribution for 

both nodes and edges, where attributes of nodes (resp. edges) are represented as special 

edges between graph nodes (resp. graph edges) and data nodes that represent the data types 

of these attributes. Figure 35 visualizes the concept of E-graph. 

Definition 6–E-graph: An E-graph is a tuple EG = (NG, ND, EG, ENA, EEA, (srcj, tgtj)  

j ∈ {G, NA, EA}) where: 

• NG and ND are graph nodes and data nodes, respectively; 

• EG, ENA, EEA are graph edges, node’s attribute edges, and edge’s attribute edges, 

respectively; 

• srcj, tgtj, where j∈{G, NA, EA}) are source and target functions that assign to each 

of the three categories of edges (i.e., EG, ENA, EEA) a source and a target, as follows: 

o srcG: EG→NG, tgtG: EG→NG for graph edges; 

o srcNA: ENA→NG, tgtNA: ENA→ND for node’s attribute edges; 

o srcEA: EEA →EG, tgtEA: EEA→ND for edge’s attribute edges. 

 
6 From now on in this thesis, the concept of ATG means implicitly an attributed typed graph that is repre-
sented as an E-graph. 

State

sname: String

Transition

tname: String

*

*

1 src

1 tgt
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Figure 35      A visualization of an E-graph 

Example 3: the ATG (in Figure 34) is represented as an E-graph (EG), as illustrated Figure 

36. The figure shows the different categories of nodes and edges defined in Def. 6, namely:  

• Graph nodes (NG): State, Transition 

• Data nodes (ND): String 

• Graph edges (EG): src, tgt 

• Node’s attribute edges (ENA): sname, tname 

In this EG, attributes of nodes are represented as special edges between graph nodes (NG) 

and data nodes (ND), where ND represents the type of an attribute. For example, the attribute 

tname is represented as an edge between the graph node Transition and the data node String. 

Attributes of edges are not shown in this example, but they can be represented in the same 

manner. In this example, we can consider the multiplicities of src, tgt association edges as 

attributes of these edges. 

 

Figure 36      An E-graph (EG) with node attributes represented as edges 

State Transition*

*

1 src

1 tgt

tnamesname

String

NG

EG

ND

ENA

NG
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An instance typed graph (i.e., model) of the attributed E-graph in Figure 36 is illustrated in 

Figure 37, where this figure is a representation of the typed attributed graph found in Figure 

33. 

 

 

Figure 37      An instance typed attributed graph of the E-graph in Figure 36 

 Constraints 

The concepts and definitions introduced so far are only related to graph typing (with at-

tribution) without any further restrictions. In modeling languages, however, it is usually 

desired to restrict the set of valid instance models beyond typing. This can be achieved by 

using language constraints. Such constraints are either integrated internally into the lan-

guage (such as multiplicity constraints) or attached explicitly (using OCL). In the literature, 

several approaches for model formalization with constraints were discussed, such as those 

found in [191][194][195]. One of the common ways to formalize constraints (that is also 

used in this thesis) is graph constraints [201].  

In this section, I adapt the definitions of Kleppe and Rensink [201] to add some 

graph constraints to type graphs and, hence, to constrain the set of valid instance graphs. 

This thesis considers only multiplicity constraints for both attributes and association edges. 

Other graph constraints such as containment, abstractness, acyclicity [202], and external 

OCL constraints are left for future work. 

First, I give a general definition of a constraint set over a graph, then I define the 

multiplicity constraints that I consider for the formalization of graphs. 

Definition 7–Graph Constraint: Let ATG be an E-graph. A constraint set over ATG is a 

tuple (Cons, sat), where: 

• Cons is a set of graph constraints; 

L1: src S2:State

“S2”: String

S2.sname: sname

L2: tgtS1:State

“S1”: String

S1.sname: sname

T1:Trans

“T1”: String

T1.tname: tname
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• sat ⊆ Inst [ATG] × Con is a satisfaction relation over the instances of ATG. 

We write G sat C to denote that an instance graph G satisfies a constraint C ∈ Cons. 

Multiplicity Constraints 

Multiplicity constraints regulate how many instances of an incident edge type (or attribute) 

are allowed per instance of a node type. To formalise multiplicity constraints, I first define 

what multiplicities are, and then introduce the corresponding graph constraint type. 

Generally speaking, multiplicities are defined as ordered pairs of natural numbers 

in the form of [lower, upper], where the second number (i.e., upper) is larger than or equal 

to lower or may take the special value * to indicate unboundedness. A number is within 

the range of the multiplicity if it is higher than or equal to the lower bound and smaller than 

or equal to the upper bound. 

Definition 8–Multiplicity: A multiplicity is a pair Mult= [l, u], where l and u ∈ ℕ ∪ {*} 

with l ≤ u or u = *. To retrieve the lower and upper bounds of multiplicities, we use the 

functions low, upp: Mult → ℕ∪ {*}, such that if x= [l, u] then low(x) = l and upp(x) = u.  

The multiplicity defined as above can be found at the source end (written in this 

thesis as src) or the target end (written as tgt) of an association edge to represent the po-

tential degree of sharing of a node. In this thesis, we consider only multiplicities of target 

association ends7 and refer to them simply as the multiplicity constraint of an edge, as 

formalized in Def. 9. 

Definition 9–Multiplicity Constraint of a graph edge: Let ATG be an attributed type graph 

(represented as an E-graph). A multiplicity constraint of a graph edge e in ATG is a pair 

edgeMult=(e, m) with e ∈ EG and m ∈ Mult, where Mult = [l, u], l and u ∈ ℕ ∪ {*}. 

Satisfaction of multiplicity constraint of edges is denoted as G sat edgeMult⇔ ∀n:src(e), low(m)≤ |out (n,e)| ≤upp(m), where out(n, e) is the multiplicity of the target end 

of association edge e. 

Multiplicities can also be defined for attributes to regulate how many instances of 

a specific data type are allowed per instance of an attribute. Multiplicity of attributes can 

 
7 The rationale behind focusing only on the multiplicities of target association ends is discussed in Chapter 
7. In a nutshell, there is only a need to relax multiplicity upper bounds in metamodels. 
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be viewed as a special type of the multiplicity defined in Def. 9, where l=u ∈ ℕ, and is 

defined as: 

Definition 10–Multiplicity Constraint of attributes: Let ATG be an attributed type graph 

(represented as an E-graph). A multiplicity constraint of attributes of nodes (and edges) in 

ATG is a pair attrMult=(attr, m) with attr ∈ {ENA , EEA} and m ∈ ℕ.  

Satisfaction of multiplicity constraint of attributes is denoted as G sat attrMult ⇔ ∀n:src(attr), |out (n,attr)|= m , where out(n, attr) is the target multiplicity of attr ∈ {ENA, 

EEA}. 

 (Meta)models as Attributed Type(d) Graphs with 
Constraints 

Based on Defs. 1-10, we can now formalize metamodels as attributed type graphs with 

constraints, and models as attributed typed graphs that satisfy these constraints. 

Definition 11–Metamodel: A metamodel is a pair MM= (ATG, Cons), where: 

• ATG is an attributed type graph (represented as an E-graph).  

• Cons is a constraint set in ATG. 

Definition 12–Model: Given a metamodel MM, a model is a tuple M = (Gtyped, type, ATG, 

sat, Cons), where: 

• Gtyped ∈Inst[ATG], as in Def. 4. 

• type: Gtyped→ATG, and; 

• Gtyped sat Cons 

The set of instance models M of a metamodel MM is denoted as Inst[MM], and we say that 

model M is an instance of MM if M ∈ Inst[MM], and ∀C ∈ Cons | M sat C. 

 Formalization of Model Families and Union Models 

 Formalization of Model Families  

As previously mentioned in Section 3.2 and Figure 21, a model family consists of an arbi-

trary set of homogenous models that are instantiated from the same metamodel. In that 
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sense, we can define a model family as a set of typed attributed graphs that are instances 

of the same attributed type graph and satisfy the constraints of that type graph. In addition, 

the typed attributed graphs of a model family are related to each other by a model family 

morphism relationship illustrated in Figure 38. That is: 

Definition 13–Model Family: A model family is a tuple MF= ({Gtyped}, type, ATG, sat, 

Cons), where {Gtyped} ∈ Inst[ATG], type: {Gtyped}→ATG, and {Gtyped} sat Cons. 

Definition 14–Model Family Morphism: Given an attributed type graph ATG, and a model 

family MF={G, H, I, …, N}, a model family morphism g: (G, typeG: G→ATG) → (H, 

typeH: H→ATG) → (I, typeI: I→ATG) →…→ (N, typeN: N→ATG) is a composition of 

typed graphs morphisms g○h○i: G→N 

 

Figure 38      Model family morphism 

Intuitively, since a model family is a set of typed graphs, then a the model family morphism 

represented above is basically a composition of typed graph morphisms, as defined previ-

ously in Def. 5 and illustrated in Figure 32. In other words, the model family morphism in 

Figure 38 is equivalent to the following typed graph morphisms (Figure 39), composed 

together.  

Figure 39      Model family morphism as a composition of typed graph morphisms 
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 Formalization of Union Models  

Semantically, a union model MU of a given model family (MF) is the union of all elements 

e, in all individual models of that family. Def. 15 provides a formalized definition of MU 

as a union of the graph representation of family members. 

Definition 15–Union Model (MU): let MF be a model family with two models, such that 

MF= ({G1, G2}, type, ATG, sat, Cons), where type: G1, G2 →ATG (represented as an E-

Graph), and G1, G2 sat Cons, and where G1= (NG1, ND_G1, EG1, ENA_G1, EEA_G1, (srcj,tgtj) j 

∈ {G, NA, EA}, typeG1) and G2= (NG2, ND_G2, EG2, ENA_G2, EEA_G2, (srcj,tgtj) j ∈ {G, NA, 

EA}, typeG2) satisfy the following conditions: 

 

• Cond. 1: If two nodes have the same name8 and the same type, then these nodes are 

considered identical. 

• Cond. 2: If two edges have the same name and the same type, and if they connect 

between the same source and target nodes, then these edges are considered identi-

cal. 

Then the union model that represents MF is a model MU=G1 ∪ G2= (NU, EU, srcU, tgtU, 

typeU), such that NU=(NG1 ∪ NG2 ∪ ND_G1 ∪ ND_G2 ) and EU =(EG1 ∪ EG2 ∪ ENA_G1 ∪ ENA_G2 ∪ EEA_G1 ∪EEA_G2 ) and the functions srcU, tgtU, and typeU are: 

������� �
⎩⎪⎪
⎨⎪
⎪⎧ ��������, �� � ∈  �����!"_�����, �� � ∈  !"_�����$"_�����, �� � ∈  $"_�� ����%���, �� � ∈  �%���!"_�%���, �� � ∈  !"_�%���$"_�%���, �� � ∈  $"_�%

 

 

 
8 We assume that each node and each edge has its own unique identifier. For simplicity, we express this 
identity by means of a unique name. 
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&'&���� �
⎩⎪⎪
⎨⎪
⎪⎧ &'&�����, �� � ∈  ��&'&!"_�����, �� � ∈  !"_��&'&$"_�����, �� � ∈  $"_�� &'&�%���, �� � ∈  �%&'&!"_�%���, �� � ∈  !"_�%&'&$"_�%���, �� � ∈  $"_�%

 

 

&()����*�+� � ,&()�����*�+�, �� �*�+ ∈ -�� ∪ -._�� ∪  �� ∪   !"_��  ∪   $"_��&()��%��*�+�, �� �*�+ ∈ -�% ∪ -._�% ∪  �% ∪   !"_�%  ∪   $"_�% 

 

Provided that conditions Cond. 1 and Cond. 2 in Def. 15 are respected, the union operation 

can be generalized into an MF of any arbitrary size. That is, given MF= ({G1, G2, …, Gn}, 

type, ATG, sat, Cons), its union model is MU=G1∪G2∪G3… ∪ Gn.  

The union operation is incremental. That is, given a union model MU already con-

structed for a particular family, then any upcoming model Mi added to that family is unified 

incrementally with MU, such that the new union model becomes MUnew = MU ∪ Mi. The 

annotations of MU and Mi are also unified as discussed in Section 4.5. Consequently, the 

incremental nature of the union operation allows the merging of two or more individual 

models, a model and a union model, or two union models. 

It is important to mention here that even if the typed graphs used to construct mod-

els are well-formed, there is no guarantee that their MU will also be a well-formed model. 

In fact, MU will respect the typing constraints imposed by the ATG, but maybe not the other 

constraints such as multiplicities of attributes and/or association ends (or other external 

OCL constraints). This issue is discussed in Chapter 6. 

 Propositional Encoding Language with Annotation (PELA) 

In order to facilitate reasoning about models, and also to realize a simple graph union in 

practice, we encode typed graphs (i.e., models) as logical propositions. Such encoding 

hence provides a concrete syntax for defining models and metamodels. To encode a model, 

m into propositional logic, we need first to map elements in m into propositional variables 

and then join them. To achieve this, we propose a propositional encoding language with 

annotations (PELA), which defines specific naming conventions for the propositional 
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encoding of variables, where propositions themselves are annotated with STAL (see Sec-

tion 3.4). While defining the syntax of PELA, we took into consideration that this language 

should be reversable. That is, a modeler should be able to retrieve (or to decode) a model 

back from its propositional encoding. This operation, however, is not supported by tools in 

this thesis, and such tool support, albeit not difficult to implement, is left for future work. 

The propositional encoding of models using PELA is defined as follows:  

Definition 16–ElementToPropositionWithAnnotation: Given a model M=(G, type, ATG, 

sat, Cons), where G= (NG, ND, EG, ENA, (srcj, tgtj), j∈{G, NA, EA})9, together with a STAL 

annotation specifying version numbers and configuration information, the mapping of ele-

ments of M into propositions with annotation ElementToPropositionWithAnnotation(elem) 

is defined according the following syntactical rules (along with their semantics):  

• A graph node n∈NG of type t∈ NATG is mapped into a propositional variable “n–t–

<vernum, confinfo>” to express the semantics: “a model (with vernum and confinfo) 

contains a node n of type t”. Formally: n–t iff ∃ n∈NG ∧ type(n)=t 

• A graph edge e∈EG of type t∈EATG with source node x and target node y is mapped 

into a propositional variable “e–x–y–t–<vernum, confinfo>” to express the semantics: 

“a model (with vernum and confinfo) contains an edge e of type t from node x to node 

y”. Formally: e–x–y–t iff ∃ e∈EG ∧ type(e)=t ∧ srcG(e)=x ∧ tgtG(e)=y. 

• A data node dn∈ND of type t∈dataType owned by a graph node n∈NG is mapped 

into a propositional variable “dn–n–t–<vernum, confinfo>” to express the semantics: 

“a model (with vernum and confinfo) contains a node n that owns a data node dn of 

type t”. Formally: dn–n–t iff ∃ n∈NG ∧ owner(dn)=n ∧ type(dn)=t. 

• A node attribute edge nae∈ENA of type t∈attribute_name that is represented as a 

special edge between a graph node n∈NG and a data node dn∈ND, where n is also 

the owner of that attribute, is mapped into a propositional variable “nae–n–n–dn–

t–<vernum, confinfo>” to express the semantics: “a model (with vernum and confinfo) 

contains a node n which owns an attribute nae of type t, and this nae is represented 

as an edge from graph node n to data node dn”. Formally: nae–n–n–dn–t iff 

∃nae∈ENA ∧ owner(nae)=n ∧ type(nae)=t ∧ src(nae)=n ∧ tgt(nae)=dn. It is worth 

 
9 See Definition 6 
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clarifying that the “n–n” part in the pattern nae–n–n–dn–t represents the same ele-

ment n. The first n indicates the owner of the attribute, and the second n indicates 

that this owner is also a source of the edge. We used this syntax to distinguish the 

node attribute edge (as a special edge) from the ordinary graph edge. 

For example, if model M in Figure 37 is the second version of an initial model (say, M0) 

and also represents configuration X, then the propositional encoding of state S1 in that 

model is: S1–State–<ver2, confX> and the propositional encoding of a node attribute edge 

S1.sname is S1.sname–S1–S1–“S1”–name–<ver2, confX>. 

It is important to emphasize here that the model M could also be a union model, 

rather than an individual model. According to Def. 15, since a union model MU is a model, 

then the propositional encoding rules discussed above should also be applicable to MU, 

except that the annotations of MU elements are expressed as full STAL annotations, instead 

of single model annotations. This means that the four rules stated in Def. 16 preserve their 

syntax and semantics when applied to MU, except that the annotation format changes from 

single vernums and single confinfo into ranges, sets, or lists of vernum, and lists of confinfo, 

expressed according to the grammar of STAL discussed in Appendix B. 

Based on Def. 16, we can now define the mapping of an entire graph to propositions 

(with annotations) as follows: 

 

Definition 17–GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation: Given a typed graph G, a mapping 

of G’s elements into a set of propositions is GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G)= 

{ElementToPropositionWithAnnotation(elem) | elem ∈ NG  ∪ ND ∪ EG ∪ ENA ∪ EEA } 

For example, the propositional encoding of the model in Figure 37 (repeated here for con-

venience) is shown to the left of Figure 40. We also assume that the model here represents 

the second version of a given initial model and represents configuration X. That is, each of 

its elements is annotated with <ver2, confX>.  
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GraphToPropositionwithAnnotation(M) = {  

  S1–State–<ver2, confX>,  

  S2–State–<ver2, confX>,  

  T1–Trans–<ver2, confX>,   

  “S1”–S1–String–<ver2, confX>,  

  “T1”–T1–String–<ver2, confX>,  

  “S2”–S2–String–<ver2, confX>,  

  L1–T1–S1–src–<ver2, confX>,  

  L2–T1–S2–tgt–<ver2, confX>, 

  S1.sname–S1–S1–“S1”–sname–<ver2, confX>,  

  T1.tname–T1–T1–“T1”–tname–<ver2, confX>,  

  S2.sname–S2–S2–“S2”–sname–<ver2, confX>}  

Figure 40      GraphToPropositionwithAnnotation encoding of model M in Figure 37 

As mentioned previously, the process of propositional encoding of models with PELA is 

designed to be reversable. This means that given a propositional encoding with annotations 

of a model M, this model can be reconstructed back using the syntax conventions of PELA, 

as follows: 

• For each propositional variable whose name fits the pattern n–t–<vernum, con-

finfo>, we create a graph node n of type t, whose annotation is <vernum, confinfo>. 

• For each propositional variable whose name follows the pattern e–x–y–t–<ver-

num, confinfo>, we create a graph edge e of type t between source node x and 

target node y, with annotation <vernum, confinfo>. 

• For each propositional variable whose name follows the pattern dn–n–t– <ver-

num, confinfo>, we create a data node dn of type t, owned by a graph node n and 

annotated with <vernum, confinfo>. 

• For each propositional variable whose name follows the pattern nae–n–n–dn–

t– <vernum, confinfo>, we create a node attribute edge nae of type t, from graph 

node n (where n is also the owner of nae) to data node dn, and annotated with 

<vernum, confinfo>. 
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 Union of Propositional Encodings of Models 

Given the propositional encoding of models discussed in Section 4.5 and Def. 17, the union 

operation simply becomes the union of the propositional encodings of individual models, 

as follows: 

Definition 18–Proposition Encoding Union (PEU): Let MF be a model family of two 

models G1 and G2 (Def. 14), where G1 and G2 are typed graphs with the same metamodel 

ATG and let GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G1) and GraphToPropositionWithAn-

notation(G2) be their propositional encodings (Def. 17), then the union of the propositional 

encodings with annotations of G1 and G2 is: PEU = GraphToPropositionWithAnnota-

tion(G1) ∪ GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G2).  

We can generalize the above definition to a set of arbitrary encoded models, where 

the union of the propositionally encoded models is annotated according to the grammar of 

STAL (Appendix B), and as discussed in Section 3.4. 

As mentioned previously in Section 4.4.2, since the union operation is incremental, 

then a proposition encoding union (PEU) can also be unified with other individual models, 

or even with other PEUs. For instance, given a PEU of a set of propositionally encoded 

models, and a new model Mi encoded as GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(Mi), their 

union becomes PEUnew = PEU ∪ Mi. The annotations of PEU and Mi are also unified as dis-

cussed in Section 4.5, using the MergeSTAL algorithm discussed in Section 3.4.3. 

 Example 

This section provides a simple, yet complete example for two versions of state transition 

diagrams, M1 and M2. The example illustrates the formalization of both models as E-

graphs. In addition, it illustrates their encoding into propositional variables as well as their 

union. In this example, M1 and M2 are assumed to be the first and the second version of a 

model, that also represent configuration A. Hence, M1’s and M2’s elements are respec-

tively annotated with <ver1, confA> and <ver2, confA>.  

Figure 41 represents M1 in the conventional representation of state transition dia-

grams. Figure 42 illustrates the representation of M1 as a canonical typed attributed E-

graph and Figure 43 represents M1’s propositional encoding.  
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Figure 41      First version of a state transition diagram, M1 

 

 

Figure 42      Representation of M1 as an E-graph 

GraphToPropositionwithAnnotation(M1) = {  

  S1–State–<ver1, confA>, S2–State–<ver1, confA>,  

  “S1”–S1–String–<ver1, confA>, “red”–S1–String–<ver1, confA>,  

  “S2”–S2–String–<ver1, confA>, “green”–S2–String–<ver1, confA>,  

  T1–Trans–<ver1, confA>, “T1”–T1–String–<ver1, confA>,  

  L1–T1–S1–srcAsso–<ver1, confA>, L2–T1–S2–tgtAsso–<ver1, confA>,  

  S1.sname–S1–S1–“S1”–sname–<ver1, confA>,  

  S1.color–S1–S1– “red”–color–<ver1, confA>,  

  S2.sname–S2–S2– “S2”–sname–<ver1, confA>,  

  S2.color–S2–S2–“green”–color–<ver1, confA>,  

  T1.tname–T1–T1– “T1”–tname–<ver1, confA> } 

Figure 43      Propositional encoding of M1 

In the same manner, Figure 44 shows the conventional representation of M2 as a state 

transition diagram, Figure 45 represents it as an E-graph, and Figure 46 demonstrates its 

propositional encoding. 

 

Figure 44      Second version of a state transition diagram, M2 

T1
sname =“S1”

color =“red”

S1

sname =“S2”

color =“green”

S2

M1

L1: srcAsso
S2:State

“S2”: String “green”: String

S2.sname: sname S2.color: color

L2: tgtAsso
S1:State

“S1”: String “red”: String

S1.color: colorS1.sname: sname

T1:Trans

“T1”: String

T1.tname: tname

T2
sname =“S1”

color =“yellow”

S1

sname =“S2”

color =“green”

S2

M2
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Figure 45      Representation of M2 as an E-graph 

 

GraphToPropositionwithAnnotation(M2) = { 

  S1–State–<ver2, confA>, S2–State–<ver2, confA>,  

  “S1”–S1–String–<ver2, confA>, “yellow”–S1–String–<ver2, confA>,  

  “S2”–S2–String–<ver2, confA>, “green”–S2–String–<ver2, confA>,  

  T2–Trans–<ver2, confA>,   “T2”–T2–String–<ver2, confA>,  

  L1–T2–S1–srcAsso–<ver2, confA>, L2–T2–S2–tgtAsso–<ver2, confA>,  

  S1.sname–S1–S1–“S1”–sname–<ver2, confA>,  

  S1.color–S1–S1–“yellow”–color–<ver2, confA>,  

  S2.sname–S2–S2–“S2”–sname–<ver2, confA>,  

  S2.color– S2–S2–“green”–color–<ver2, confA>,  

  T2.tname–T2–T2–“T2”–tname–<ver2, confA> } 

Figure 46      Propositional encoding of M2 

After encoding M1 and M2, we become ready to construct their union model as the union 

of their propositional encoding with annotation (Def. 18), as follows:  

L1: srcAsso
S2:Stat

e

“S2”: String “green”: String

S2.sname: sname S2.color: color

L2: tgtAsso
S1:State

“S1”: String “yellow”: String

S1.color: colorS1.sname: sname

T2:Trans

“T2”: String

T2.tname: tname
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PEU = GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G1) ∪  

            GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G2) = { 

  S1–State–<ALL>, S2–State–<ALL>,  

  “S1”–S1–String–<ALL>, 

  “red”–S1–String–<ver1, confA>, “yellow”–S1–String–<ver2, confA>,  

  “S2”–S2–String–<ALL>, “green”–S2–String–<ALL>, 

  T1–Trans–<ver1, confA>, “T1”–T1–String–<ver1, confA>,  

  T2–Trans–<ver2, confA>,  “T2”–T2–String–<ver2, confA>,  

  L1–T1–S1–srcAsso–<ver1, confA>, L2–T1–S2–tgtAsso–<ver1, confA>,  

  L1–T2–S1–srcAsso–<ver2, confA>, L2–T2–S2–tgtAsso–<ver2, confA>,  

  S1.sname–S1–S1–“ S1”–sname–<ALL>, S1.color–S1–S1–“red”–color–<ver1, confA>,  

  S1.color–S1–S1–“yellow”–color–<ver2, confA>, S2.sname–S2–S2–“S2”–sname–<ALL>,  

  S2.color–S2–S2–“green”–color–<ALL>,  

  T1.tname–T1–T1–“T1”–tname–<ver1, confA>, 

  T2.tname–T2–T2–“T2”–tname–<ver2, confA> } 

Figure 47      Union of the propositional encodings of M1 and M2 

The canonical representation of the union model as an E-graph, with annotations, is de-

picted in Figure 48, and its conventional representation as an ordinary state transition dia-

gram (also with annotations) is shown Figure 49. 

 

Figure 48      Representation of MU as an E-graph 

 

L1: srcAsso
S2:State

“S2”: String “green”: String

S2.sname: sname S2.color: color

L2: tgtAssoS1:State

“S1”: String “yellow”: String “T2”: String

T2.tname: tname

T1:Trans

“red”: String

S1.color: color

“T1”: String

T1.tname: tname

T2:Trans

<ALL>

<ALL>

<ALL>

<ver2,confA><ver1,confA>

<ver1,confA>

<ALL><ALL>

<ALL> <ALL>

<ALL>
<ver2,confA> <ver2,confA><ver2,confA>

<ver1,confA>

<ver1,confA>

<ver1,confA>

<ver1,confA>

<ver1,confA>
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Figure 49      Conventional representation of MU as an annotated state transition diagram 

 Union of MU and Another Model 

After constructing a union model MU, it is very possible that a new model, say M3 (or 

another union model of another subfamily) is added to the family. Assume that M3 (Figure 

50 and Figure 51) represents the third version and configuration A of a model. Hence, M3’s 

elements will be annotated as <ver3, confA>. The propositional encoding, with annotation, 

of M3 is illustrated in Figure 52. 

If we want to join M3 to the union model MU constructed previously, this will be 

done incrementally. That is, instead of constructing the union of M1, M2 and M3 all over 

again, the new union model MUnew would be equal to MU ∪ M3, expressed in terms of 

propositional encoding in Figure 53, and in the canonical form of state transition diagram 

in Figure 54. 

 

 

Figure 50      Third version of a state transition diagram, M3 

 

 

Figure 51      Representation of M3 as an E-graph 

T2 < ver2, confA >

sname =“S1” <ALL>

color =“red” <ver1, confA>

color= “yellow” <ver2, confA>

S1 <ALL> T1 <ver1, confA>

sname =“S2” <ALL>

color =“green” <ALL>

S2 <ALL>

MU

T2

sname =“S1”

S1

sname =“S2”

color =“blue”

S2

M3

L1: srcAsso
S2:State

“S2”: String “blue”: String

S2.sname: sname S2.color: color

L2: tgtAsso
S1:State

“S1”: String

S1.sname: sname

T2:Trans

“T2”: String

T2.tname: tname
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GraphToPropositionwithAnnotation(M3) = {  

  S1–State–<ver3, confA>, S2–State–<ver3, confA>,  

  “S1”–S1–String–<ver3, confA>,  

 “S2”–S2–String–<ver3, confA>, “blue”–S2–String–<ver3, confA>,  

  T2–Trans–<ver3, confA>, “S1”–S1–String–<ver3, confA>,  

  “T2”–T2–String–<ver3, confA>,  

  L1–T2–S1–srcAsso–<ver3, confA>, L2–T2–S2–tgtAsso–<ver3, confA>,  

  S1.sname–S1–S1–“S1”–sname–<ver3, confA>,  

  S2.sname–S2–S2–“S2”–sname–<ver3, confA>,  

  S2.color– S2–S2–“blue”–color–<ver3, confA>,  

  T2.tname–T2–T2–“T2”–tname–<ver3, confA> } 

Figure 52      Propositional encoding of M3 

PEUnew = PEU ∪ GraphToPropositionWithAnnotation(G3) = { 

S1–State–<ALL>, S2–State–<ALL>,  

“S1”–S1–String–<ALL>,  

“red”–S1–String–<ver1, confA>, “yellow”–S1–String–<ver2, confA>,  

 “S2”–S2–String–<ALL>,  

“green”–S2–String–<(ver1, ver2), confA>, “blue”–S2–String–<ver3, confA>,  

T1–Trans–<ver1, confA>, T2–Trans–<(ver2, ver3), confA>,   

“T1”–T1–String–<ver1, confA>, “T2”–T2–String–<(ver2, ver3), confA>,  

L1–T1–S1–srcAsso–<ver1, confA>, L2–T1–S2–tgtAsso–<ver1, confA>,  

L1–T2–S1–srcAsso–<(ver2, ver3), confA>, L2–T2–S2–tgtAsso–<(ver2, ver3), confA >,  

S1.sname–S1–S1–“ S1”–sname–<ALL>,  

S1.color–S1–S1–“red”–color–<ver1, confA>,  

S1.color–S1–S1–“yellow”–color–<ver2, confA>,  

S2.sname–S2–S2–“S2”–sname–<ALL>,  

S2.color–S2–S2–“green”–color–<(ver1, ver2), confA>,  

S2.color–S2–S2–“blue”–color–<ver3, confA>,  

T1.tname–T1–T1–“T1”–tname–<ver1, confA>, 

T2.tname–T2–T2–“T2”–tname–<(ver2, ver3), confA> } 

Figure 53      Union of the propositional encodings of PEU and M3 
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Figure 54      Conventional representation of MUnew as an annotated state transition dia-

gram 

 Decisions while Constructing MU: 

It is important to emphasize here that while constructing the union model, those elements 

that have the same names and types, but different attributes, are still considered to be the 

same element with two different attribute sets.  

  In fact, given that the same elements could vary in their attributes during evolution 

or over variations, the union model that captures the family could be represented in differ-

ent ways, depending on what we decide regarding these elements (i.e., whether to consider 

them as the same elements or as different elements). To narrow the number of possible 

representations of a union model, we took the following decisions while constructing a 

union model:  

1. We consider the names of elements as unique identifiers (UID) for simplicity. 

However, any other UID could also be used. 

2. If two elements have the same name and type, then they are considered as one 

element in MU. 

3. If two elements have the same name but different types, then they are consid-

ered as different element in MU.  

4. Elements with same names and types but different attributes are still considered 

as one element with multiple attributes in MU. 

5. If two edges have the same name and type, and connect between the same 

source and target nodes, then these edges are considered identical in the MU.  

6. If the source and target of the same edges are different, then edges are consid-

ered different in the MU. 

7. If the same pair of nodes is connected by multiple edges, then these edges 

should be different. 

T2 < (ver2,ver3), confA >

sname =“S1” <ALL>

color =“red”  <ver1, confA>

color= “yellow” <ver2, confA>

S1 <ALL>
T1 <ver1, confA>

sname =“S2” <ALL>

color =“green” < (ver1,ver2), confA >

color =“blue” < ver3, confA >

S2 <ALL>

MUnew
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 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented a formal specification of (meta)models, model families, and union 

models based on graph theory. We consider such a formal specification essential because 

it precisely describes the problem to be solved on a high level of abstraction. With the 

selected formalization, the creation of a union model becomes the simple union of individ-

ual models (or other model families, enabling incremental construction). In addition, based 

on the provided graph-based formalization, a propositional encoding language is provided 

as a syntax to describe models and their union models in a simple way, and to facilitate 

analysis and reasoning about models thereafter. 
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 Analysis and Reasoning with Model 
Families 

This chapter is dedicated for the exploration of RQ2, which is: How efficient is reasoning 

and analysis with a group of models, all at once, using MU in comparison to the use of 

individual models? The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 defines 

three reasoning tasks to evaluate their performance using first, union models, and then us-

ing individual model several times. Section 5.2 discusses our experimental setup, method-

ology and implementation. Our empirical results are reported in Sections 5.3 to 5.5 . Sec-

tion 5.6 highlights the potential threats to validity. Finally, Section 5.7 summarizes the 

chapter. A preliminary version this chapter has been published in [189]. 

 Reasoning Tasks 

To answer RQ2, we need to describe how a union model can facilitate analysis and reason-

ing with sets of models instead of only single models. To achieve this, we consider three 

reasoning tasks (RTs), namely property checking (which is already known in the litera-

ture), trend analysis, and commonality analysis (which we propose in this thesis). Then we 

compare the performance of the three RTs using MU as opposed to using individual models. 

Although these kinds of analyses can be performed using individual models (sev-

eral times, one model at a time), our objective is to make these analyses more efficient 

using MU. In addition, we aim to reduce the effort needed for loading each model into a 

tool, analyzing the model, saving the analysis results, and then moving to the next model, 

especially as this effort cannot be neglected with a large number of models. These manual 

steps are however not considered in our results, so our results and performance improve-

ments are conservative. 

 RT1: Property Checking  

Property checking on models aims to verify whether a model satisfies a particular property 

or not. Given a model m and a property p, the result of property checking is either True if 
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m satisfies p, or False otherwise. For instance, a modeler may want to check whether a 

group of state machine diagrams contains self-looping edges or not, or she may check 

whether there exist two or more different actors in a GRL model family that contain the 

same goal. In these scenarios, property checking is beneficial to help modelers understand, 

for example, what is common between model versions or variations that violate a property.  

In this chapter, we limit ourselves to language-independent, syntactic properties 

(which describe the structure of models) other than semantic properties (which describe 

the behavior of models, e.g., traces). The rationale behind this scoping is because our ap-

proach aims to be applicable to any metamodel-based modeling language. However, while 

there exists a standard approach for defining the syntax of a modeling language (i.e., 

through metamodeling), there is no common approach for specifying semantics. So, we 

limit our approach to checking those properties related to a language syntax, independently 

from any language specificity. Hence, “property” here means “syntactic property”. The 

next chapter will discuss and evaluate semantic aspects for one particular language. 

To perform property checking, we assume that a property p (expressed in any con-

straint language such as FOL or OCL) can be grounded over the vocabulary of models. 

Hence, a corresponding propositional formula Φp can be obtained. For example, given a 

well-formedness constraint Φc:∀t: Transition ∃s:State|t.src=s, it can be 

grounded over the vocabulary of the model in Figure 55 as follows:  

 

T1-S1-S2-TransitionS1-State ∧ T2-S2-S3-Transition S2-State 
 

Figure 55     An example of propositional encoding of a property 

As can be noted, the example considers the graphical representation of the state machine 

presented in the canonical form in Figure 31.b, where Transitions T1 and T2 are repre-

sented here as directed edges between states, and not as nodes. 

Formally speaking, given the propositional encoding of both models (Section 4.5 ) 

and properties, the task of property checking can be defined as follows:  

T1
S3

T2
S1 S2
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Definition 19–Property Checking: Given model m and a property p, and their proposi-

tional encodings Φm and Φp, respectively, we check if the expression Φm ∧ Φp is satisfi-

able or not using a SAT solver. 

For RT1, we checked the “cyclic composition property” inspired from [203], which 

ensures that “the model does not contain self-looping edges”. It is important to highlight 

here that checking the “self-looping edges” property in individual models and in their MU 

is a simple reasoning task that will always produce the same result. That is, if a self-looping 

edge exists in any of the individual models, then it will be detected in the MU that captures 

these individual models, and vice versa. This case, however, is not necessarily true for 

other properties, such as, for example, the acyclicity property. 

Figure 56 shows two simple state machine models that are acyclic (i.e., cycle-free), 

and their union model MU that is not acyclic (i.e., has a cycle). In this scenario, checking 

the acyclicity property in individual models M1 and M2 will produce a different result than 

checking the same property in MU. To address this issue, there is a need to explicitly con-

sider annotations on elements during the property checking to determine the actual occur-

rence of cycles. For instance, if the link in model M1 is annotated with <v1>, and the link 

in M2 is annotated with <v2>, then both links in MU will be different and will not be con-

sidered as an actual cycle (even though they seem to constitute a structural cycle). A real 

cycle only exists when the intersection of the annotations of the links involved is not empty. 

 

 

Figure 56    (a) An acyclic model M1, (b) an acyclic model M2, (c) a union model of M1 

and M2 that is not acyclic 

Property checking while considering annotations is more complicated and we need to fur-

ther investigate its complexity. That is, we need to characterize the conditions under which 

A B A B

A B

(b)(a)

(c)
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this kind of property checking is beneficial using MU in comparison to using individual 

models, multiple times. 

 RT2: Trend Analysis 

This analysis aims to search for a particular element across members of a model family and 

study the trend of that element, i.e., the behavior of elements over space/time. In other 

words, a trend analysis studies how properties of elements change over the course of time 

or across configurations. For instance, a modeler may need to search for a particular goal, 

say GoalX in all members of a GRL family to conduct a trend analysis about the properties 

of that goal (e.g., its importance value, or satisfaction value), and to observe how that value 

changes across model version/variations to get some insights about its evolution pattern.  

 RT3: Commonality Analysis 

We suggest this type of analysis to enable modelers to check for those elements that are 

common in all (or part) of versions or variations of models in a family. This type of analysis 

is aligned with the commonality-based analysis in the SPL domain, where commonality is 

a key metric that indicates the reuse ratio of a feature across the SPL [204]. Following the 

same rationale, elements that are found in this analysis to be common among the majority 

of models can be inferred to be important. For example, if a modeler is investigating several 

design options of a particular system, and she needs to know which elements are important 

in design options, then she would conduct this analysis once using the MU of the model 

family she has at hand (instead of doing a pairwise search on each version/variation of 

individual models). 

 Experiments 

We assess the feasibility of reasoning using MU empirically. We ran experiments with pa-

rameterized random inputs that simulate different settings of various reasoning and analy-

sis categories. In this chapter, we build on the formalization of union models (Section 4.4.2) 

and use formalized GRL models and state machine models. Our approach is however not 

bound to these languages and is applicable to other metamodel-based languages.  
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 Methodology 

To evaluate the feasibility of using MU with the three reasoning tasks RT1, RT2, and RT3, 

we first measured the total time (in seconds) needed to perform each one of the RTs on 

each individual model (one model at a time), and we refer to this time as Tind. Then, we 

measured the time needed to accomplish the same task with MU, and refer to this time as 

TMU. Then, we compute performance improvements with metrics time speedup (as used in 

[205]), defined originally as speedup = Tind / TMU and time saving (in minutes for RT1 and 

in seconds for RT2 and RT3) calculated as TimeSaving=(Tind−TMU). 

We also define Tconstruct as the time needed to construct MU. Although Tconstruct is 

usually quite small and can be performed once before being amortized over multiple anal-

yses, I distinguish two categories of experiments, named Exp.1 and Exp.2. In Exp.1, I 

consider Tconstruct, such that the speedup is calculated as speedup_with_constrTime= Tind / 

(Tconstruct + TMU). In Exp.2, on the other hand, I neglect the time needed to construct MU, 

where the speedup is calculated here (same as in [205]) as speedup_without_constrTime = 

Tind / TMU. In both experiments, a speedup larger than 1 is a positive result, and the larger 

the speedup, the better the improvement. 

The reason why Tconstruct is considered here is to be fairer and more realistic in the 

experiments, especially for large models, where it becomes necessary not to neglect the 

time needed to construct MU. Another reason is to compare the results of both categories 

of experiments to be able to reach a conclusion on whether to always neglect Tconstruct or 

not. As mentioned, the time that an analyst would need to analyze models individually in 

a realistic context (by loading the model in a tool, performing the analysis, and saving the 

results) is not taken into consideration in Tind. 

For both experiments, I considered the following experimental parameters: (1) the 

size of individual models (SIZE), which represents the number of elements (i.e., nodes and 

edges) in each individual model and (2) the number of individual models in a model family 

(INDV). To control the possible combinations of parameters SIZE and INDV and to facili-

tate reporting, I followed the methodology proposed by Famelis et al. [175][205] to discre-

tize the parameters’ domain into categories, where the ranges of values for the INDV pa-

rameter were set based on pilot experiments conducted by Famelis et al. [175] to determine 

reasonable ranges of individual models that constitute a family. Regarding the ranges of 
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values for the SIZE parameter, we relied on our own experience with goal models, where 

models with a few dozen elements are considered to be small, while models with many 

hundreds or more elements are deemed to be extra large. 

For parameter SIZE four categories were defined based on the number of nodes and 

edges, as follows: small (S), medium (M), large (L), and extra-large (XL). To calculate the 

ranges of each size category, we performed experiments with a seed sequence (0, 5, 10, 20, 

40). The boundaries of each category were calculated from successive numbers of the seed 

sequence using the formula n×(n+1). Using the same formula, a representative exemplar 

of each category is calculated by setting n to be the median of two successive numbers in 

the seed sequence. We followed the same methodology for the number of individual mod-

els, INDV, using a seed sequence (0, 4, 8, 12, 16). The four size categories (S, M, L, XL) 

are shown in Table 3. The ranges of all categories of SIZE and INDV and the selected 

exemplars for each category are shown in Table 2. These ranges (generated from the seeds 

mentioned above) are in line with our own real experience dealing with goal models and 

state machines of various sizes. The same can be said for the number of individual models; 

a family is considered small when it contains a handful of models, but it is considered very 

large when it contains hundred of models or more.  

Table 2 Categories of parameter SIZE (number of elements in a model) 

#elements/model (SIZE) (0, 30] (30, 110] (110, 420] (420, 1640] 

Exemplar 12 56 240 930 

Category S M L XL 

Table 3 Categories of parameter INDV (number of individual members in a family) 

#of individual models 

(INDV) 
(0, 20] (20, 72] (72, 156] (156, 272] 

Exemplar 6 42 110 210 

Category S M L XL 

 

To evaluate the property checking task (i.e., RT1), each annotated individual model m in a 

model family MF was encoded as a propositional logic formula, namely  

Φm= ⋀   *�+�2&345�4)4��&�426�&ℎ8224&9&�42����, �� � m, where ei are elements of 
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the model m. A union model MU of that MF is also encoded as 

ΦMU= ⋀   *�+�2&345�4)4��&�426�&ℎ8224&9&�42����, �� � MU. Furthermore, the 

property to be checked was encoded into a propositional formula Φp. Then, a SAT solver 

was used to check if the encodings of each of the individual model and their union model 

satisfy (or not) the property. In particular, for each individual model, a formula Φm ∧ Φp 
is constructed. The property is said to hold in any model if and only if this formula is 

satisfiable. Similarly, A formula ΦMU ∧ Φp is constructed and checked against whether the 

property is satisfiable. In both experiments (using the same computer settings), the time it 

took to check a property on individual models (Tind) is recorded and compared to the time 

needed to do the check on union models (TMU).  

 Implementation 

To validate our approach, we used the NetworkX 2.2 Python library [206] to implement 

attributed typed graphs (according to Def. 5), and we implemented our own union algo-

rithm on top of that library to construct MU (based on Defs. 16 and 18). NetworkX 2.2 is a 

Python package for the creation, manipulation, and study of the structure, dynamics, and 

functions of complex graphs [206]. It is enriched with a variety of features from the support 

of graph data structures and algorithms to analysis measures to visualization options. 

To have a family of state machine models, I used NetworkX’s graph generators to 

randomly generate valid attributed typed graphs (with different parameters SIZE and 

INDV). These graphs correspond to typed state machines with likely evolutions, i.e., a se-

quence of random but typical manipulations on state machine models that leads to different 

versions. A sample of the generated graphs were manually checked to make sure that we 

are generating likely changes to existing models rather than generating completely inde-

pendent models. Due to the complete random nature of the graph generators, we found that 

although the amount of changes on state machine models can be controlled, the topology 

of the resulting graph cannot. That is, the same node in a model could change its incoming 

and/or outgoing edges randomly, leading to a different model. Such deviations between 

individual models could lead to a union model with large variations, indicated by the num-

ber of annotations on each element. Although this is not the best, or even the typical case 

of state machine model families, we decide to perform experiments on those generated 
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models so as to examine the complex families, where the performance cannot likely get 

worse.  

For GRL models, the generation of models was less random, where I took a set of 

real GRL models (illustrated in Chapter 6) as a starting point and enlarged them according 

to the different combinations of parameters SIZE and INDV. While growing the models, I 

created a set of random, but realistic modifications that involve adding and/or deleting in-

tentional elements and/or element links or modifying their attributes. I then constructed GU 

from the generated graphs using my union algorithm. GU is the union of a set of typed 

graphs, and hence GU corresponds to MU. 

For RT1, we checked the “cyclic composition property” inspired from [203], which 

ensures that “the model does not contain self-looping edges”. A propositional formula 

(Φp:∀e:EG, srcG(e)!=tgtG(e))was also generated for this property. The propositional 

encodings were generated according to the rules discussed in Section 4.5, and they were 

fed as literals to the MiniSAT solver included in the SATisPY package [207]. SATisPy is a 

Python library that provides an interface to various SAT solver applications. 

 To build confidence about the property checking results, the graphs and their union 

model were tested to check for the existence of any self-looping edges. Output solutions 

retrieved for individual models of a particular family were compared to the solutions re-

turned for the corresponding union model. The results were the same. 

 All experiments were executed on a laptop with an Intel Core i5-8250U (8th Gen) 

1.6GHz quad-core CPU and 8GB RAM, running Windows 10-x64.  

The next three sections are organized according to the experiments conducted to 

evaluate RT1, RT2, and RT3. All figures illustrated next represent a summary of the aver-

age results of 15 runs, represented for all SIZE and INDV categories together.  

 Results for Property Checking (RT1) 

This section reports on our empirical results for the property checking reasoning task. Fig-

ure 57(a) illustrates Tind, which is the total time of performing property checking on each 

individual model, for all SIZE and INDV categories. Figure 57(b) reports on TMU, which is 

the time needed to perform property checking on union models that capture individual 

models of different SIZE and INDV. In addition, Figure 57(c) shows the time Tconstruct 
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needed to construct these union models. Figure 57(d) shows the time speedup with Tconstruct, 

i.e., speedup_with_constrTime= Tind / (Tconstruct + TMU), while Figure 57(e) shows the 

speedup without considering Tconstruct, calculated as speedup_without_constrTime = Tind / 

TMU. Finally, Figure 57(f) highlights the time saving in minutes achieved by using MU to 

perform property checking calculated as TimeSaving=(Tind−TMU). 

Figure 57(a)-(c) shows that Tind, TMU, and Tconstruct increase when the size of models 

(i.e., SIZE) or the number of models in a family (i.e., INDV) increase. In addition, it can be 

noticed that for each SIZE category, the increase of Tind is important as the INDV parameter 

grows from INDV=S to INDV=XL. For instance, with SIZE=XL, we observe 30.85 second 

on average for INDV=S to 765.04 seconds on average for INDV=XL. On the other hand, 

for each SIZE category, the increase of TMU as INDV grows is marginal. For example, for 

XL-sized models, TMU increases from 0.39 seconds (for INDV=S) to 2.25 seconds (for 

INDV=XL).  

Furthermore, it can be inferred from Figure 57(d)-(e) that the use of MU for property 

checking achieves a noticeable time speedup compared to performing the same task on a 

set of individual models separately. For speedup_with_constrTime (Figure 57(d)), the high-

est speedup (=131) was observed with a small number of individual models (i.e., INDV=S) 

that are of a small size (i.e., SIZE=S). The smallest speedup (=8), was observed when 

INDV=M, and SIZE=XL. In addition, Figure 57(d) shows that for each INDV category, 

there is a noticeable pattern of speedup degradation as the number of elements per individ-

ual model (i.e., SIZE) increases. This is due in part to the increase of Tconstruct as the SIZE 

increases. Nevertheless, the speedup never goes below 1, which means that even with very 

large models (with INDV =XL and SIZE=XL), the time to perform property checking on a 

group of such models (using MU), considering the time to construct MU, is still better than 

performing property checking on all individual models. Figure 57(e) shows that the time 

speedup becomes more significant when Tconstruct is ignored, where the highest 

speedup_without_constrTim=1028 with models of SIZE=S and INDV=L. This high value 

of 1028, which is higher than the number of models in the family (110), is caused in part 

because of a low denominator value with low resolution (e.g., 1028 = 308.4/0.3), but also 

by the time taken by the (Python) environment to load before executing the code of each 

individual model, which is not neglectable particularly for small models.  
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(a) Tind 

 

(b) TMU 

(c) Tconstruct 

 

(d) Speedup, with Tconstruct 

 

             (e) Speedup without Tconstruct 

 

(f) Time saving 

Figure 57     Summary of results for property checking (RT1), for all INDV and SIZE cat-

egories 

It is important to emphasize here that the erratic behaviour of the time speedup (with and 

without Tconstruct) across all categories of SIZE and INDV does not necessarily mean that 

one category is superior over the other. This is because speedup reflects the ratio between 
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Tind and TMU (and Tconstruct in case of calculating speedup_with_constrTime), where it could 

happen that this ratio fluctuates in a random way.  

It is not necessary that the speedup with INDV=S should be always better than that 

of INDV=M, INDV=L, etc., or vice versa, as the topology of the models generated may 

also influence efficiency (and this aspect is not controlled in this experiment). To this end, 

the speedup metric is used in this thesis to demonstrate improvements achieved by using 

MU in general, regardless of the behavior of this improvement.  

The TimeSaving metric, however, can be relied on to observe the behavior of the 

time gained from using MU to perform a particular task as opposed to using individual 

models, multiple time. Figure 57(f) clearly illustrates a consistent pattern of time savings, 

which increases when SIZE and INDV increase, and this is actually the result that we were 

hoping for. 

 Results for Trend Analysis (RT2) 

In this experiment, a trend analysis is conducted on an element named X-Goal from a set 

of individual GRL models and their union model MU. The purpose of this analysis is to 

study the trend of this goal’s importance value attribute and analyze how this value changes 

over time. Performing this analysis on MU implies retrieving an element named X of type 

Goal, annotated with any version number <versions>10 , which could be a single version, 

a set of versions, or a range of versions that the element may belong to. With individual 

models, the search for and retrieval of X-Goal involve each individual model, where the 

(laborious) process in practice would also involve opening each individual model, search-

ing the desired element, observing its importance value, and closing the current model. 

Figure 58(a)-(c) respectively show the Tind, TMU, and Tconstruct utilised, while Figure 

58(d)-(f) illustrate the time speedups, with and without Tconstruct, and the time saved in this 

experiment. The results in Figure 58(a)-(c) clearly illustrate a linear increase of Tind, TMU, 

and Tconstruct as SIZE or INDV increases. This is expected as the searching task (which is 

the core of trend analysis) has a linear time complexity. 

 

 
10 See STAL grammar in Appendix B 
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(a) Tind 

 

(b) TMU 

 

(c) Tconstruct 

 

(d) Speedup, with Tconstruct 

 

             (e) Speedup without Tconstruct (f) Time saving 

Figure 58     Summary of results for trend analysis (RT2), for all INDV and SIZE catego-

ries 

From Figure 58(d), it can be noticed that for one SIZE category (e.g., SIZE=XL), the 

speedup decreases with the increase of the number of individual models in a family (i.e., 

INDV). This decrease is mainly due to the consideration of Tconstruct while computing the 

speedup. Nevertheless, the achieved speedups, with Tconstruct, are still very positive and 
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important. Without considering Tconstruct, the speedup becomes more substantial, with a 

generally increasing pattern as INDV or SIZE increases, as depicted in Figure 58(e). 

Finally, Figure 58(f) demonstrates that the use of MU reduces the time needed to 

search for elements that belong to a group of models instead of traversing each individual 

model, separately. This is clearly illustrated by the time savings that substantially increase 

when SIZE or INDV increases. 

 Results for Commonality Analysis (RT3) 

Figure 59 shows the results of conducting commonality analysis on a set of GRL models 

and their MU. This experiment required searching for all elements that are common be-

tween all model versions. This is a tedious task, especially when the number/size of models 

increases. Searching a set of M individual models, with N elements each, to find elements 

in common between all models has a complexity of O(M×N2). However, with MU, we only 

use one model to search for elements in common, where the task here is to search for ele-

ments annotated with <ALL>.  

It can be noted from Figure 59(a) that Tind in this experiment is at least two times 

larger than Tind in the previous experiment (i.e., RT2). TMU and Tconstruct on the other hand 

are growing with the same pace. Here again, the times Tind, TMU, and Tconstruct increase as 

SIZE or INDV increases.  

The time speedup achieved by using MU is always positive, regardless of Tconstruct 

being considered or not. Figure 59 (d) illustrates that the speedup_with_constrTime shows 

a pattern close to that of RT2. That is, for one SIZE category (e.g., SIZE=S or SIZE=M), 

the speedup decreases as INDV increase. The speedup_without_constrTime, on the other 

hand, is more substantial, and increases as INDV or SIZE increases, as shown in Figure 59 

(e). Finally, the time savings in this experiment (Figure 59(d)) are more significant than in 

the experiments for RT2, as the potential gain here is quadratic rather than linear, with 

about 133 seconds saved for extra-large families of extra-large models. 
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(a) Tind 

 

(b) TMU 

(c) Tconstruct 

 

(d) Speedup, with Tconstruct 

 

             (e) Speedup without Tconstruct (f) Time saving 

Figure 59     Summary of results for commonality analysis (RT3), for all INDV and SIZE 

categories 
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 Threats to Validity 

One major threat to the validity of our empirical evaluation stems from relying on randomly 

generated inputs (both graphs and experimental parameters). This threat could be alleviated 

by using more realistic parameters, e.g., using real-world model families. 

Another threat is related to the experimental parameters, where we used only SIZE 

and INDV. We recognize that we need to examine the impact of the variability of models 

on reasoning. For example, we could consider the number of different annotations per ele-

ment to describe how similar or different the members are. The topology of the graphs 

(e.g., depth, number of linked nodes, etc.) could also benefit from specific experiments. 

The complexity of a property to be checked might also be another parameter to consider. 

Our experiments need to be elaborated further for more complex properties and 

analysis types (some of which could perhaps not exploit the STAL annotations as the ones 

used here), and also be compared to approaches that handle some variability in the time 

dimension (only) for goal models, including the work of Aprajita et al. [93] and of Grubb 

and Chechik [208].  

Furthermore, the current validation covers two modeling language (goal models 

and state machines) and it should be extended to other types that are more structural (e.g., 

class diagrams) or behavioral (e.g., process models). Finally, the usefulness of our ap-

proach needs to be assessed and demonstrated with more significant examples or real-

world case studies. 

 Chapter Summary 

This chapter explored RQ2 by evaluating, empirically, the efficiency of reasoning and anal-

ysis tasks using union models in comparison to the use of individual models. The chapter 

defined three general reasoning tasks and evaluated their performance using first, union 

models, and then using individual model several times. The chapter also discussed the ex-

perimental methodology, setup, and implementation and reported on the empirical results. 

Our experiments demonstrate the usefulness and performance gains of union models for 

analyzing a family of models, all at once, compared to individual models, with several 

threats to validity identified as a caveat. 
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The speedups, whether the time for constructing the union model is considered or 

not, are always in favor of the union model, and these speedups generally increase as mod-

els or families get larger. However, there was an erratic behaviour regarding the increase 

of the time speedup. For instance, the speedup for L-sized models was, in some experi-

ments, larger than the speedup of M-sized models, and in other experiments it was smaller 

than that for M-sized models. This behaviour is due in part to the possibility of having a 

footprint for the creation of MU, which is not negligible. Moreover, in order for the behav-

iour of the speedup to be more stable and less erratic, we may need to consider more ex-

perimental parameters, such as the ratio of variability across models, and the topology of 

the models at hand.  

In addition, it is worthwhile to mention here that in some individual experiments 

related to the calculation of speedup_with_constrTime, we encountered some counter-in-

tuitive results, where the speedup was less than one. In such experiments, a less-than-one 

speedup value suggests that the use of MU, when taking its construction time into account, 

is slower than the use of individual models. Again, these slowdowns where obtained in 

individual experiments only, and they where amortized by calculating the average result of 

15 runs.  

 In terms of concrete times saved, which range from a half-second to a few minutes 

depending on the experiment, they may not seem large at first glance but: 

• They will accumulate as many analyses are performed on a same union model, 

especially as the union model construction time gets amortized; 

• They still do not consider the concrete time required when a practitioner uses a 

tool to open a model, perform the analysis, and save the results (and this may 

take many seconds per model, in addition to being prone to human errors); 

• They become essential in a context where union model construction and verifi-

cation are offered as a service, i.e., as an online application where multiple us-

ers can concurrently upload, merge, and analyze their model families. 

 

While this chapter focused on analysis types that are language independent, the next chap-

ter explores the adaptation of language-dependent analyses for a given language, namely 

forward and backward propagation for GRL model families. 
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 Adapting Analysis Techniques for 
Goal Model Families 

In the previous chapter, we investigated RQ2 by using general reasoning tasks that can be 

applied to any modeling language. This chapter continues the exploration of a related re-

search question, but this time with analysis techniques that are specific to one modeling 

language. In particular, we target goal modeling languages, with GRL as an example, and 

we explore RQ3 in that context: Can there be a performance gain from adapting existing 

analysis techniques specific to the GRL language on a family of GRL models, all at once 

using MU, compared to analyzing individual GRL models, one model at a time? 

This chapter aims to answer RQ3, and refines it as follows: if A is the existing 

analysis algorithm applied to individual GRL models, and A’ is the adapted analysis algo-

rithm to be applied on MU, and if P is the performance (in terms of runtime) of applying A 

on individual models, one model at a time, and P’ is the performance of applying A’ on 

MU, then we need to examine if there is any performance gain (G) defined as G=P/P’. A 

G value greater than 1 represents a gain whereas a G value between 0 and 1 is a loss. 

The reason why we select GRL as a target goal-oriented language instead of i* 

[210], the NFR framework [211], Tropos [212], or KAOS [213] is because GRL has a clear 

arithmetic semantics defined formally by Fan et al. [209]. This semantics can be adopted 

and adapted (or lifted) for GRL model families.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 briefly introduces GRL, 

together with its syntax and selected analysis techniques. Section 6.2 discusses the arith-

metic semantics of the standard GRL and its forward propagation algorithm and discusses 

how to adapt it for GRL model families. The standard backward propagation algorithm and 

its adaptation are discussed in Section 6.3. An illustrative case study is discussed in Section 

6.4. Our empirical results are discussed in Section 6.5. Finally, Section 6.6 summarizes the 

chapter. 
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 Goal-oriented Requirement Language 

GRL is a graphical goal modeling language rooted in the i* [210] and Non-Functional 

Requirements (NFR) [211] frameworks. GRL consists of concepts inspired from both 

frameworks such as intentional elements, actors, and links (from i*), as well as evaluation 

mechanisms (from the NFR framework). GRL helps capture intentions, business goals, and 

non-functional requirements of systems and stakeholders, together with their relation-

ships [7]. The subsequent sections briefly discuss GRL’s syntax and the propagation anal-

ysis techniques used to evaluate GRL models. 

 GRL Syntax 

A GRL goal model is an acyclic directed graph that consists of intentional elements con-

nected by intentional links, where intentional elements and links may optionally reside 

within an actor.  

• Intentional elements include goals, softgoals, tasks, and resources. 

• Intentional links include decomposition (of type AND, OR, or XOR), contribution 

(qualitative or quantitative), and dependency links. 

• Actors are the active entities (e.g., stakeholders or systems themselves) who want 

goals to be achieved, softgoals to be satisfied, tasks to be performed, and resources 

to be available. 

 
A detailed summary of the standard GRL syntax is presented in Appendix A.  

A GRL strategy describes a particular configuration of alternatives in the GRL 

model, by assigning an initial qualitative value or a quantitative evaluation value (e.g., a 

value between 0 and 100) to some of the intentional elements in the model. A GRL evalu-

ation mechanism then propagates evaluation values to other high-level intentional ele-

ments, through intentional links, and computes their satisfaction values as well as the sat-

isfaction of actors and of the entire model.  

 Propagation-based Analysis in GRL 

Different evaluation algorithms exist for GRL, including qualitative, quantitative, and hy-

brid propagations that are either bottom-up or top-down. In this thesis, we consider both 
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categories of propagation-based quantitative analysis techniques available for standard 

GRL models, and we adapt/lift them to the context of GRL model families. 

 Generally, the bottom-up analysis algorithms aim to answer what-if questions such 

as “what is the impact of this set of choices”. These algorithms start with assigning initial 

values to leaf elements of the model (a strategy that usually represents choices between 

alternative solutions), and then use model links to propagate values upward to higher-level 

elements. An example of this category in the GRL is the forward propagation analysis 

algorithm proposed by Amyot et al. [214]. The top-down analysis algorithms, on the other 

hand, aim to answer questions such as “what alternatives and values in the leaf elements 

will achieve this top-level goal?”. These algorithms start by choosing a top-level goal to 

satisfy, and then search for the combination of solutions that best meets that goal. The 

backward propagation algorithm in GRL [211] is an example of this category. Forward 

propagation has a complexity similar to testing and is hence very fast, whereas backward 

propagation is slower with a much higher complexity, similar to search-based algorithms.  

The subsequent sections elaborate further on these two analysis algorithms and dis-

cuss their original semantics as well as the adapted semantics for the model family context. 

 Forward Propagation Analysis in Standard GRL  

This section discusses the arithmetic semantics of GRL’s forward propagation algorithm, 

and the adapted semantics used for GRL model families. 

 Arithmetic Semantics of GRL Forward Propagation Algorithm 

In a GRL goal graph, intentional elements IE have a satisfaction value S(IE) computed 

based on a selected GRL strategy or external inputs. IEs could also have an importance 

value, imp(IE), representing their weight in the computation of the satisfaction of their 

containing actor, if any [209]. In addition, contribution links could be weighted, where the 

weight value of a contribution link w(L) represents the impact of that link on the satisfaction 

of its source element. Furthermore, an actor A (as in the case of IEs) could also have a 

satisfaction value S(A), as well as an importance value imp(A) used in the computation of 

the satisfaction of the entire model [209].  
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The forward propagation of initial satisfaction values towards higher-level goals 

depends on the type of the intentional links (IL), through which satisfaction values are 

propagated from a child element C into a parent element P. An IL is a decomposition, a 

contribution, or a dependency link. For an OR-type decomposition link, the satisfaction 

level of P is the maximum value of the quantitative evaluation of its Ci elements. For an 

XOR-type decomposition link the maximum is also used, but a warning is generated if more 

than one child element has a quantitative evaluation value different from 0 [6]. Finally, the 

satisfaction level of an element with an AND-type decomposition link is the minimum value 

of the quantitative evaluation values of its source elements, Ci [6]. In case of qualitative 

evaluations, the ordering of evaluations is satisfied> weakly satisfied> weakly denied >de-

nied> conflict>unknown>none. However, in this thesis, we only consider quantitative 

evaluations of elements, where contribution values are between ‒100 and +100, and satis-

faction and importance values are between 0 and 100. 

Figure 60 and Figure 61 show examples of an OR-type decomposition, and an 

AND-type decomposition, respectively, along with their arithmetic semantics adopted 

from Fan et al. [209].  

 

Figure 60      OR-type decomposition links and their arithmetic semantics 

 

 

Figure 61      AND-type decomposition links and their arithmetic semantics 
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Contribution links propagate the evaluation values as the truncated sum of the products 

(i.e., weighted sum) of the quantitative evaluation of each source element S(Ci) multiplied 

by its quantitative contribution level or weight, w(Li), to the parent element. Figure 62 il-

lustrates an example of (weighted) contribution links and their arithmetic semantics. 

 

Figure 62      Contribution links and their arithmetic semantics 

For dependency links, the source element of such links, P, cannot have an evaluation value 

higher than those of the containable elements it depends on (i.e., the target elements of the 

dependency links). The forward propagation algorithm hence simply takes the minimum 

between the evaluation values of the target elements, S(Ci), as illustrated in Figure 63. 

 

Figure 63      Dependency links and their arithmetic semantics 

In a GRL graph, any intentional element could have multiple types of links simultaneously. 

For instance, an element P can be connected to elements Ci by an OR-decomposition links, 

a contribution link, and a dependency link, as shown in Figure 64. In this case, and as 

specified in the URN standard [6], the quantitative evaluation of decomposition links is 

computed first, then the evaluation of contribution links are added, and finally the evalua-

tion of dependency links is added. Figure 64 shows the arithmetic semantics of the forward 

propagation algorithm with a combination of links. 
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Figure 64      Multiple types of links and the arithmetic semantics of their propagation 

To compute the quantitative evaluation value of an actor (i.e., S(A)), it is necessary to first 

identify the satisfaction value, S(IL), and the importance value imp(IL) of each contained 

element bound to that actor (see Figure 65). Only elements with an imp(IL) greater than 0 

are counted. In addition, a truncated weighted average is used if the sum of the importance 

values is greater than 100, otherwise a truncated weighted sum is used [209].  

Finally, the quantitative evaluation value of the entire GRL model M is calculated 

the same way as for actors, except that the quantitative evaluation values and quantitative 

importance values of actors (i.e., S(A) and imp(A)) are used here instead of containable 

intentional elements, as illustrated in Figure 66. 

 

 

Figure 65      An actor containing multiple IEs with their importance values, and its arith-

metic semantics 
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Figure 66       A GRL model with multiple actors, and the arithmetic semantics of M's 

quantitative evaluation 

 Adapted Semantics for GRL Model Families 

In this section, we adapt the arithmetic semantics of GRL’s forward propagation algorithm 

discussed above to fit with the nature of the proposed union model, MU. In particular, the 

calculation of the quantitative evaluations of IEs, actors, or the entire model (MU in this 

case) becomes aware of the evolution/variation of models by taking into consideration the 

annotations of model elements. Hence, for the same MU, there will be multiple quantitative 

evaluation values, depending on the annotations of MU’s elements. In other words, the 

arithmetic functions illustrated in equations 1-6 for GRL model components (i.e., OR and 

AND decomposition links, contribution links, dependency links, actors, or the entire 

model) are used as is in the lifted or adapted propagation algorithm for model families, but 

this time, with each function having a list of evaluations (i.e., a multi-valued function), 

depending on the annotations attached to each component. 

Figure 67(a)-(c) show an example of a model that evolves over time into three ver-

sions (ver1-ver3) and their MU (Figure 67(d)). The three models are assumed to belong to 

the same configuration, say ConfA, in the space dimension. According to the original arith-

metic semantics, the GRL forward propagation algorithms for versions 1-3 are expressed 

as follows: 

ver1: S�G1� � Min�S�G2�, S�G3� � 

ver2: S�G1� � Max E0, Min�100, � GHI �J�K%�,J�KL� �M�		 N�O��P�M%P�MQ	��		 R 

ver3: S�G1� � Max E0, Min �100, S Min �S�G2�,S�G3� �M100 T�U�V4�M50�Y100 R 
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The adapted arithmetic semantics for MU uses the piecewise function to handle STAL an-

notation. The piecewise function uses a sequence of pairs (function, condition) that can be 

used to handle different cases corresponding to different annotations (annot). For Figure 

67(d), this corresponds to S(G1) = 

Max Z0, Min�100, [ GHISJ�K%�,J�KL�YM�		N\�]^]_�`] aS�O�KP�M%P�MQ	,bIIcd��efg%Y,   � O�KQ�MP	,bIIcd��efgL � hi
�		 �j    

 

which is equivalent to this multi-valued arithmetic equation:  

U�G1� � Max a0, Min k100, �MinSS�G2�, S�G3�Y M 100
T   , �U�G5� M 25� M 40,   if annot �  opqr U�G4� M 50,    if annot �  opqs               100 t �uh 

 

Figure 67      Examples of three model versions (a)-(c), and their union model MU (d) 

As can be noticed, the usage of MU here saved redundant calculations related to the AND 

decomposition part (i.e., MinSS�G2�, S�G3�Y), which must be calculated otherwise with each 

individual model. The higher the degree of overlap between models in a family, the larger 

the models, and the larger the number of family members, the higher the computation sav-

ings. 

 Backward Propagation Analysis in Standard GRL  

Backward analysis focuses on the backward search of all possible input values leading to 

some desired final objective, under desired constraints [215][216]. Given a GRL goal 

graph, the principle of backward propagation analysis of that graph is as follows: a modeler 
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decides what to maximize or minimize (often root goals, actors, or the entire model), then 

she searches, through forward propagations rules, for all possible initial assignments of 

input goals (often leaf goals) that would achieve the desired optimization. Multiple equiv-

alent solutions may exist. 

Having said that, it can be inferred that such a backward propagation algorithm 

analyses a goal model in a brute force manner. In general, there may be many satisfying 

assignments, up to exponentially many, corresponding to solutions for the problem 

[212][215][216]. To control the solution space, and to reduce conflicts, a modeler may 

enforce some constraints on the solutions to be returned. 

 Semantics of GRL Backward Propagation Algorithm 

Given the arithmetic semantics of GRL’s forward propagation algorithm (Section 6.2.1), 

we reduce the problem of backward propagation in GRL into that of constrained optimiza-

tion [217], with the arithmetic functions of root-level IEs being the objective functions to 

be achieved (i.e., maximized or minimized), subject to some constraints on the evaluation 

values of (often leaf-level) IEs, where leaf-level IEs are considered as decision variables. 

This approach was first proposed by Anda and Amyot [218]. 

In our context, we consider the objective functions (i.e., the quantitative satisfaction 

levels of IE, A, or M) as a reward or a utility function which is to be maximized. Hence, 

the constrained optimization problem becomes simply a constrained maximization. For in-

stance, given an objective function f(x)= S(IEi), and a constraint function g(x)=const, then 

the generic format of the constrained maximization is expressed as:  

    �9v�+�w�                ��v� � U�x ��  �yz{��& &4                '�v� � �42�& 

To achieve this, we use a constraint programming (CP) optimizer implemented in the IBM 

ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio [219]. This optimizer applies linear programming (LP) 

or constraint programming [220] to analyze candidate solutions and select the optimal ones. 

The use of CPLEX for optimizing GRL models was proposed by Anda and Amyot [218]. 

For example, given the goal model ver2 in Figure 67 (b), if we want to maximize 

the quantitative evaluation of the root goal G1, with a constraint that the leaf goal G5 is 
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initially assigned a quantitative evaluation equal to 25, then this can be expressed as fol-

lows: 

    |}~����p S�G1� � Max a0, Min�100, � Min �S�G2�, S�G3� � × 100 + �U�V5� × 25� × 40�100 h 

            ����p�� �� G5 � 25 

In CPLEX, the above example is expressed in Listing 2 as follows: 

//Model ver2 at Figure 67 (b): 

using CP;  

 

//Decision variables that can be constrained 

dvar int G2 in 0..100; 

dvar int G3 in 0..100; 

dvar int G5 in 0..100; 

 

//Arithmetic function of goal G1 

dexpr float G1= 

maxl(0.0,minl(100.0,(40*maxl(0.0,minl(100.0,(25*G5)/100.0)) 

                       +minl(G2,G3)*100.0)/100.0)); 

 

//Objective function: to maximize the satisfaction level of goal G1 

given an initial satisfaction of G5=25 

 

maximize G1;  

subject to {G5==25;} 

Listing 2    CPLEX code for model “ver2” in Figure 67 (b)   

In this example, G2, G3, and G5 are decision variables (dvar in CPLEX) from which the 

CP optimizer will find an optimal solution (e.g., G1 = 100). Constraints can be enforced on 

zero, one, or more of these decision variables. 

The CPLEX representation of the individual goal models ver1 and ver3 (Figure 67 

(a) and (c)) is illustrated in Listings 3 and 4, respectively (where the objective here is to 

maximize the quantitative evaluation of the root goal G1).  
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//Model ver1 from Figure 67 (a): 

using CP;  

 

//Decision variables that can be constrained 

dvar int G2 in 0..100; 

dvar int G3 in 0..100; 

 

//Arithmetic function of goal G1 

dexpr float G1= minl(G2,G3);  

 

//Objective function:  

maximize G1;  

Listing 3    CPLEX code for model “ver1” in Figure 67 (a)  
 

//Model ver3 from Figure 67 (c): 

using CP;  

 

//Decision variables that can be constrained 

dvar int G2 in 0..100; 

dvar int G3 in 0..100; 

dvar int G4 in 0..100; 

 

//Arithmetic function of goal G1 

dexpr float G1 =maxl(0.0,minl(100.0,(50*G4 + minl(G2,G3)*100.0)/100.0)); 

 

//Objective function:  

maximize G1;  

Listing 4    CPLEX code for model “ver3” in Figure 67 (c)  
 

 Adapted Semantics for GRL Model Families 

To adapt backward propagation for a GRL model family, we follow the semantics of the 

standard backward propagation discussed above in Section 6.3.1, except that we use here 

the adapted, annotation-aware forward propagation rules (Section 6.2.2) to determine 

which quantitative evaluations of leaf-level IEs, along with their different annotations, 

achieve the desired optimization. Since the adapted forward propagation rules are used here 

as well, then each element in a GRL model may have multiple arithmetic functions, with 

different evaluations, depending on the annotations of that element, as already discussed 

in Section 6.2.2. 

To this end, the different evaluations of the same element can be considered as a 

potential initial assignments of input goals that would achieve the desired optimization 

objective. Hence, the solution space would involve all possible assignments for all ele-

ments and their variations. For example, given the union model MU in Figure 67 (d), 
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maximizing the quantitative evaluation of the root goal G1, such that the leaf goal G5 is 

initially assigned to 25, can be expressed as: 

MaximizeMaximizeMaximizeMaximize  S�G1� �    Max Z0, Min�100, [ GHISJ�K%�,J�KL�Y×�		N\�]^]_�`] aS�O�KP�×%P�×Q	,bIIcd��efg%Y,   � O�KQ�×P	,bIIcd��efgL � hi
�		 �j      

����p�� �� G5 � 25   
In this example, to calculate the maximum satisfaction of G1, we consider both annotations 

on the contribution link between G4 and G1. Hence, the evaluation of G1 changes, based 

on the different annotations of that contribution link (or other elements) that directly affect 

G1. In CPLEX, the above example is expressed as shown in Listing 5: 

 

//Union model MU from Figure 67 (d) 

using CP;  

 

//decision variables  

dvar int G2 in 0..100; 

dvar int G3 in 0..100; 

dvar int G4 in 0..100; 

dvar int G5 in 0..100; 

 

//decision variables for version/configuration annotations 

dvar int ver in 1..3; 

dvar int conf in 1..10; // equivalent to confA.. confJ 

 

//Objective function: to maximize the satisfaction level of goal G1 

//given an initial satisfaction of G5=25 

 

dexpr float G1= maxl(0.0,minl(100.0, 

 (ver==2? 40*maxl(0.0,minl(100.0,(25*G5)/100.0)/100.0): 

   (ver==3? maxl(0.0,minl(100.0,(50*G4)/100.0)): 

    0 

   ) 

  ) +  

  (minl(G2,G3)*100.0)/100.0 

 )); 

 

maximize G1;  

subject to {G5==25;} 

Listing 5   CPLEX code for the union model MU in Figure 67 (d)   

If we execute the code above, the optimizer returns a solution where G1=100 for ver=1 

when G2=100 and G3=100, as illustrated in the “Solutions” tab in Figure 68. Indeed, this 

corresponds to a valid result for the model family in Figure 67. If we further constrain the 
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solution space with G2=50, then the optimizer correctly returns a solution where G1=100 

for ver=3 when G3=50 and G4=100, as illustrated in the “Solutions” tab in Figure 69, 

which also corresponds to a valid result for the model family in Figure 67. 

 

 

Figure 68      A solution for MU when G5=25 

 

Figure 69      A solution for MU when G5=25 and G2=50 
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It is worth mentioning here that “ver==2” and “ver==3” used in the CPLEX example above 

are used as labels to indicate ver2 and ver3 respectively. When both space and time dimen-

sions are used, one variable per dimension is needed, for example (ver==2 && conf==1). 

 Illustrative Case Study 

In Chapter 1, I introduced an example from the regulatory domain (from Transport Canada) 

to motivate my approach. In this section, I used another example with a similar level of 

complexity of models and model families, namely a simplified smart home environment, 

published in [189]. The results from this section would very likely apply to the regulatory 

domain as well. 

In this example, we have a GRL model family, where stakeholders’ goals, im-

portance of goals, means to achieve goals, and relationships between goals (e.g., contribu-

tions or decompositions) vary. Such variation stems mainly from the existence of different 

configurations of a smart home that also evolve over time. In this example, we distinguish 

between two different configurations:  

• Configuration A (confA): A smart home that is lived in by students who spend at 

least 8 hours of the day out of home. 

• Configuration B (confB): A smart home that is lived in by retired senior persons 

(most likely sick), who spend most of their daytime and nighttime at home. 

In these two configurations (see Figure 70), a student’s goals are slightly different from a 

senior’s goals. For example, a student is more concerned about getting fresh air in her room 

by opening windows so as to reduce energy consumption (since a student’s budget is usu-

ally tight). A retired senior, on the other hand, may focus more on getting her room’s at-

mosphere refreshed using the most convenient option (regardless of cost), e.g., by having 

the ventilator turned on most of the time. Also, the importance of achieving the “refresh air 

inside” goal differs between a senior person (100) and a student (80). Furthermore, to keep 

a senior’s smart home secure, the home central operator could give the illusion that the 

house is lived in using several options, one of them being to keep lights always on. How-

ever, this may not be a feasible option for a student, since turning lights on all the time 

consumes energy beyond a student’s budget affordability.  
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Figure 70      Goal model family for smart home environments varying according 

to space and time 

In addition to these “space-based” variations, goal models (in both configurations) could 

also evolve over time. In this example, we illustrate the evolution of models after several 

months (however, evolution could also happen over shorter periods of time). In such time-

based evolution, goals and the means to achieve them (i.e., tasks) may differ between ver-

sion 1 (produced in the summer) and version 2 (produced in the winter), due to changes in 

temperature, humidity, daylight duration, etc. 

For a student’s smart home (i.e., confA), the importance of goals/tasks and their 

impacts (i.e., contribution values) on other goals evolved from version 1 to version 2. For 

instance, the importance of task “Open window” in version 1 is 90 while it is 20 in version 

2, as a student is able to open the window more often in the summer (assuming these models 

were produced in a Nordic country). Also, the impact of opening a window on the goal 

“energy saved wisely” is higher in the summer version (with contribution value=90) than 

in the winter version (60). Finally, opening a window often in the summer has a higher 

negative impact on the “increased privacy” softgoal.  

The previous evolutions are also applicable in the senior smart home environment 

(i.e., confB). As Figure 70 shows, the “Open window” task is almost neglected at winter 
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time (with importance=10) compared to summer time (importance=60). This is because a 

senior person is more vulnerable to get cold in the winter. Also, in version 2 (winter), the 

possibility for seniors to get depressed and anxious is higher (due to snow fall and short 

daylight duration). In this version, a smart home operator may calm the senior down by 

turning on soft music. 

If we want to analyze each member of the model family illustrated above, and 

search for all solutions that will maximize the satisfaction of the overall goal in the smart 

home system (i.e., to "Manage Home”), then we need to perform backward propagation 

analysis on each model, one model at a time. One important challenge that we will face 

here is related to the complexity and effort required to analyze such family of models (note 

that past versions may also require analysis in case old versions of a system are still used 

by customers). In the example illustrated in Figure 70, we would end up running the back-

ward propagation algorithm four times, even though there are many common elements and 

computations among the four models. As mentioned previously, if there are M individual 

models in a model family, and each model has E elements, then the complexity of running 

a satisfaction propagation algorithm on all models would be in order of M×O(E). Such 

complexity becomes more significant if there are hundreds of models (or more), with hun-

dreds of elements (or more) in each model. Moreover, the effort of loading a model into a 

tool, analyzing the model, saving analysis results, and then moving to the next model is not 

negligible in practice. 

In the next section, we use the individual GRL models (Figure 70) of this case study 

as a starting point to conduct our empirical validation, and we grow these models to obtain 

model families of different sizes. In addition, to increase the solution space, we assumed 

that the satisfaction values of models’ elements range from 1 to 100. 

 Experiments 

This section describes our experiments to evaluate the performance (P) of applying the 

backward propagation algorithm, realized as a constrained maximization problem, on a set 

of individual GRL models, and compare it to the performance (P’) of applying the adapted 

backward propagation on a family of goal models. 
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 Methodology   

As mentioned Chapter 5, we generate random but realistic GRL models as attributed typed 

graphs according to Def. 5. We developed a method for transforming entire GRL models 

into mathematical functions according to the arithmetic semantics of GRL proposed by Fan 

et al. [209]. The transformation of GRL models into arithmetic functions (equations 1-6 in 

Section 6.2.1) is implemented in Python 3.6 and exploits the arithmetic representation in 

the Optimization Programming Language (OPL). We used OPL as a target programming 

language because it is the language supported by the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization 

Studio [219]. The CPLEX-OPL code generated for the GRL models in Figure 70 is shown 

in Appendix C. 

The generated mathematical functions are then taken as input objective functions 

for the CPLEX’s CP optimizer. The CP optimizer covers a wide range of mathematical 

operators, including divisions and multiplications, used to express the arithmetic semantics 

of models. In addition, the CP optimizer supports discrete integer decision variables (with 

different values) for which the optimizer solves the constrained maximization problem.  

For this performance study, I created different model families by taking the GRL 

models of the smart home system (Figure 70) as a basis, and then I enlarged them multiple 

times, with likely changes, to produce close-to-real models of different sizes. Model fami-

lies are then created so as to have different numbers of models, where each individual 

model also varies in the number of elements it contains. To achieve this, I reused the ex-

perimental parameters from Chapter 5, namely SIZE (i.e., number of models/family) and 

INDV (i.e., number of elements per model), and I followed the same methodology to dis-

cretize the parameters’ domains into categories. The categories of SIZE and INDV param-

eters are repeated here again (Table 4 and Table 5) for convenience.  

Table 4 Categories of parameter SIZE (number of elements in a model) 

#elements/model (SIZE) (0, 30] (30, 110] (110, 420] (420, 1640] 
Exemplar 12 56 240 930 

Category S M L XL 
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Table 5 Categories of parameter INDV (number of models in a family) 

#of individual models 
(INDV) 

(0, 20] (20, 72] (72, 156] (156, 272] 

Exemplar 6 42 110 210 

Category S M L XL 

 

I conducted several experiments to examine the different combinations of parameters SIZE 

and INDV. I also ran the same experiment 10 times in order to avoid odd results, such that 

each point in the charts represents the average of 10 experiments. The next four sections 

report on our empirical results, where the results are organized according to the experi-

mental parameter SIZE.  

I also followed the same methodology discussed in Chapter 5 to measure the time 

speedup achieved by using MU, with and without considering the time needed to build MU 

(referred to as Tconstruct). These speedup metrics, respectively, are: speedup_with_con-

strTime= Tind / (Tconstruct + TMU), and speedup_without_constrTime = Tind / TMU. In addition, 

I measured the time saving, in seconds, achieved by using MU to perform backward prop-

agation, calculated as TimeSaving=(Tind−TMU). 

It is worth mentioning that the time Tconstruct considered in this chapter is the same 

as the one reported in Chapter 5 for RT2 and RT3, as we aimed to unify the same empirical 

settings related to the size and topology of the GRL models and their corresponding union 

models. As mentioned in Chapter 5, Tconstruct is quite small and can be performed once 

before being amortized over multiple analyses. 

 During this performance study, we considered the typical case of model evolu-

tion/variation, where a model family members change slightly, resulting in their MU being 

quite larger than any one of the individual models. We avoid extreme cases where individ-

ual models either do not change at all (resulting in MU being the same as any one of the 

individual models), or individual models change entirely (resulting in the MU containing 

all elements of all models). With the typical scenario of model families, it is intuitively 

expected that the memory needed to process a union model should be larger than the 

memory needed to process any of its constituting individual models (particularly, the larg-

est individual model). To verify this assumption, we considered the “Total Memory Usage” 

metric reported in the CP optimizer engine log and displayed at the CPLEX Studio IDE. 
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This metric represents the memory used by the IBM ILOG Concert Technology and the 

IBM ILOG CP Optimizer engine.  

In particular, we recorded the memory usage of MU of different SIZE and INDV 

categories, denoted to as MemoryMU, and also recorded the memory usage of each of the 

individual models in any model family, referred to as MemoryIndv. Then we calculated the 

percentage of the memory consumed by MU as: Memory consumption= (MemoryMU − 

Max(MemoryIndv)) / MemoryIndv × 100%, where Max(MemoryIndv) is the maximum 

amount of memory used for the largest individual model in a given family. 

Although this thesis focuses primarily on the runtime as a metric to measure the 

performance gain achieved by using MU; this chapter reports on the percentage of memory 

consumption by MU for two reasons: 

1) To compare between the amount of memory needed to process the largest individ-

ual model in a given model family against the memory needed to process the union 

model of that model family. For MU usage to be feasible, the extra memory used to 

process MU should not exceed the total memory needed for all individual models 

constituting that MU. In other words, assume that model A is the largest individual 

model in a model family that needed an amount of memory equals to α. Assume 

also that another N models were added to the same model family. In this case, MU 

(which captures model A and each of the N models) would be considered feasible 

as long as the memory consumed to process MU is a few times larger than α, but 

not N times larger.  

2) To be able to trade-off between time speedup versus memory consumption. In other 

words, to assess whether it is worthy to use MU (as opposed to individual models) 

for analysis purposes given the time speedup MU achieves and the memory it con-

sumes. This trade-off analyses would be of particular importance when our ap-

proach is used in applications where memory is a critical resource (e.g., in cloud-

based applications, where memory needs to be allocated dynamically), or in real-

time applications where time is crucial.  

 

I conducted several experiments to examine the different combinations of parameters SIZE 

and INDV. I also ran the same experiment 10 times in order to avoid odd results, such that 
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each point in the charts represents the average of 10 experiments. The next four sections 

report on our empirical results, where the results are organized according to the experi-

mental parameter SIZE.  

To build confidence about the empirical results, output solutions retrieved from 

running constrained optimizations on individual models, of a particular family, were com-

pared to the optimization solutions returned for the corresponding union model, where an-

notations identify individual models in the union model. No problems were found. 

All experiments were executed on a laptop with an Intel Core i5-8250U (8th Gen) 

1.6 GHz quad-core CPU and 8GB RAM, running Windows 10-x64.  

 Results for SIZE=S and INDV=(S, M, L, XL) 

This section discusses the results of conducting constrained maximization evaluation on a 

set of goal models of SIZE=S, where the number of elements per model ranges from 1 to 

30 elements. Figure 71 shows that with SIZE=S and INDV=S, the time, in seconds, it took 

the CP optimizer to find the desired solution is Tind=0.26 seconds in total for individual 

models, compared to TMU= 0.051 seconds for MU. The time to solve the maximization 

problem increases as the number of individual models per family (i.e., INDV) increases. 

For instance, for INDV=M, Tind becomes 1.36 seconds, compared to TMU= 0.104 seconds. 

For INDV=L, the total time it takes to find solutions for individual models, one model at a 

time is Tind= 3.66 seconds, compared to TMU=0.19 seconds. Finally, for INDV=XL, 

Tind=8.20, whereas TMU is equal to 0.73. Time speedups, with and without Tconstruct, are 

illustrated in Figure 72. As shown in the figure, even after considering the time Tconstruct 

needed to build union models of different number of individual models (i.e., INDV), the 

time speedup is still a greater than 1. The time speedup obtained when neglecting Tconstruct 

becomes more noticeable, with the minimum speedup of 5.10 (= 0.26/0.051) resulting from 

INDV=S, and the maximum speedup, achieved for INDV=L, equals 19.27 (=3.66/0.19).  
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Figure 71      A comparison between Tind and TMU for small-sized models (S), 

with different numbers of models/families 

 

Figure 72      Speedup achieved by an MU of small-sized model (S) 

 

Figure 73 shows the time saving, in seconds, achieved by using MU in comparison to using 

a set of individual models. From this figure, it can be noticed that the time saving increases 

with the increase of the number of models in a family. Although the time saving here is a  

few seconds, this could be important for real-time applications where every second counts, 

or when verification is offered as an online service, with many concurrent clients. 
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Figure 73      Time saving achieved by an MU of small-sized model (S) 

Finally, Table 6 and Figure 74 illustrate the percentage of memory consumption by MU of 

small-sized models in relation to the memory used by the largest individual model in that 

family (i.e., Max(MemoryIndv)). For this experiment, the maximum memory used to store 

the largest individual model was 4.1 MB. On the other hand, the memory used by MU 

increases with the number of individual models constituting MU (i.e., INDV), as shown in 

Table 6.  

Table 6 Memory consumption by an MU of small-sized model 

INDV MemoryMU % of Memory consumption 

S=6 4.7 (4.7−4.1)/4.1×100=14.6 

M=42 5.9 (5.9−4.1)/4.1×100= 43.9 

L=110 8 (8−4.1)/4.1×100= 95.1 

XL=210 15.6 (15.6−4.1)/4.1×100= 280.5 

 

Figure 74 visualizes the percentage of memory consumption by MU of different INDV cat-

egory. The maximum percentage is 280.5% for INDV=XL (i.e., 210 models in a family). 

This percentage indicates that although there are 210 models in the XL category, we only 

needed 3.8 (=15.6/4.1) times the memory of the largest individual model to process a model 

family of small-sized models and INDV=XL.  
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Figure 74      Additional memory consumed by an MU of small-sized models (S), as a 

percentage of the memory consumed by the largest individual model 

 Results for SIZE=M and INDV=(S, M, L,XL) 

Figure 75 illustrates the time needed to perform constrained maximization on a set of goal 

models of SIZE=M, where the number of elements per model ranges from 31 to 110 ele-

ments. The figure clearly shows the increase in Tind as the number of models in a family 

increases, with the minimum Tind= 0.29 sec obtained when INDV=S, and the maximum 

Tind= 9.84 sec obtained with INDV=XL, which is 34 times higher than the minimum. TMU 

also increases as the parameter INDV increases, but the increase of TMU is not as noticable 

as in the case of Tind. As can be seen from Figure 75, the minimum TMU is 0.055 sec, and 

the maximum TMU is 0.77 sec. These results suggest that the performance of analyzing 

individual models (in terms of the time needed to find the desired solution), one model at 

a time, degrades noticeably as the number of individual models increases. On the other 

hand, the use of MU to analyze models, all at once, is scalable and time efficient, and does 

not worsen radically, even thought INDV increases from S to XL.  
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Figure 75      A comparison between Tind and TMU for medium-sized models (M), with 
different numbers of models/family 

Figure 76, Figure 77, and Figure 78 respectively show the time speedup (with and without 

Tconstruct), the time saved and the memory consumed by using MU of medium-sized models.  

As illustrated in Figure 76, analyzing a set of models using their MU achieves noticeable 

time speedups as opposed to analyzing individual models separately. This speedup remains 

positive even after considering the time needed to build union models (i.e., Tconstruct).  

Figure 77 shows the time saving achieved by using MU compared to using a set of 

individual models, with the time savings becomes more evident as the number of models 

in a family increases. 

Finally, Table 7 and Figure 78 illustrate the percentage of memory consumption by 

MU of medium-sized models in relation to the memory used by the largest individual model 

in that family (i.e., Max(MemoryIndv)). For this experiment, the maximum memory used 

to store the largest individual model was 4.9 MB. On the other hand, the memory used by 

MU increases with the increase of the number of individual models composing MU (i.e., 

INDV), as shown in Table 7. Figure 78 illustrates the percentage of memory consumption 

by MU of different INDV category. The maximum percentage is 214.3% for INDV=XL 

(i.e., 210 models). This percentage indicates that although there are 210 models in the XL 

category, we only needed 3.14 (=15.4/4.9) times the memory of the largest individual 

model to process a model family of medium-sized models and INDV=XL.  
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Figure 76      Speedup achieved by an MU of medium-sized models (M) 

 
Figure 77      Time saving achieved by an MU of medium-sized models (M) 

Table 7 Memory consumption by an MU of medium-sized model 

INDV MemoryMU % of Memory consumption 

S=6 5.4 (5.4−4.9)/4.9×100=10.2 

M=42 6.8 (6.8−4.9)/4.9×100= 38.8 

L=110 10 (10−4.9)/4.9×100= 104.1 

XL=210 15.4 (15.4−4.9)/4.9×100= 214.3 
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Figure 78      Additional memory consumed by an MU of medium-sized models (M), as a 

percentage of the memory consumed by the largest individual model  

 Results for SIZE=L and INDV=(S, M, L,XL) 

Figure 79 demonstrates results of the experiments conducted on models of SIZE=L, with 

different categories of INDV parameter. These results are compatible with the results ob-

tained previously. In other words, the average Tind and TMU increase as the number of mod-

els in a family increases. For instance, Tind increases from 5.34 sec for INDV=L to 10.86 

sec for INDV=XL, while TMU increases from 0.49 sec for INDV=L to 1.9 sec for INDV=XL. 

The time speedup without considering Tconstruct, illustrated in Figure 80, also follows 

almost the same rhythm as for the previous two experiments, with speedup=5.08 for 

INDV=S, 15.46 for INDV=M, 10.92 for INDV=L, and finally 5.64 for INDV= XL. From 

the same figure, the speedup_with_constrTime is obviously lower than the one without 

Tconstruct, and it is positive (i.e., greater than 1) for all INDV categories except for INDV=S, 

where the speedup is 0.63. This value indicates that the time TMU plus Tconstruct exceeds that 

time Tind.  

 Figure 81 shows the time saving achieved by using MU. The figure illustrate clearly 

that the more the number of models in a family, the more the savings in terms of runtime. 
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Figure 79      A comparison between Tind and TMU for large-sized models (L), with differ-
ent numbers of models/family 

 
 

 

Figure 80      Speedup achieved by an MU of large-sized models (L) 
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Figure 81      Time saving achieved by an MU of large-sized models (L) 

Figure 82 illustrate the percentage of memory consumption by MU of large-sized models 

compared to the memory used by the largest individual model in that family. For large-

sized models, the maximum memory used to store the largest individual model was 6.7 

MB. Table 8 summarizes the memory used by MU (MemoryMU) and shows that the latter 

increases with the increase of the INDV. From Figure 82, the maximum percentage is 222% 

for INDV=XL. This percentage suggests that the union model of the largest family needed 

only 3.22 (=21.6/6.7 MB) times the maximum memory needed to store and process the 

largest individual model.  

Table 8 Memory consumption by an MU of Large-sized model 

INDV MemoryMU % of Memory consumption 

S=6 7.1 (7.1−6.7)/ 6.7×100=5.97 

M=42 9.4 (9.4−6.7)/ 6.7 ×100= 40.30 

L=110 14.8 (14.8−6.7)/ 6.7×100= 120.90 

XL=210 21.6 (21.6−6.7)/ 6.7×100= 222.39 
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Figure 82      Additional memory consumed by an MU of large-sized models (L), as a 

percentage of the memory consumed by the largest individual model  

 Results for SIZE=XL and INDV=(S, M, L, XL) 

This section reports on the results of performing constrained maximization on very large 

models of SIZE=XL, where the number of elements per model ranges from 421 to 1640 

elements. The results illustrated in Figure 83 show that Tind increases with the increase of 

the number of models in a family. On the other hand, TMU scales well and increases slightly 

under the same settings. Figure 84 demonstrates the speedup (with and without Tconstruct) 

achieved by using an MU that captures models of SIZE=XL, along with different categories 

of parameter INDV. Without considering Tconstruct, the maximum speedup=19.5 is obtained 

when INDV=L while the minimum speedup is 7.3 with INDV=S. When considering Tcon-

struct in the calculation of speedup, the results become lower, and show a behavior close to 

the previous experiment, where all speedups where greater than 1, except when INDV=S. 

Here again, the less-than-one speedup value means that the use of MU, when taking its 

construction time into account, does not achieve any speedup. 
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Figure 83      A comparison between Tind and TMU for XL-sized models, with different 
numbers of models/family 

 

 

Figure 84      Speedup achieved by an MU of XL-sized models 

Time savings achieved by using MU are depicted in Figure 85. The figure illustrates clearly 

that the higher the number of models in a family, the higher the savings in terms of runtime, 

and this consistent with all of the previous experiments. Finally, Figure 86 illustrates the 

percentage of memory consumption by MU of XL-sized models in relation to the memory 

used by the largest individual model in that family. For XL-sized models, the maximum 

memory used to store the largest individual model is 7.9 MB. Table 9 summarizes the 
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memory used by MU and Figure 86 shows that this memory consumption increases as INDV 

gets larger. From Figure 86, the maximum percentage is 273% for INDV=XL. This per-

centage suggests that the union model of the largest family needed only 3.7 (= 29.5/7.9) 

times the maximum memory needed to store and process the largest individual model of 

INDV=XL and SIZE=XL.  

 
Figure 85      Time saving achieved by an MU of XL-sized models  

Table 9 Memory consumption by an MU of XL-sized model 

INDV MemoryMU % of Memory consumption 

S=6 8.4 (8.4−7.9)/ 7.9×100=6.33 

M=42 10.2 (10.2−7.9)/ 7.9×100= 29.11 

L=110 15.3 (15.3−7.9)/ 7.9×100= 93.67 

XL=210 29.5 (29.5−7.9)/ 7.9×100= 273.42 
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Figure 86      Additional memory consumed by an MU of extra-large models (XL), as a 

percentage of the memory consumed by the largest individual model   

 Summary of All Results 

This section compares all results together in order to obtain observations about the behavior 

of Tind, TMU, as well as speedup achieved from using MU. Figure 87 (a) summarizes Tind 

observations needed to analyze individual models of all categories of parameters SIZE and 

INDV. It can be noticed that Tind grows as both SIZE and INDV increase. Figure 87 (b) 

shows observations for TMU, where the latter increases in a linear manner, without an in-

crease as radical as for the case of Tind. From these results, we conclude that using a union 

model to analyze groups of models, all at once, is scalable and efficient, especially with 

large number of models, that have also large number of elements. 

The summaries of time speedups and time savings illustrated in Figure 87(c)-(e) 

also support our argument regarding the feasibility and benefits of using MU, for any family 

size. Finally, Figure 87 (f) indicates that the use of MU comes with at cost, which is memory 

consumption, but this cost is tolerable as it does not proliferate radically compared to the 

increase of the number of individual models in a family.  
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(a) Tind 

 

(b) TMU 

 

(c) Speedup, with Tconstruct 

 

(d) Speedup, without Tconstruct 

 

(e) Time saving 

 

(f) Additional memory consumption 

 

Figure 87      A summary of Tind for all SIZE categories 

 Chapter Summary 

This chapter investigated RQ3 by evaluating, empirically, the feasibility of using union 

models to perform backward propagation on GRL model families, implemented as 
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constrained optimization on a commercial tool (IBM CPLEX). The chapter first recalled 

the original semantics of both GRL forward and backward propagation algorithms. It then 

contributes many important tools and results: 

• An adaptation of the GRL arithmetic semantics to support forward and backward 

propagation of model families.  

• The implementation of the algorithm to create a union model from partial GRL 

models, with an export mechanism to CPLEX OPL for individual and union mod-

els. 

• An experiment (targeting 4 family sizes) that demonstrate the usefulness of union 

models in analyzing GRL model families, all at once, compared to individual mod-

els.  

• The chapter also reported on the speedups and time savings gained from using MU, 

which generally increase as models become larger and as model families include 

more models. 

 

The next chapter goes back to an important problem identified earlier in the thesis, namely 

that a union model may not be a valid instance of the metamodel of the individual models. 

It also proposes two methods to determine and predict non-compliant locations and mini-

mally relax the metamodel accordingly. 
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 Metamodel Relaxation to Support 
Model Families 

In the previous chapters, we have proposed union models that capture the union of all mod-

els in a model family in order to enable a more efficient analysis of family members, all at 

once, where the analysis was done at the graph level. However, as discussed in Section 1.3, 

despite having each model in a model family conforming to the same metamodel, there is 

still no guarantee that their union model will conform to the original metamodel of the 

family members (as illustrated already in Figure 6). This is because a union model could 

contain elements, such as links or attributes, that violate multiplicity constraints or other 

external OCL constraints of the original metamodel.  

This chapter aims to enable analysis closer to the language itself and also to support 

the representation of union models MU as valid instances of a metamodel, by inferring a 

minimally-relaxed metamodel MMU (to which a union model conforms) from the structure 

of the original metamodel MM (to which all family members conform). In particular, in-

stead of having a brute force relaxation of all metamodel constraints, we contribute a heu-

ristic method that relaxes specific constraints in MM (related only to multiplicities of at-

tributes and association ends), by inferring where such relaxations (referred to as relaxa-

tion points) are needed in the metamodel. To infer relaxation points, structural patterns are 

first identified in metamodels, then an evidence-based or an anticipation-based approach is 

applied to get the actual inference. The objective of inferring particular relaxation points 

in MM is to be able to adapt the modeling tools and analysis techniques that exist for a 

given modeling language once and minimally for all potential model families of that lan-

guage, and hence to minimize adaptation effort. 

Different approaches were proposed in the literature to relax constraints imposed 

by a language’s metamodel to facilitate/perform a particular task. These approaches are 

already discussed in Section 2.13. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 

7.1 provides different scenarios, from two languages, that justify the need to relax meta-

models. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 discuss the evidence-based and anticipation-based solutions, 
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respectively, proposed for metamodel relaxation. Finally, Section 7.4 summarizes the 

chapter.  

The contents of this chapter have been introduced in two papers [185][186] and 

expanded in a third one [225]. Please note that the formalization of models and union mod-

els introduced in Chapter 4 can be used in this chapter, but the results presented here do 

not depend on this formalization and can be adapted to more conventional descriptions 

such as EMF and MOF. 

 Why Metamodel Relaxation? 

This section provides three illustrative examples from two modeling languages: GRL and 

UML class diagrams. These examples motivate the need to relax some of the metamodel 

multiplicities and other constraints to support model families (RQ4).  

 Scenario One: Different GRL Actors with the Same Goal 

In this section, an evolution scenario for simple GRL models is given. As shown in Figure 

88(a), the first version of the GRL model represents an actor (ActorA) containing an inten-

tional element of type goal (SomeGoal). 

 

(c) Union model 

Figure 88      First GRL example: SomeGoal moves from ActorA to ActorB with their 

union model and relevant GRL metamodel elements 

 

 

(a) Version 1 

 

(b) Version 2 
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Figure 89      Extract of the GRL metamodel 

Let us assume that this model evolves over time, such that SomeGoal is moved from Ac-

torA to ActorB. The evolved version is shown in Figure 88(b). Each of the model versions, 

separately, conforms to the metamodel excerpt represented in Figure 89, since an inten-

tional element may be included by 0 or 1 actor.  

However, if we want to aggregate both models into one union model to represent 

their model family, as illustrated in Figure 88(c), the resulting union model will not con-

form to the current metamodel. This is because an intentional element (SomeGoal) cannot 

be contained by more than one actor. This violates the multiplicity constraint circled in the 

metamodel excerpt (Figure 89).  

One way to re-establish conformance is to relax the multiplicity constraint of the 

actor association end to be (0..*) instead of (0..1). The purpose of this relaxation is to allow 

different actors in different model versions to contain the same intentional elements. Such 

new relaxed MMU metamodel would hence allow the union model (MU) and the individual 

family members (versions 1 and 2) to be conform.  

 Scenario Two: GRL Intentional Elements with Multiple Links 

The example in Figure 90 shows another evolution scenario in GRL. In the first version 

(Figure 90(a)), an intentional element of type goal (GoalA) is decomposed into two inten-

tional elements of type task (Task1 and Task2). Let us assume this model evolves such that 

the type of link that associates GoalA with Task2 changes from a decomposition link to a 
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contribution link (as shown in Figure 90(b)). Decompositions and contributions are two 

different sub-types of ElementLink in the metamodel of Figure 89. 

 

 
(a) Version 1 

 
(b) Version 2 

  
(c) Union model 

Figure 90     (a) Version 1: GoalA and Task2 with decomposition link (b) Version 

2: GoalA and Task2 with Contribution Link (c) union model that regroups both models  

The union model that captures both models is shown in Figure 90(c). However, this union 

model cannot be represented by the original metamodel because of an additional (OCL) 

constraint stating that any pair of IntentionalElements can be connected by at most one 

ElementLink (Figure 89). Hence, it is not allowed to have both a decomposition link and a 

contribution link connecting GoalA with Task2. Therefore, to support the representation of 

such union models, the OCL constraint of the original metamodel MM needs to be relaxed 

(or removed) in the evolved metamodel MMU to allow more than one element link to con-

nect the same pair of intentional elements in the aggregated MU family model.  

It is worth mentioning that in GRL, annotations are directly supported with 

“metadata” attached to any model element. However, should an annotation mechanism not 

be available in the source modeling language, the relaxed MMU metamodel may also need 

to be extended to include such a mechanism (e.g., STAL annotations). 
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 Scenario Three: UML Attributes with Multiple Types 

This third evolution scenario focuses on UML class diagrams [161]. Let us assume that the 

first version (Figure 91(a)) of class ClassOne has an attribute AttribOne of type int, as well 

as an operation OprOne, with argument arg1 of type real, that returns a parameter of type 

real. This class evolves to version 2 (Figure 91(b)) such that the type of AttribOne becomes 

real instead of int, and the operation’s parameter and return data types become int (instead 

of real). These two versions are aggregated into a union model, illustrated in Figure 91(c), 

where version-based annotations are also used on attributes and operations.  

Having multiple operations with the same names but different argument types is 

allowed in UML. However, UML enforces stronger constraints on attribute names. The 

resulting union model violates the UML standard metamodel since the latter does not sup-

port the representation of one attribute with multiple data types. In order to re-establish 

conformance, the multiplicity constraint related to attributes could be relaxed in UML such 

that attributes would be allowed to have a collection of types instead of only one type.  

 

 
Figure 91      Two UML classes and their resulting union model 

 Proposed Solution 1: Evidence-Based Relaxations 

This section and the following one discuss our proposed solutions for the metamodel re-

laxation problem. The first solution is the evidence-based metamodel relaxation to support 

model families (Evi-MeReFam). Evi-MeReFam is a three-phase approach (Figure 92) for 

metamodel relaxation based on evidence provided by the usage pattern of a language and 

the evolution/change behavior of current model families of that language. In this chapter, 
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we use the GRL as the primary modeling language to illustrate the main concepts of our 

proposed solutions. 

 

Figure 92      A Conceptual Architecture of the Evi-MeReFam Method. 

 Phase One: Construct the Union Model 

The objective of this phase is to aggregate the various models of a model family into one 

single union model, MU. Let M0 be the initial version of a model that conforms to MM and 

evolves over time or across product variants into several versions, M1, M2, M3, etc. Then a 

model family, MF, is MF= {M0, M1, M2... Mn}, where n is the number of member models 

in a model family. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the union model MU of this MF is:  

��= ⋃ �� ∈ ����	 , ∀ �� ∈ �. 

Figure 93 illustrates the MU of three models, where elements of MU are annotated 

with information about model versions. Although a concrete annotation syntax is used here 

for illustration purpose, annotations are in fact added to the object model. 

 

Figure 93      The set of models in MF (M0, M1, and M2) and their union model MU. 
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While constructing a union model, we observe the changes that happen across models in a 

model family in order to decide how to relax a metamodel accordingly. For all models in a 

model family (of any language), we can formalize changes (i.e., deltas) between models to 

be the set D, such that D→M×M, for any model M in MU.  

To better understand the nature of changes that happen in a model family, one in-

tuitive option is to represent D in operational terms, i.e., as a sequence of transformations 

that add, remove, or modify elements (i.e., nodes and edges) of models. Hence, a delta 

∆∈D can be viewed as a sequence of transformations that, when needed, can be applied to 

a model Mi to yield a model Mi+1, as follows: Mi+∆=Mi+1. 

To characterize changes in model families of any language, and inspired by the 

approach proposed by Alanen and Porres [62], we have identified six elementary transfor-

mations that will be used as the basis for defining D. We assume that it is not possible to 

change the type of a model element, e.g., an instance of a UML class cannot become an 

instance of a package, and an element cannot change its unique identifier (ID). The opera-

tions in D are: 

• Node/edge creation and deletion:  

o add(N/E, t): add a new node N or edge E of type t, with a unique identifier 

ID.  

o del(N/E, t): delete a node N or an edge E of type t, with a unique identifier 

ID.  

• Modification of an attribute of primitive type of nodes/edges:  

o update (N/E, t, val1, val2): set the value of node N of type t from value val1 

to val2. 

Such characterization of deltas is important since they are used in the next phase for match-

ing against the categories of metamodel constraints to help infer metamodel relaxation 

points.  

 Phase Two: Detect Non-conformance 

The purpose of this phase is to detect current conformance violations in the original meta-

model, MM, caused by MU. This is done by (1) characterizing the original metamodel 
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constraints, and (2) comparing deltas (obtained in phase 1) against metamodel constraints 

to check if any particular delta causes conformance violations with MM. More details are 

provided in Section 7.2.4. 

Conformance between the original metamodel MM and the union model MU is ver-

ified by checking if the co-existence of deltas of a particular category (obtained in phase 

1) with other components in the same union model could cause a violation of a metamodel 

constraint. Conformance violations, in general, could stem from having two links between 

the same pair of elements (for instance, two different links between the same pair of GRL 

intentional elements). Another source of violations is when the same attribute has two dif-

ferent data types, and both data types need to be considered in the MU. In this scenario, 

multiplicity constraints of attributes’ data types are violated. If non-conformance is de-

tected, phase 3 takes place. 

 Phase Three: Infer Metamodel Relaxation Points 

Based on the metamodel conformance violations (detected in phase 2), the modeler is now 

able to decide on two things: relaxation types and locations of the relaxation points. Re-

garding the relaxation types, we observe that the evolution of models in a family does not 

involve adding new concepts. Rather, it involves changes in the number (i.e., multiplicity) 

of links and/or attributes. Hence, a modeler needs only to relax the metamodel’s internal 

constraints that are related to multiplicities of attributes and association ends and/or some 

of the external (OCL) well-formedness constraints. 

Regarding the locations of relaxation points, only those constraints that are directly 

affected by violations (detected in phase 2) will be relaxed. For instance, if a conformance 

violation is caused by the existence of two links between the same pair of elements, then 

the multiplicity constraint of association ends between these elements needs to be relaxed 

in the metamodel. To ensure that we do not relax unnecessary constraints, and hence have 

as few relaxations as possible, only the upper bound of constraints that are directly violated 

by deltas are relaxed to their maximum bound. For example, the multiplicity constraint 2..5 

is relaxed directly into 2..* so as to permit any future addition of the same type of delta in 

advance. In other words, even thought it could be required (based on the currently available 

models) to only relax the current 2..5 constraint into 2..6; this constraint may soon need to 
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be altered again into 2..7, 2..8, 2..9, etc. due to considering more models. Hence, to avoid 

multiple relaxations (which are indeed costly in terms of adapting tools each time there is 

a relaxation), we decide to relax the constraint’s upper bound right away into the * value. 

In this context, lower bounds of the constraints do not need to be relaxed. By this, we 

achieve part of the “minimal relaxation” we target in this work. 

Relaxing only the violated constraints means that some of the other constraints will 

not be altered (e.g., multiplicity constraints of association ends between container classes 

and their contained elements). This is decided based on the usage patterns of the modeling 

language and the way models in a model family change.  

 Illustrative Example of Evi-MeReFam 

To illustrate Evi-MeReFam, we consider goal model families and the GRL metamodel 

(part of URN’s metamodel [6]).  

To detect non-conformance caused by GRL model families, we need to: (1) characterize 

the types of deltas encountered in a GRL model family, (2) characterize the constraints 

specified in a GRL metamodel, and (3) compare and match each type of delta with meta-

model constraints to build an evidence about which constraints would be violated, and 

hence, need to be relaxed. 

Evidence-based deltas encountered in a GRL model family (from each Mi to Mi+1) 

include the following:  

• D1: Add a new ElementLink (e.g., contribution link or decomposition link). 

• D2: Delete an existing ElementLink. 

• D3: Modify an ElementLink’s attribute by changing its value (e.g., change a 

quantitativeContribution value from 100 to 70 for the same contribution link, 

or a decomposition type from AND to OR). 

• D4: Add a new IntentionalElement (goal, task, etc.). 

• D5: Delete an existing IntentionalElement.  

• D6: Modify an IntentionalElement by changing its name or attribute (e.g., mod-

ify the name of a goal from G1 to G2, or change an importanceQuantitative 

from 5 to 25). 
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• D7: Add a new Actor. 

• D8: Delete an Actor. 

• D9: Modify an Actor name (e.g., from Actor1 to Actor2) while keeping the 

same IntentionalElements that are contained by actors. 

 

On the other hand, the GRL metamodel constraints are categorized into: (1) multiplicity 

constraints of association ends between two classes (elliptical constraints C1-C5 in Figure 

94), and (2) multiplicity constraints on the allowed number of attributes’ datatypes (rectan-

gle constraints C6-C8 in Figure 94).  

• C1: between Actors and GRLContainableElements. 

• C2: between Actors and GRLspec. 

• C3: between GRLContainableElements and GRLspec. 

• C4: between ElementLink and GRLspec. 

• C5: between ElementLink and GRLLinkableElements. 

• C6: constraints on attributes contribution and quantitativeContribution, which 

can have only one value of types ContibutionType and Integer, respectively.  

• C7: constraints on the allowed number of values for attributes type and Decom-

positionType. 

• C8 constraints on the allowed number of values for attributes importance and 

importanceQuantitative. 

• C9: Any external OCL constraint (to be characterized too). 

 

After characterizing changes (Di) in a GRL model family, and the constraints (Ci) in a GRL 

metamodel, we now compare and match each delta against each constraint. If any violation 

happens, this means that the existence of such delta in a model family causes a metamodel 

non-conformance issue, hence, phase 3 of the Evi-MeReFam takes place. 

Based on our analysis of each delta, Di∈D, and its impact on constraints, Ci, we 

observe the following characterization of conformance/non-conformance issues in the 

GRL example:  
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• Any delta Di that involves adding a new IntentionalElement (D4) or Actor (D7) 

will not violate MM constraints. 

• Any delta Di that involves deleting an element (i.e., D2 for ElementLinks, D5 

for IntentionalElements, and D8 for Actor) does not have any impact on any 

constraint. 

• Any delta Di that involves adding a new ElementLink between the same pair of 

IntentionalElements will violate external OCL constraints (C9). 

• Some modification deltas have a direct impact on internal MM constraints (or 

its explicit OCL constraints), regardless of the way of representing these deltas 

in MU. These deltas include D6 and D9. For example, in D9, changing the Actor 

name from Actor1 to Actor2 while keeping the same goals that are contained 

by these actors would cause violations to C1. In this case, the upper bound of 

the association end between classes Actor and GRLContainableElement (from 

the actor side) would be relaxed from 0..1 to 0..*. 

 

Figure 94      Characterization of GRL’s metamodel (internal) constraints. 

 

• Other modification deltas, i.e., D3 and D6, either affect the metamodel con-

straints or the language’s external OCL constraints depending on the way of 
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merging model variations in the union model (as illustrated in Figure 95). For 

example, in D3, if we represent a change in a quantitativeContribution value 

(for the same contribution link) from 100 to 70 in MU using one contribution 

link with two values, this will cause a conformance violation for constraint C6. 

Accordingly, the number of allowed datatypes for the attribute quantitative-

Contribution needs to be relaxed from 1 Integer (Integer=0) to a set of Integers 

({Integer}={0}). However, if we represent the change as two different contri-

bution links, each link with a quantitative value and a version annotation, this 

will violate C9. 

 

Figure 95       Examples where merging elements differently affects MM violations. 

 Limitations of Evidence-based Relaxation 

In Evi-MeReFam, performing metamodel relaxation based only on matching deltas against 

constraints according to the delta/constraint characterization is an evidence-based solution 

with local minimality. In fact, a pure evidence-based solution provides insights about re-

laxation points related directly to the type of delta (detected in phase 2 of Evi-MeReFam) 

for a particular modeling language (GRL in our example) and for specific models in a 

family. Hence, if a new model is added to a model family, phases 2 and 3 need to be re-

peated to detect new changes and infer new relaxation points in the metamodel. This local 

minimality does not guarantee that relaxation is done only once, for all possible models in 

that language. 

To overcome this issue and to infer other locations (i.e., relaxation points) of MM 

multiplicity constraints that actually need to be relaxed, independently of the models in a 

family, a naïve brute-force approach (that relaxes all multiplicity constraints and external 
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constraints in the metamodel) cannot be used either, as it would imply more extensive 

changes to existing tools and analysis methods than needed. Instead, relaxation points 

should be anticipated based on the structure and usage patterns of the language.  

 Solution 2: Anticipation-Based Relaxation 

This section provides our second suggested solution for the metamodel relaxation problem, 

named anticipation-based metamodel relaxation to support model families (Anti-

MeReFam). As its name indicates, the core of this approach is to anticipate relaxation 

points in a metamodel. The anticipation (or prediction) process conducted in this approach 

involves analysing the structure of the metamodel at hand and identifying similar struc-

tural patterns, either inside the same metamodel or between two or more different meta-

models.  

 Anticipation Based on Structural Similarity in the Same Metamodel 

In any given modeling language, a modeler could find components (i.e., classes, links, or 

attributes) that are “structurally” similar. For example, from the GRL metamodel presented 

in Figure 94, we can argue that class Contribution is structurally similar to class GRLLink-

ableElements in the sense that both have attributes related to types (i.e., ContributionType 

and ImportanceType, respectively) and quantitative values (i.e., quantitativeContribution 

and importanceQuantitative, respectively). In addition, constraint C6 in the Contribution 

class is semantically similar to constraint C8 in the GRLLinkableElements class (as shown 

in Figure 96) in that both constraints control the allowed number of datatypes (i.e., multi-

plicity) of attributes.  

Having said that, if C6 is required to be relaxed (due to any delta introduced by a 

GRL model family) from quatitativeContribution:Integer=0 to quatitativeContribu-

tion:{Integer}={0}, (as discussed in Section 7.27.2.4), then we should anticipate C8 also 

to be relaxed (from importanceQuantitative:Integer=0 to importanceQuantitative:{Inte-

ger}= {0}) due to its structural similarity to C6. 
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Figure 96      Example of structural similarity between classes in GRL’s metamodel. 

To generalize the above example for any potential model family of a given lan-

guage, we suggest having two contingency matrices, one for the set of constraints (Ci) in 

MM with their associated relaxations (Ri), and the other for the similarity between con-

straints in a MM (based on the MM structure). Currently, similarity between constraints is 

decided manually by domain experts. We refer to the first matrix as the Constraints Relax-

ation Map (ConReMap, Table 10) and the other matrix as the Constraints Similarity Map 

(ConSiMap, Table 11). 

Table 10 A constraint relaxation map (ConReMap). 

Constraints in MM 

Relaxations C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

R1  √ ?  ? 

R2 √  ? √ ? 

R3   ?  ? 

 

Table 11 Constraint similarity map (ConSiMap) between MM constraints. 

Constraints in MM 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

C1 —  √   

C2  —   √ 

C3 √  —   

C4    —  

C5  √   — 
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In Table 10, and based on the delta/constraints characterization (Section 7.2), let us assume 

that a family of models M1, M2, and M3 introduces violations to constraints C1, C2, and 

C4, where these constraints are relaxed according to relaxations R1 and R2. Up to this 

point, we do not know what kind of relaxation is needed (if any) for constraints C3 and C5. 

In addition, we have no idea if a new model (say M4), that could be added to the family, 

would introduce violations to any of the constraints (C1-C5). 

To anticipate relaxation points in a particular metamodel (in order to support all 

potential model families), we suggest creating a constraint similarity matrix between the 

five constraints, as shown in Table 11 , and check if there are any syntactic and/or seman-

tics similarities between them. From Table 11, let us assume that constraint C3 is similar 

to constraint C1, and constraint C5 is similar to constraint C2 (illustrated with√). From this 

similarity, we can infer that C3 should be relaxed in the same way as C1 was relaxed. That 

is, C3 would be relaxed using R2. Following the same rationale, C5 should be relaxed 

according to R1, since C5 is similar to C2, and C2 was already relaxed using R1 (as shown 

in Table 12 with underlined ticks). In this table, it can be noticed that relaxation R3 is not 

applied so far, and may not be needed.  

Table 12 Anticipated relaxation points based on constraint similarity. 

Constraints in MM 

Relaxations C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

R1  √   √ 

R2 √  √ √  

R3      

 Anticipation Based on Structural Patterns across Different 
Metamodels 

In addition to structural similarities recognized within one language’s metamodel, a mod-

eler might be interested in identifying structural similarities across many metamodels, such 

that relaxation decisions already applied to one language could be also adapted to other 

languages that share similar structures.  
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To identify structural commonalities across metamodels, we propose to borrow 

concepts from Cho and Gray’s “design patterns of metamodels” domain [226] and apply 

them to our approach from a reverse-engineering point of view. Let us first present, briefly, 

the concept of metamodel design patterns, and then explain how this concept is adapted in 

our work. 

Background: Design Patterns of Metamodels 

The main purpose of metamodel design patterns is to provide design guidelines that help 

language designers (especially those who have little experience) produce high-quality met-

amodels and to provide consistent solutions for recurring metamodel design issues [226]. 

Design patterns of metamodels are inferred from the common characteristics of 

Domain Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs), where the common characteristics rep-

resent reusable elements at a higher level of abstraction. For instance, based on their review 

and analysis of the concrete syntaxes of several DSMLs, Cho and Gray [226] derived a 

feature model that describes variabilities and commonalities of DSMLs. In that feature 

model, four major common features (i.e., Classifier, Relationship, Style, and Boundedness) 

are defined as mandatory features. There are two other optional features (i.e., Containment 

and Nesting) describing characteristics of a classifier. In addition, sub-features of Type, 

Orientation, and Boundedness are defined as alternatives because a relationship can have 

only one kind of Type, of Orientation, and of Boundedness.  

To define design patterns for DSMLs, the authors assume that most modeling lan-

guages commonly use a Box-and-Line style, where boxes are generalized as a set of Clas-

sifiers and lines are mapped to Relationships. As a Relationship normally links two Clas-

sifiers, one for the source Classifier and the other for the target Classifier, the Classifier 

and Relationship are linked with two association relationships: source and target. Multi-

plicity is assigned to the association ends in order to specify the number of participating 

instances. From that generalization, the authors defined a metamodel design pattern that 

describes a very primitive concrete syntax, which consists of classifiers and association 

relationships (Figure 97.a).  

To raise the level of abstraction, the authors also propose the containment design 

pattern (Figure 97.b) to represent the part-whole hierarchy by grouping large and complex 

model elements with a simple element called container. A metamodel class owning the 
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containment reference is called the whole or container and the metamodel class on the 

opposite side is called the part or content. A containment reference denotes an existential 

dependency (and cascading delete semantics) between the part and the whole.  

 

Figure 97      (a) Basic metamodel’s components design pattern, and (b) containment de-

sign pattern, adapted from [226]. 

Adapting Generalizations from Metamodels’ Design Patterns 

In our work, we adapt the above concepts in a reverse engineering manner. We actually 

exploit the analysis of commonalities/variabilities already conducted on DSMLs, and ben-

efit from the design patterns/idioms already defined by researchers in the domain of meta-

models’ design patterns. The purpose of using these foundations is to generalize the con-

crete syntax of different metamodels using common descriptors or labels. For example, if 

there are two classes (C1, C2) in a metamodel that follow the pattern illustrated in Figure 

97.a, such that class C1 is linked with another class C2 by a source/target association links 

(with multiplicity), then we label or tag these classes using the original design patterns 

idioms (that were initially used to describe classes at the time of designing a metamodel). 

That is, C1 and C2 will be labeled as Classifiers and Relationships, respectively. Similarly, 

if two metamodel classes (C1, C2) in a metamodel follow the pattern illustrated in Figure 

97.b, where C1 owns the containment reference (i.e., a container) and C2 is on the opposite 

side (i.e., content), then we label C1 as a Container and C2 as a Classifier. 

After generalizing (or re-labelling) different metamodels with design pattern idi-

oms, it becomes possible to recognize structural similarities (or patterns) across several 

metamodels. Such structural patterns, in turn, are used to provide key insights about how 

to apply the same relaxions on different metamodels.  

To identify common structures between metamodels, we examined the concrete 

syntax of several metamodels, namely GRL, feature models, and state-transition diagrams 
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(STD). In particular, we analyzed commonalities between metamodels with specific focus 

on classifiers, relationships, and containment. Based on our analysis, we observe that de-

spite the different syntaxes attached to classes and their relationships, different languages 

have structural patterns similar to those in Figure 97. 

Figure 98 represents a simplified GRL metamodel with the main classes being re-

labelled with design pattern idioms. In this figure, classes Actor, IntElement and Link are 

labelled as Container, Classifier, and Relationship, respectively. 

 

Figure 98      A simplified GRL metamodel tagged with general concepts. 

Structural Patterns across different Metamodels 

Referring to the tagged metamodel in Figure 98, we can notice the following structural 

patterns, Pi (illustrated in Figure 99): a Classifier-Relationship pattern (P1), a Container-

Classifier pattern (P2), a Container-Container pattern (P3) and a Container-Relationship 

pattern (P4). 

Analyzing the evolution scenarios of GRL model families (and based on the usage 

pattern of the GRL language), we have already discussed in [185][186] that the evolu-

tion/variation of models in a GRL model family required relaxing the multiplicity con-

straint of the association ends between “IntentionalElements” and “Links” (i.e., constraints 

in P1) from 1 src to 1..* src and from 1 dest to 1..* dest. In addition, the multiplicity 
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constraint in P2 needed to be relaxed at the Actor side from 0..1 to 0..* in the constraints 

related to “Actors” with “IntentionalElements”. Note that P3 and P4 did not need further 

relaxion. 

 

 

Figure 99      Structural patterns in GRL metamodel. 

 

The same patterns illustrated in Figure 99 can be found in other languages metamodels, 

such as those of state transition diagrams (STD) and feature models (FM), as shown in 

Figure 100. 

Anticipating Relaxations Across Metamodels 

Having similar patterns across different languages can help anticipating required relaxa-

tions in one language based on relaxations already found in another language. For instance, 

P1 in GRL’s metamodel is similar to both P1 in STD’s and P1 in FM’s. If a relaxation is 

performed for multiplicity constraints of P1 in GRL, then the same relaxation would be 

performed for multiplicity constraints of P1 in the STD and FM metamodels. The same 

thing applies to P2. For P3 and P4, no relaxation would be needed. 
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Figure 100      Structural patterns in (a): STD metamodel, and (b): FM metamodel 

 Discussion 

After introducing the two solutions proposed for inferring metamodel relaxation points, it 
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solution 2 (i.e., the Anti-MeReFam). In general, there are no obligatory rules about using 

solution 1 before solution 2, or the other way around. However, solution 1 is usually sug-

gested whenever we are dealing with a particular modeling language for the first time, 

where there is still no previous evidence about the usage pattern of that language or about 

the evolution/change behavior of current model families of this language. In this scenario, 

the suggested relaxation points are related directly to the types of delta for a particular 

modeling language and for specific models in a family. 

Building enough evidence about relaxation points in a metamodel would help a 

modeler to anticipate other relaxation points based on the structure of the language, inde-

pendently of models in a family. This is where solution 2 takes place. However, a modeler 

can still start directly with solution 2 without relying on the pure evidence-based solution 

(i.e., solution 1). In this case, a modeler needs to examine a metamodel to infer its structural 

patterns, thereafter she would be able to anticipate where relaxations are needed based on 

the structure and also usage patterns of the language, as discussed in Sections 7.2. 

 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we discussed the challenge of capturing model families using union models, 

where the later may not conform to the same metamodel that the individual models con-

form to. The non-conformance issues stem mainly from the fact that a union model could 

contain links or attributes that violate a metamodel’s internal multiplicity constraints (re-

lated to attributes and association ends) or other external constraints (in OCL). To support 

the representation of union models as valid instances of a language’s metamodel, we pro-

pose to relax that metamodel, minimally, such that the upper bound of only particular mul-

tiplicity constraints of association ends and/or attributes are relaxed. We proposed two heu-

ristic solutions for metamodel relaxations. The first solution is the Evi-MeReFam ap-

proach, which supports metamodel relaxation based on evidence provided by the usage 

pattern of a language and the evolution/change behavior of current model families of that 

language. The second solution is the Anti-MeReFam, which anticipates metamodel relax-

ation points based on structural patterns to support potential (prospective) model families 

of a given language, or across multiple languages. The purpose of inferring only specific 
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relaxation points in a metamodel is to be able to adapt the existing tools and analysis tech-

niques once and minimally for all potential model families of a given modeling language.  

For future work, we plan to work on the discovery of a catalogue of relaxation 

patterns for metamodels and their empirical assessment. We also need to extend this ap-

proach to cover external constraints (e.g., in OCL). 
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 Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter recalls the thesis contributions and relates them to the five research questions 

(RQ1-RQ5) found in Section 1.5. In addition, it re-emphasizes the differences between 

these contributions and closely-related work from the literature. The chapter also discusses 

threats to the validity of the findings as well as future directions and research opportunities. 

 Summary and Contributions 

In Model-Driven Engineering, models change continuously to reflect new requirements or 

refined understanding about the domain, resulting in a so-called model families. For a given 

modeling language, a model family is a set of related models, with commonalities and 

variabilities, that result from the evolution of models into several versions over time and/or 

the variation of models over the space dimension. In contexts where there are several ver-

sions/variations of a model, analyzing individual models, one model at a time, becomes 

cumbersome and inefficient, especially when many models share several elements in com-

mon (i.e., redundancy). In addition, other kinds of analyses that rely on temporal or spatial 

information (e.g., trend analysis over time) become complex using individual models, sep-

arately. 

This thesis proposed union models to: (1) support the representation of model fam-

ilies for time and space dimensions, (2) achieve performance gains during analysis of fam-

ily models all at once, compared to the analysis of individual models, one model at a time, 

and (3) support types of analyses that are more easily feasible with union models compared 

with individual models. The contributions of the thesis are: 

• A language-independent, graph theory-based formalization of model families and 

union models (RQ1), defined in Chapter 4. 

• A language independent algorithm (based on our formalization) to produce a union 

model from a set of models (in a compact and exact manner) of a given language 

(RQ1), with an appropriate predicate encoding (PELA) used as a concrete syntax, 

also presented in Chapter 4. 
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• A Spatio-Temporal Annotation Language (STAL) to support the representation of 

variability in model families (in space and time dimensions) and to facilitate rea-

soning about union models, together with a merging algorithm (RQ1), presented in 

Chapter 3. 

• Improved efficiency of analysis and reasoning over a set of models, all at once 

(using the union model) compared to reasoning on single models, one model at a 

time (RQ2). Chapter 5 reports on three language-independent reasoning tasks (ap-

plied to families of state machines and GRL goal models) whereas Chapter 6 reports 

on language-specific reasoning (in GRL). 

• Examples of analysis techniques adapted to support efficient reasoning about model 

families (RQ3), with a focus on forward and backward evaluation techniques for 

GRL models, in Chapter 6. 

• An implementation of the algorithm used for creating a union model from individ-

ual GRL models, with a translation to CPLEX for supporting forward and backward 

propagation in families of goal models (Chapter 6). 

 

The thesis also provides the following minor contributions, both presented in Chapter 7:  

• This thesis addresses the metamodel-level challenges associated with union mod-

els. In particular, it contributes a characterization of the requirements for minimally 

relaxing modeling languages (based on the structure of original metamodels) to 

support all potential union models of a language (RQ4).  

• The thesis proposes two methods (Evi-MeReFam and Anti-MeReFam) to infer/an-

ticipate locations where metamodel relaxations are needed (i.e., relaxation points) 

so that existing tools and analysis techniques be adapted once per language (RQ5). 

 Differences between this Thesis and Closely-Related Work 

This thesis identified the gaps that exist in current approaches (Chapter 2) and illustrated 

how this thesis’ work is different. These differences can be summarized as follows:  

• The annotation mechanisms used in the literature are different from our proposed 

annotations. To the best of our knowledge, the spatio-temporal annotation language 
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that we use to annotate elements of union models with information about ver-

sions/configurations has never been proposed in the literature.  

• None of the approaches discussed in Sections 2.3 to 2.6 consider the evolution of 

models over time and the variation over the space dimension in the way that we 

handle it (i.e., using one single, annotated union model). In particular, SPL-related 

approaches focus on modeling variability over the space/product dimension. VC-

related approaches focus on handling and managing variability of models over the 

time dimension. Even the approaches that handle variability in space and time to-

gether (Section 2.6) address the problem from the perspective of SPL, which is 

different from our approach. 

• Unlike the use of union models (which does not require feature models), all SPL-

related approaches (Section 2.3 and Section 2.5) rely heavily on the existence of 

feature models to construct 150% models and to extract individual models from 

them. 

• The usage of union model-like artifacts (mainly the 150% models), as discussed in 

Section 2.7, does not go beyond the ability to extract products to conduct only par-

ticular and traditional types of analysis (such as testing, model checking, typed 

checking, or theorem proving). However, our method exploits union models (with 

annotations) to perform more sophisticated kinds of analysis, such as trend analysis. 

• The use of goal models to manage variability (as discussed in Section 2.8) did not 

consider variability of models along the time dimension.  

At the metamodel level, this thesis revealed a lack of approaches that deal with metamodel 

co-evolution in light of model evolution in the general context (Figure 14) and in the con-

text of model families in particular (Figure 6), which is the typical problem discussed in 

this thesis. The gaps between the existing research and our proposed research are discussed 

in Sections 2.10 to 2.15 and summarized as follows:  

• Most approaches conduct transformation/migration of models each time a meta-

model changes (Section 2.10); this requires a non-trivial adaptation effort for tools 

and analysis techniques. Our proposed approach (in Chapter 7), on the other hand, 
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aims to infer a single relaxed metamodel that accommodates all potential union 

models of a language, so as to develop tools for this relaxed metamodel only once. 

• The driving factor of evolution is different. While existing approaches deal with 

models and/or operations co-evolution triggered by metamodel evolution, our work 

targets the evolution/relaxation of metamodels triggered by model evolution in the 

context of model families (Section 2.10 and Section 2.12). 

• Some of the related approaches (Section 2.11) either add new concepts to the orig-

inal metamodel or modify the language’s validity constraints by further constrain-

ing their restrictions, whereas our approach only intends to relax some constraints 

(as new concepts are not required). 

• All the approaches discussed in Section 2.13 and Section 2.14 propose to relax all 

constraints/restrictions that exist in a metamodel (including invariants and manda-

tory features, and by enforcing the nonexistence of instances of certain class). This 

extreme relaxation would have a negative impact on tools adaptation. Our proposed 

approach, on the other hand, is different in the sense that it aims to relax particular 

constraints related to multiplicities of attributes and association ends, together with 

OCL-like constraints, in a minimal way. 

• Finally, the context in which a metamodel is relaxed and the purpose of relaxing 

metamodels in all existing approaches is completely different than the purpose of 

our proposed relaxation method (which is mainly to support the representation of 

model families, not to generate new types of products). 

 Threats to Validity 

In our work, there are several threats to validity that must be assessed to better characterize 

the limitations of the approach and results presented in this thesis. According to Perry et 

al. [229], the following are the most relevant categories of threats to validity for our work.  

 Construct Validity 

Construct validity aims to assess to which extent the experiments, tests and/or case studies 

actually answer our research hypothesis. An important threat in this thesis is that the chosen 
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examples may not reflect the complexity of real environments. Another important issue 

here is the unavailability of several real models for the construction of union models, and 

the reliance on generated models (more convenient for performance evaluations). Although 

the size of models and of families was taken into consideration during experiments, other 

characteristics such as the model topologies (e.g., different depths, proportion of overlap) 

and the complexity of STAL annotations were not. In addition, the complexity of trans-

forming metamodels and models into the formal graph-based representation was not taken 

into consideration. Finally, the usability of the approach (based on the experience of others) 

was not assessed. 

 Internal Validity 

Internal validity examines any bias and other confounding factors, and asses the degree to 

which conclusions about causal relationships can be made based on the test settings and 

measures obtained. One obvious threat in this thesis is that bias might be introduced by 

having the thesis author perform the tests, collect the raw data, and analyze the results. 

Similarly, the selection of languages and analysis techniques in the experiments (mainly 

based on convenience and local expertise) might have been biased towards options for 

which union models are favorable. A similar issue pertains to the literature review, mainly 

done by a single person under the supervision of another one. 

 External Validity 

External validity verifies the extent to which the evaluation results can be generalized to 

other cases or contexts. One important external threat encountered here is that the experi-

ment data target two modeling languages only (GRL and state machine diagrams), and a 

handful of language-independent and language dependent analysis techniques. Other lan-

guages and analysis techniques may not result in efficiency improvements as positive as 

the ones observed here. 
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 Future Work 

There are many opportunities to follow up on the thesis work, including the following di-

rections: 

• Study the effects of variation and topology on reasoning techniques: we need to 

describe how sensitive reasoning and analysis are to the degree of variation in a union 

model. The degree of variation of an MU can be inferred from the number of annota-

tions and the number of annotated elements that exist in a model family and repre-

sented by that MU. In other words, a union model is considered as highly variable if it 

has on average a large number of annotations per element. The topology of individual 

models and of the resulting union model (in terms of maximum/average depth, maxi-

mum/average number of connections per node, etc.) also deserved to be further studied 

to better characterize the potential for performance improvements. 

• Investigate other potential analysis techniques for model families: inspired by the 

data analytics domain [228], we envision conducting several types of analyses over a 

model family to reason on all members of the family, which otherwise would not be 

feasible to be conducted on individual models. Such analysis approaches include:  

1. Descriptive analysis to describe the main aspects or features of the models being 

analyzed. This allows one to make comparisons among several models in a family;  

2. Exploratory analysis to analyze models to find previously unknown relationships. 

This type of analysis is useful for discovering new connections and to provide fu-

ture recommendations;  

3. Inference analysis to infer information about a large population of models based on 

a small sample of models. For example, examining compliance levels using a small 

sample of models to explain how well the entire system complies with regulations 

and rules;  

4. Predictive analysis to analyze current and historical (or legacy) models to predict 

future occurrences of events. The essence of such approaches is to use data on some 

models to predict values for other models; and  

5. Causal analysis to figure out what will happen to one or more models when some 

model gets changed. For instance, to study the impact of changing one or more rule 

in a particular regulatory model on the behavior of other models in the family. 
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• Characterization of the languages and analysis techniques that may benefit from 

union models: although the results reported in this thesis are highly positive, we sus-

pect this might not always be the case depending on the language or particular analysis 

technique being used. A better understanding of where union models can bring value 

and where they cannot (prior to implementation) would be beneficial. Moreover, for 

the language-specific analysis (as proposed in Chapter 6), it will be beneficial to pro-

vide guidelines on how to lift analysis techniques for another language, e.g., BPMN or 

UCM model families, and simulations or traversals. This process requires studying and 

understanding the semantics of languages prior to adapting or lifting their existing anal-

ysis techniques to model families. 

• Validation of the Evi-MeReFam and Anti-MeReFam approaches: the empirical 

validation of the two proposed relaxation approaches (in isolation and in combination) 

could be further studied using the Desmet method from Kitchenham et al. [227]. The 

applicability of Evi-MeReFam and Anti-MeReFam can be evaluated empirically, based 

on a collection of models in different languages (e.g., GRL, state transition diagrams, 

and feature models), so the results are not language dependent. The experiments could 

involve having several model families that are either synthetic (i.e., auto generated by 

tools) or real (from domains with highly evolving/varying models, such as regulatory 

models, or SPL models, to which we have access). Precision and recall can be used as 

two metrics to measure the accuracy of our approaches. The outcome would represent 

the beginning of a catalogue of relaxation patterns for metamodels. 

• Improve tool support: although a prototype tool exists for creating union models, the 

software ecosystem could be greatly enhanced by providing converters from metamod-

els (in EMF or MOF) to type graphs and models to typed graphs expressed with PELA. 

Tools to better visualize annotated union models in the original language syntax would 

also be useful. Support for more rigorously lifting analysis methods and editors would 

also contribute to the adoption in practice of the proposed approach. Optimizations of 

current implementations are also possible. For instance, STAL annotations might be 

more efficiently stored and accessed with indexed lookup tables. 
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• Study the usability of the approach: there is a need to assess whether the approach is 

useful to practitioners, and which parts (especially regarding automation) require usa-

bility improvements to improve chances of adoption in industry. 
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Appendix A: GRL Metamodel and Syntax 

Figure 101 provides an extract of the GRL metamodel, and Figure 102 illustrates the basic 

elements of GRL models. 

 

 

Figure 101     Extract of the GRL metamodel (ITU-T [6])  

 

GRL Model Elements 

A GRL model consists of the following elements: 

• Intentional elements:  

1) Softgoal ( ) is an intention, related to NFRs, that has no clear objective 

measure of satisfaction. 

2) Goal ( ) is an intention, related to functional requirements, that can be 

fully satisfied in a quantifiable way.  
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3) Task ( ) represents activities or solutions used to meet goals and softgoals. 

4) Resource ( ) is needed in order to achieve softgoals, goals, and tasks. 

• Intentional Links: 

1) Decomposition links ( ) are used to connect elements and sub elements 

using AND, OR and XOR decomposition relationships.  

2) Contribution links ( ) indicate the positive or negative impact of the satis-

faction of one element on the satisfaction of another element. 

3) Dependency links ( ) model dependencies between elements, often across 

two different actors, to show that an actor depends on another actor to meet a 

goal, satisfy a softgoal, perform a task, provide a resource, etc. 

• Actors ( ): are the active entities in the system (e.g., stakeholders or systems 

themselves) who want goals to be achieved, softgoals to be satisfied, tasks to be 

performed, and resources to be available. 

 

Figure 102     Summary of the GRL graphical syntax 
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GRL Evaluation Strategies 
 

A GRL strategy describes a particular configuration of alternatives in the GRL model by 

assigning an initial qualitative or quantitative evaluation value (an integer value between 

100 and 100) to some of the intentional elements in the model. A GRL evaluation mecha-

nism then propagates evaluation values to other high-level intentional elements, through 

intentional links, and compute their satisfaction values. Strategies can be compared with 

each other to help decide on the most appropriate trade-offs among conflicting goals of 

stakeholders and to choose the best alternative that satisfy these goals. In addition, GRL 

supports an importance attribute for intentional elements inside actors (also quantitative or 

qualitative). This attribute is considered when evaluating strategies for the goal model, re-

sulting in satisfaction levels measured at the actor level [7]. 
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Appendix B: Summary of STAL’s Syntax 

This appendix provides the grammar of the Spatio-Temporal Annotation Language 

(STAL). In addition, it provides examples for all possible cases of annotations using this 

language, based on the MergeSTAL algorithm provided in Listing 1, Section 3.4.3. 

 

Metagrammar 

 
The following symbols are used to define the grammar: 

• <> for rules 

• ::= for definition 

• {}* for 0 to many 

• {}+ for 1 to many 

• | for alternatives 

• bold for terminal symbols 

• NATURAL for non-negative integers  

• IDENTIFIER for Strings without spaces 

• # text for comments 

 

STAL Grammar 
 

# ALL here means all versions and configurations. 

<STAL> ::= <annotation> {; <annotation>}* | ALL 

<annotation> ::= < <versions> , <configurations> >  

# ALL here means all versions. 

<versions> ::= <singleversion> | <listversions> | <rangeversions>  

               | ALL 

# In versions, ver1, ver2, ver3, … are sorted. 

<singleversion> ::= verNATURAL  
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# Nested lists, if any, are flattened. 

<listversions> ::= ( <versions> {, <versions>}+ ) 

# The first version value must be lower than the second version value. 

<rangeversions> :: = [ <singleversion> : <singleversion> ] 

# ALL here means all configurations. 

<configurations> ::= <singleconfig> | <listconfigs> | ALL 

<singleconfig> ::= IDENTIFIER 

<listconfigs> ::= ( <singleconfig> {, <singleconfig>}+ ) 

Listing 6     STAL grammar 
 

Note that some modelers might use a hierarchical version numbering scheme (versions 

2.3.1 and 4.3.2, etc.). However, these hierarchical numbers can be mapped to simple inte-

gers (while keeping the ordering) for simplification. 

 

 

Illustrative Examples of Annotating Elements in one MU 

In the next five examples, we assume that there is a model family MF consisting of sixteen 

versions and three configurations of a model M, and that their union is captured by MU. 

Example 1:  An element that belongs to <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, <ver1, 

confB>, and <ver4, confB> will be annotated in MU as: <[ver1:ver3], (confA)>; <(ver1,ver4), 

(confB)> 

 

Example 2:  An element that belongs to <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, <ver1, 

confB>, <ver2, confB>, <ver3, confB>, <ver4, confB> will be annotated in MU as: 

<[ver1:ver3], (confA, confB)>; <(ver4), (confB)> 

 

Example 3:  An element that belongs to <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, <ver5, 

confA>, <ver6, confA>, <ver7, confA>, and also to <ver1, confB>, <ver2, confB>, <ver3, 

confB>, <ver5, confB>, <ver6, confB>, <ver7, confB> will be annotated in MU as: 

<([ver1:ver3],[ver5:ver7]),(confA,confB)> 
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Example 4:  An element that belongs to <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, <ver5, 

confA>, <ver7, confA>, <ver10, confA>, and also to <ver1, confB>, <ver2, confB>, <ver3, 

confB>, <ver5, confB>, <ver7, confB>, <ver10, confB> will be annotated in MU as: 

<([ver1:ver3],ver5,ver7,ver10),(confA, confB)> 

 

Example 5:  An element that belongs to <ver1, confA>, <ver2, confA>, <ver3, confA>, <ver7, 

confA>, <ver8, confA>, <ver9, confA>, <ver11, confA>, <ver16, confA>, and to <ver1, confB>, 

<ver2, confB>, <ver3, confB>, <ver7, confB>, <ver8, confB>, <ver9, confB>, <ver11, confB>, 

<ver16, confB>, and also to <ver4,confC> will be annotated in MU as: 

<([ver1:ver3],[ver7:ver9],ver11,ver16), (confA, confB)>; <(ver4), (confC)> 

 

Illustrative Examples of Annotating Elements in MUnew  

In the next two examples, we assume that MU is already constructed for the same MF dis-

cussed above (i.e., MF consists of 16 versions and 3 configurations), and that a model M17 

is added to the family, with all of M17’s elements annotated as <ver17, confA>. 

Example 6:  An element that belongs to MU and annotated with <[ver1:ver3], (confA)>; 

<(ver1,ver4), confB> will be annotated in MUnew= MU ∪ M17  as: <([ver1:ver3],ver17), 

(confA)>; <(ver1, ver4), confB> 

Example 7: An element that belongs to MU and annotated with <ALL>, where ALL corre-

sponds to <[ver1:ver16], (confA, confB, confC)>, will be annotated in MUnew= MU ∪ M17  as: 

<[ver1:ver16], (confA, confB, confC)>; <ver17, confA>. 

Example 8: If  a model M17 is added to the family, with all of M17’s elements annotated 

as <ver17, confA, confB, confC >, then an element in MU that is annotated with <ALL> will 

be annotated in MUnew= MU ∪ M17  as <ALL>. 
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Example 9: The same principle discussed in examples 6-8 applies also when merging two 

union models together, such that MUnew = MU1 ∪ MU2. If an element in MU1 annotated with  

<[ver1:ver6], (confA, confB)>; <ver9, confA> is unified with the same element from MU2 

annotated with <(ver8, ver11, ver13), (confA, confB, confC)>, then that element will be anno-

tated in MUnew as: <[ver1:ver6], (confA, confB)>; <ver9, confA>; <(ver8, ver11, ver13), (confA, 

confB, confC)> 
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Appendix C: Sample CPLEX Code  

This appendix provides CPLEX code for four GRL models of  the model family in Chapter 

6 (Figure 70), and also the CPLEX code of their union model. Other models are available 

online at http://bit.ly/2BW1zIG. 

For brevity, goals, softgoals, and tasks are renamed as N1, N2, N3, etc. Also, in this 

example, we searched for a solution that maximizes the satisfaction value of the root goal 

“Manage Home”, renamed as N1. 

N1 ManageHome 
N2 ProtectHome 
N3 RefreshAirInside 
N4 GiveIllusionHouseLivedIn 
N5 PreventThiefFromEntering 

N6 OpenWindow 
N7 TurnVentilatorOn 
N8 TurnLightOnAndOff 
N9 TurnOnMusic 

N10 LookDoorsAndWindows 
N11 EnergySavedWisely 
N12 IncreasedPrivacy 

N13 OpenWindow 
N14 TurnVentilatorOn 
N15 TurnLightOnAlways 
N16 CalmSenioDown 

 

//Student smart home, Version 1 (i.e., ver1,ConfA)   

using CP; 

dvar int N6 in 0..100; 

dvar int N7 in 0..100; 

dvar int N8 in 0..100; 

dvar int N9 in 0..100; 

dvar int N10 in 0..100; 

dexpr float N3 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*75) +(N7*25))/100))); 

dexpr float N4 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N8*50) +(N9*50))/100))); 

dexpr float N5 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100))/100))); 

dexpr float N2 = ( minl(N4, N5) ); 

dexpr float N1 = ( minl(N2, N3) ); 

dexpr float N12 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100) +(N6*-75) +(N7*60))/100))); 

dexpr float N11 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*90) +(N7*-30))/100))); 

maximize N1; 
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///////////// Solution for Student smart home (ver1,ConfA)///////////////// 

// solution for Mod1A with objective 100 

N8 = 100; 

N9 = 100; 

N10 = 100; 

N6 = 100; 

N7 = 100; 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

// Student smart home, Version 2 (i.e., ver2,ConfA),   

using CP; 

dvar int N6 in 0..100; 

dvar int N7 in 0..100; 

dvar int N8 in 0..100; 

dvar int N9 in 0..100; 

dvar int N10 in 0..100; 

dexpr float N3 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*25) +(N7*75))/100))); 

dexpr float N4 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N8*50) +(N9*50))/100))); 

dexpr float N5 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100))/100))); 

dexpr float N2 = ( minl(N4, N5) ); 

dexpr float N1 = ( minl(N2, N3) ); 

dexpr float N12 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100) +(N6*-30) +(N7*75))/100))); 

dexpr float N11 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*60) +(N7*-75))/100))); 

maximize N1; 

///////////// Solution for Student smart home (ver2,ConfA)///////////////// 

// solution for Mod2A with objective 100 

N8 = 100; 

N9 = 100; 

N10 = 100; 

N6 = 100; 

N7 = 100; 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 

// Senior smart home, Version 1 (i.e., ver1,ConfB),   

using CP; 

dvar int N6 in 0..100; 

dvar int N7 in 0..100; 

dvar int N8 in 0..100; 

dvar int N9 in 0..100; 

dvar int N15 in 0..100; 

dvar int N10 in 0..100; 

dexpr float N3 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*50) +(N7*50))/100))); 

dexpr float N4 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N8*33) +(N9*33) +(N15*33))/100))); 

dexpr float N5 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100))/100))); 

dexpr float N2 = ( minl(N4, N5) ); 

dexpr float N1 = ( minl(N2, N3) ); 

dexpr float N12 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100) +(N6*-50) +(N7*60))/100))); 

dexpr float N11 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*50) +(N7*-75) +(N15*-75))/100))); 

maximize N1; 

 

 

///////////// Solution for Senior smart home (ver1,ConfB) ///////////////// 
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// solution with objective 99 

N8 = 100; 

N9 = 100; 

N15 = 100; 

N10 = 100; 

N6 = 100; 

N7 = 100; 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

// Senior smart home, Version 2 (i.e., ver2,ConfB) 

using CP; 

dvar int N6 in 0..100; 

dvar int N7 in 0..100; 

dvar int N8 in 0..100; 

dvar int N9 in 0..100; 

dvar int N15 in 0..100; 

dvar int N10 in 0..100. 

dexpr float N3 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*50) +(N7*50))/100))); 

dexpr float N4 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N8*33) +(N9*33) +(N15*33))/100))); 

dexpr float N5 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100))/100))); 

dexpr float N2 = ( minl(N4, N5) ); 

dexpr float N1 = ( minl(N2, N3) ); 

dexpr float N12 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N10*100) +(N6*-50) +(N7*90))/100))); 

dexpr float N11 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N6*50) +(N7*-75) +(N15*-75))/100))); 

dexpr float N16 = ( maxl(0, minl(100,((N9*75))/100))); 

maximize N1; 

///////////////////Solution for Mod2B (Winter_Senior)/////////////////// 

// solution with objective 99 

N8 = 100; 

N9 = 100; 

N15 = 100; 

N10 = 100; 

N6 = 100; 

N7 = 100; 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

//Union Model of the four models: 
using CP; 

dvar int ver in 1..2; 

dvar int conf in 1..2; // conf==1 corresponds to ConfA and conf==2  

                         // corresponds to ConfB. 
 

dvar int N6 in 0..100; 

dvar int N7 in 0..100; 

dvar int N8 in 0..100; 

dvar int N9 in 0..100; 

dvar int N10 in 0..100; 

dvar int N15 in 0..100; 

dexpr float N3 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((ver==1 && conf==1 )? (N6*25) +(N7*75):  

(ver==1 && conf==2 )? (N6*50) +(N7*50):  

(ver==2 && conf==1 )? (N6*75) +(N7*25):  

(ver==2 && conf==2 )? (N6*50) +(N7*50):  
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0 ))/100)))); 

dexpr float N5 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((N10*100)))/100)))); 

dexpr float N4 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((ver==1 && conf==1 )? (N8*50) +(N9*50):  

(ver==1 && conf==2 )? (N8*33) +(N9*33) +(N15*33):  

(ver==2 && conf==1 )? (N8*50) +(N9*50):  

(ver==2 && conf==2 )? (N8*33) +(N9*33) +(N15*33):  

0 ))/100)))); 

dexpr float N2 = (((minl(N4,N5)) )); 

dexpr float N1 = (((minl(N2,N3)) )); 

dexpr float N12 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((N10*100) +ver==1 && conf==1 ? (N6*-30) 

+(N7*75):  

(ver==1 && conf==2 )? (N6*-50) +(N7*60):  

(ver==2 && conf==1 )? (N6*-75) +(N7*60):  

(ver==2 && conf==2 )? (N6*-50) +(N7*90):  

0 ))/100)))); 

dexpr float N11 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((ver==1 && conf==1 )? (N6*60) +(N7*-

75):  

(ver==1 && conf==2 )? (N6*50) +(N7*-75) +(N15*-75):  

(ver==2 && conf==1 )? (N6*90) +(N7*-30):  

(ver==2 && conf==2 )? (N6*50) +(N7*-75) +(N15*-75):  

0 ))/100)))); 

dexpr float N16 = ((maxl(0, minl(100,(((ver==2 && conf==2 )? (N9*75):  

0 ))/100)))); 

 

maximize N1; 

 

///////////////////Solution for Union Model MU /////////// 

// solution with objective 100 

ver = 1; 

conf = 1; 

N8 = 100; 

N9 = 100; 

N15 = 0; 

N10 = 100; 

N6 = 100; 

N7 = 100; 

 

 

 


